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. . .Discovering. . .Learning
I'm not really sure about
where we're going,
but I don't think anyone else
is either.
Everyone seems to be
searching . .
.
discovering . . .
learning . .
.
new ways to do things,
new ways to work at things,
new ways to think.
I have heard it called
the knowledge explosion,
and it has happened within
our lifetime.
Challenges arise,
are met,
are overcome,
and then are regarded as
steps toward a more mature
knowledge of one's true self.
"To dream the impossible dream,
To fight the unbeatable foe,
To bear, with unbearable sorrow,
To run, where the brave dare not go.
To right the unrightable wrong,
To love pure and chaste from afar.
To try when your arms are too weary,
to reach the unreachable star."
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Expression assembles university puzzle. . .
An individual makes up
a university,
an individual being who
infiltrates the campus with
fresh ideas and stimulating
challenges.
An individual is a vital block
with which to create
a university,
and is related to other blocks
by the common element of
knowledge.
The slurping and spattering
of watermelons, the pageantry
of another gala Stunts,
the glimmering brilliance of
a beauty queen's coronet,
the goose-pimply shiver the
famous Butler band emulates,
the endearing face of a
rush-circus clown,
all aid in the final
assemblyingof the
university puzzle
with its intricate pieces of
individual expression.


A drum cadence in the
glow of the victory firelight
. . . observing a blue flame
tickling a glass beaker . .
.
searching for a purpose
and discovering it
in cellophane-wrapped
facts and theories
—
a student today,
a teacher tomorrow.
Everything is moving
fast and exploding in a
similitude of directions.
And the activity seems to
give the campus a pulse,
a life apart from the world
surrounding our college
environment.
Expressing seems to be
the only outlet for
curiosity.
. . .Curiosity ca+alyst for knowledge. . .
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. . .9tudents delve into Butler's fifth dimension. . .
Each block of the
Butler pyramid
polishes its rough edges
and pointed corners
by exposure to a whipped-
creame topping of culture.
A carefully painted mask
of another world,
the shiny distorted images
reflected from the bell of
a horn,
the mellow and resonant tones
of a famous singer,
make college "jump the track"
of everyday routine.
\
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The electric excitement of
the crowd as a pigskin spirals
perfectly through the air . .
.
as a basketball swishes
the net . .
.
as a bobby-socked cheerleader
holds back tears of joy,
tears of defeat.
Competing physical strength
against physical strength,
Mind against mind,
with only the reward of
a ripple of approval from
the spectators,
and a tingle of satisfaction
inward.
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. . .Kinetic dynamism soul of compe+ifion. . .
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. . ."9ome men see things as they are and say why.
?ffi-'M
I dream things that never were and say why not?". .
.
1968-69 was the year of
elections, of violence against
the party machine and tradition.
The cry rose for peace in
Viet Nam and the realization
hit America of the awesome
intellectual power-force
college students possess
as they crusaded for the
men of their choice, thus
giving elections
new blood
and a new hope.
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. . .Hoosierland called home sweet home. . .
The memorable year
brought the pageantry of
another Indy 500
with its bevy of beautys,
thrills of speed and daring,
and hoosier hysteria on
the infield.
We live in the fascade of
the circle city—the home
of the hits—a gold capital
dome, baroque memorials,
Morganizing mania,
and turquoise hydrants
found nowhere else except
possibly Funk and Wagnall


Love is not easy,
it is not soft or sentimental.
It is to bend to another
—
to listen
—
to be open.
It is to share and
have compassion.
It is to give oneself,
not once,
but over and over again.
To be loved is to have life.
To love is to live it.
^'Mi^^^
. . .Love is the zenith of life. .
.
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A truly educated person
must be a dissatisfied
person.
If he has been exposed to
enough of the greatness
of the past
and the possibilities of
the future,
he must remain
permanently dissatisfied
with the present.
Toward that end we set
this book,
proceeding by the only
method possible—by
talking with people,
by asking questions,
by searching . .
.
discovering . .
.
learning.
. . .to reach fhat unreachable sfar
expressing
Campus life is spent in a mad
rush—for grades, friends and most-
ly knowledge. Living each day to the
fullest reaps happy memories in the
future of an individual expressing.
A mud-caked coed, a greased pig, a
circus fat lady
. . . these are what
make up student life—the student of
the now generation . . .
expressing
. . .
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Education: framework for
A student doubles his pleasure and fun by stretching a coffee break.
Christy Johnson goes hippie for freshmen skits.
1
expression
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At Butler, expression, the out- j^/K^K^K^^B ^^kgrowth of man's unceasing desire to i^^^^l^^l "-"^P^convey his emotions, has defined ^^^^^H^^^l
itself in a wide variety of media: the ^f^^^^B^^^
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^B^Btt^i'
determined coed struggling for the t'^B^k 1
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success of her sorority; the sensitive ?«' f ^^^^^^^^H
ear of an amateur musician straining
^^j[/> 1 ^^^^^1to attain the harmonic pattern of a jNH|||^^-^^3^^^^^^^^HMf ^minor chord; a student transforming ^q^^Pm^P'
the rhythmic pulse of a soul band ^mmW wMii^S^mL^^^^^^^^m ^
into the spasmodic contortions of flHr
^1
the latest dance; and even the cold ^^r ^H
concrete slabs forming a stoic figure ^^1
in a local landmark. _iMi4L.^^I
Brad Bright entertains friends with folk songs.
Chris Kleinschmidt grapples for a Sigma Geneva Stunts give Norm Blum a chance
Chi derby and wins! to exhibit his acting abilities.
expressing
—
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D.G.'s anxiously await their new pledges Kappa Kappa Gamma ushers their rushees
into the Kappa Hotel.
38—Expressing
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Bufler rush starts year;
new ideas infiltrate houses
A reduced number of rushees
this fall was primarily responsible
for the low quota of nineteen set
by the Pan-hel. Each house enter-
tained the 165 freshmen girls
throughout the week with original
songs and skits.
The Man on the street, Hamp-
ton Drive, could have been run over
by a circus train or have met some
costume-clad sorority girls por-
traying everything from Indians to
Southern Belles.
A concentrated week of dis-
covering majors and home towns
concluded with rushees signing
preference cards and new pledges
moving into their new homes.
Four sailors steal the scene at an Alpha
Phi rush party.
Rushees have
Tri Delt parties
Pi Phi's show rushees their version of
heaven and the benefits derived.

Kitty Spann makes it a clean sweep for
the Pi Phi's by winning the eating contest.
Famous form filled again;
Lambda Chi Bust a bang
The end of the season crop of
watermelon was devoured by Butler
students at the annual Lambda Chi
Alpha Watermelon Bust. The Pi Beta
Phi's reigned as the stars of the day,
surpassing all other housing units in
their ability to inhale watermelon
and exhale watermelon seeds. Whole
watermelons and the subsequent
parts thereof were substituted for
discus' when the Sigma Nu's copped
the title in the melon-throwing
contest.
That evening at the Lambda
Chi sponsored dance, the Pi Phi's
made it a clean sweep, as Patricia
Chance, due to h%r outstanding
physical attributes, was crowned
Miss Watermelon Bust.
k
Wags Waggoner, Pi Phi, spat the farthest. Formality is forgotten when watermelon
bust time comes.
Miss Tricia Chance, Pi Beta Phi, shows
why she won Miss Bust.
Expressing—41
Aggressive factics key
in Qadie Hawkins Event
The campus lushes received
their chance to prove themselves in
a new Sadie Hawkins Day event, the
chugging contest. Another reliable
test of the masculinity of Butler
males was an old stand-by, the tug
of war.
Hoosier farm girls, and farm
girls at heart, representing each
housing unit, exhibited their skill at
catching a well-greased pig; while
other coeds flashed legs and smiles
as they competed for the coveted
'Daisy Mae' title.
As in the days of Dogpatch, the
chase was the highlight of the day
for Butler's Kappa Sigs as well as
for aggressive female students. The Sadie tug-of-war brought out the
culine strength of all the frat men.
^'
The new event, a chugging contest, was
handily won by Denny Delt.
A disgruntled pig's squeal was transmitted from beneath the pileup.
42—Expressing
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Miss Patricia Freeze, Robertson Hall, reigned with her pet chicken as lovable Kappa Sigma Daisy Mae of Dogpatch.
The Kappa Sigs were in their glory when the final event found Butler coeds wildly pursuing them.
4il^.C*^"^ ^-m-'
Derby Day leaves
-pp^g luxury of an egg shampo is a fringe benefit of the Sigma Chi A sleeping bag houses a zealous zip
cripples in its Mount and Mackerel event. stripper
wake.
44—Expressing
Qigma Chi's flip hats for coeds
Butler coeds completely Ig-
nored the mud, scratches, and
bruises accompanying Derby Day, as
they chased defenseless Sigma Chl's
for their priceless derbys. The com-
petitive wave continued over into the
afternoon happenings, which in-
cluded the Zip Strip, Mount and
Mackerel, Musical Ice Buckets,
Around the World Relay, and an im-
promptu clothes chain for the
Mystery Event.
Kappa Alpha Theta captured
the hearts and hats of the SIgs by
taking first place in the over-all
events.
Jill Jackson, Theta, reigned as
this year's Derby Day Queen.
Added attraction to the Sigma Chi front lawn is Theta, Jill Jackson,
1968 Derby Day Queen.
Contestants edge out pneumonia and each other in the final The mystery event helps the women of Kappa Alpha Theta to win
round of the musical ice water contest. . . . barely.
Expressing—-45
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Homecoming: rivalries' baHleground
A brisk October wind did not
prevent Butler's alumni and students
from enjoying the Homecoming
festivities.
Ringing of the chimes at noon
commenced the Friday afternoon
events, with the Kappa Sigs and the
Delta Gammas winning the Pushmo-
bile contest.
The men of Phi Delta Theta
were victorious over the Sigma Chis
in the coveted chariot race. The patio
of Lilly Hall served as the coronation
site for the 1968 Homecoming
queen, Fran Kleinfeld of Robertson.
Students then anticipated the tra-
ditional torch light parade and
bonfire.
•
In spite of the winning chariot racing form exhibited by
the Sigma Chis, the Phi Delts won and broke the Sigma
Chi's four-year winning streal<.
Competing for the 1968 Homecoming Queen
crown are from left: Allana Todd, Alpha Phi;
Mary Alice Phares, Delta Gamma; Susannah
Hoy, Kappa Alpha Theta; Betty Barkhau, Tria-
non; Patty Norris, Schwitzer Hall; Marlene Mac-
Donald, Pi Beta Phi; Kathy Hurrle, Delta Delta
Delta; Susie Sipple, Kappa Kappa Gamma; Julie
Wiltfong, Alpha Chi Omega; Queen Fran Klein-
feld, Robertson Hall.
Blue and white helium-fill-
ed balloons are a Butler
first to add spirit at the
homecoming game.
Expressing—47
Gridiron tragedy disappoints alumni
, , „ ,, . .. Sounds of the Marching Bulldogs enter-
Fans place their faith in Bulldog gridmen. jgin fans in a colorful half time show.
"Sitting Bull-dog" secured a first place Chickenwire, petal paper, and time were the chief ingredients for Noah's Ark, the win-
trophy for the men of Phi Delta Theta. ning theme for the Delta Gamma's.
48—Expressing
Saturday's homecoming activi-
ties began with a sophomore defeat,
as the freshmen tallied a victory by
shinning up the greased pole. A new
event, the tug-of-war, incremented
the usual excitement and enthusiasm
of the morning as Freshmen coeds
shared the benefits of victory with
their male counterparts. Anxious
fans watched the afternoon game
against the Ball State Cardinals. A
ream of post game open houses gave
the returning alumni an opportunity
to reunite and visit the housing units.
The Indiana Roof was the site
for the 1968 Homecoming dance
sponsored by Blue Key and Mortar-
board, a fitting climax to a memora-
ble weekend.
Al>?'^^Ml^S>
Determined freshmen struggle against sophomore women to rid themselves
beanies, the freshman symbol.
Fran Kleinfeld, 1968 Homecoming Queen,
helped to make the homecoming dance a
regal affair.
A radiant queen, Fran Kleinfeld of RobertsoVi
Hall, reigns over homecoming festivities.
I
Proud Pops given royal red carpet:
evaluate their investments
The 1968 version of Dads' Day
began when the field house doubled
as a banquet hall for several hun-
dred dynamic duos. Butler grid-
ironers then made proud dads
prouder as they scored a Trojan de-
feat. Post-game recreation took the
form of open houses, at which skits,
songs, and food entertained the
exhausted paternal figures. Official
Dads' Day activities were concluded
with a Sunday morning chapel
service.
Pete Cioanovitch and dad forms the classic
Dads' Day duo.
Dad passes out words of wisdom to his
little girl.
An Alpha Chi daughter knows that the very best way to her Daddy's heart and wallet is
through his stomach.
Expressing—51
Election year 1968! No one can
deny that this was an exciting, con-
troversial campaign. President Lyn-
don B. Johnson surprised many with
his withdrawal from the presidential
contest. The tragic, violent death of
Senator Robert F. Kennedy left the
populace stunned.
Throughout the campaigning,
Americans heard the three con-
tenders express their views on the
war in Viet Nam, the Civil Rights is-
sue, and other conflicts of the
United States.
Viet Nam
Senator Eugene McCarthy utilizes tlie Butler theatron during the torrid summer cam-
paign of '68.
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The Viet Nam peace issue had a large
bearing on the election outcome.
The strong third-party mentor, George
Wallace, gives his views.
Many Hollywood celebrities, like Dustin
Hoffman, support their man.
Richard Nixon's platform was
strongly supported by many and was
in a fairly strong lead during much of
the race. Hubert H. Humphrey ran a
close second. George Wallace also
received a good deal of support.
After the anxiety of waiting for
election returns and the possibility
of an electoral college deadlock,
which would have thrown the elec-
tion to the House of Representatives,
the final results inaugurated the
Nixon era.
hawk, dove plank decides GOP vicfory
The President of the United States, Richard Millhouse Nixon, shakes hands with a Hoosier Hubert H. Humphry staged a gallant, but
at the Circle. '°si"g ^'6'^* ^°'' ^^^
Democratic Party.
Expressing—53
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TV personalify hosts DRIFT Pageant
A crew of Indianapolis area
judges were snowed by the charm
and poise of this year's DRIFT
Beauty Queen, Didi Carryer, and her
competitors Bev Bennett and Naomi
Ryan.
Jim Williams, Sigma Nu,
edged out in the Most Eligible
Bachelor Contest his closest rivals,
Gordon Price, Delta Tau Delta, and
Pete Cigonavich, Phi Delta Theta.
Jim Gerard, Indianapolis TV
personality, was host to the capacity
crowd gathered in the Clowes Kran-
nert Room.
Didi is congratulated by her Theta sisters.
Jim Williams, Most Eligible Bachelor
crowns our 1968 DRIFT Beauty Queen,
Miss Didi Carryer.
The new 1968
Beauty Queen is
Master of
ceremon-
ies is Jim
Gerard.
Expressing—55
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Campus
royalty
adds class
Congressman William Bray was
on hand to crown Kappa Allison
Smith, 1968 Snow Queen at the
annual Phi Kappa Theta all campus
tree lighting.
First place trophies were pre-
sented to the members of Kappa
Alpha Theta and Phi Delta Theta for
surpassing all other housing units in
the collection of Goodwill bags. First
place trophies also went to Delta
Delta Delta and Sigma Chi for the
Mental Health Drive.
Women from all housing units
enchanted the men of Tau Kappa
Epsilon at the Butler premiere of
TKE Freak Week. Ann Weber, Theta
pledge, was the most Bewitching
Witch.
AFROTC held its annual mili-
tary ball at the Indiana Roof where
Marcy VerBryck, Theta, was crowned
Military Ball Queen.
Queen Marcy VerBryck will represent But-
ler in all AFROTC contests this year.
Expressing—57
Electric excitement fills
the air at Christmastime
Santa Claus entertains children at tine
Kappa Alpha Theta-Sigma Chi orphan
party.
John Schulte put the "small package"
adage to the test while Laurel Barile
watches.
The ghost of Christmas past,
present, and future made its yearly
haunt through the halls of Jordan
and the housing units. This year's
festive season was marked by the
sparkle of children's eyes as Santa
made the scene with his sack full of
goodies at the numerous orphan
parties; the gaity of tree trims and
holiday parties and dances; the sus-
pense of what lies beneath the bright
red and green paper bound with rib-
bon; and a battery of "last tests be-
fore finals".
t^^k=^
Snow blankets architecture on Hampton. The Christmas season gives Daurene Bow-
ers a chance to show off a new dress.
^
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Susie Beeton, Kathy Bartosh, Kathy Wal-
ker and Pat Denneke form a graceful
quartet.
David Brown, Peter Humphrey and Steve
Heck look splendid in their sailor cos-
tumes.
Robert Dicello smiles at Carol Clay in
"Three Todays."
Ballet troupe
tours country,
graces Clowes
1968-69 was a busy and pro
ductive year for the Butler Ballet
Talented members of the company
graced Clowes Hall with several en
riching performances. In addition
they toured to destinations including
Springfield, Mansfield, and Dover
Ohio; and Danville, Kokomo, and
Earlham and Manchester Colleges
of Indiana. Performances were also
given in Montgomery, Alabama, and
Oakridge, Tennessee.
This year the company
stretched its scope by presenting
dances never shown in the United
States—the premiere of Offenbach
and a waltz-gliere executed by Pat
Denneke and Steve Jenkins.
... an elegant scene from the Butler
Ballet's "Raymonda."
Controversial was not the word for the popular ballet, "Daphnis and Chloe.'
Expressing—61
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Performances selected with depth I
Potpourri is the word for the
drama offerings of plays ranging
from comedy of the 16th century to
romantic works of the 19th century.
Among these were "Crime and
Punishment," Spoon River Antholo-
gy, Camille, and The Country Girl.
Dramatic literature was presented in
the Reader's Theatre.
The department chose plays which
would not ordinarily be performed
in a civic theatre or summer stock.
Most of the selections were not con-
temporary, but were plays with the
depth that survives Broadway.
Debby Hokenson and Ned Rosenberger bend anxiously over the dying Debra
Cunning
ham in Crime and Punishment.
Trueman Kelley plays the lead in The
Knight of the Burning Pest/e.
Kim Junius and Mairlynn Massarelli flank
Debra Cunningham.
Randy Goldsborough cringes under the sword of Trueman Kelley
in The Knight of the Burning Pestle.
that survives trials of Broadway
Mr. Thomas Adkms, drama teacher, gives an outstanding per
formance in Crime and Punishment.
Roseanne Dailey watches John Ranson m
^ed Rosenberger performs well in a scene of Crime and Pun-
a scene of The Defective Story. ishment.
Randy Goldsbo-
rough and Jac-
queline Noll em-
brace.
!Enferfainmenf galore tantalizes many
Phil Foster starred in tfie smash hit
"Don't Drink the Water."
The mellow tones of Guy Lombardo The unique box office hit "Rosencrantz and Gui7denstern are Dead" starred Brian Murray
entertained many. and John Wood.
64—Expressing
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people
Johnny Mathis crooned his romantic tunes to enraptured
listeners.
The 1968-69 season at Clowes
Hall was truly outstanding in every
respect. Audiences filled with Butler
students and residences of the area
were privileged to attend excellent
and varied concerts, lectures, and
performances of the Indianapolis
Symphony and the Harkness Ballet.
In addition, there were choral pro-
grams and a marionette theatre pre-
sentation.
First-rate drama was exhibited in-
cluding such well known plays as
Cactus Flower, Don't Drink the
Water, Fiddler on the Roof, and Man
of La Mancha.
Clowes Hall, with its fantastic rep-
utation, has attracted many interna-
tionally famous artists. Popular stars
such as Bill Cosby, Donovan, Johnny
Mathis, Peter Nero, and Glenn Yar-
borough enraptured enthusiastic au-
diences for hours. Among the su-
purb groups featured were the Four
Seasons, Paul Revere and the Raid-
ers, the Electric Circus, and Peter,
Paul, and Mary.
Ferrante and Teicher climaxed their per-
formance with "Exodus."
"Wierd Harold," alias Bil
the house down.
Cosby, brought
Clowes' culture rounds out
individual
Clowes' culture adds and fulfills
Without a doubt, one of the most
important features of life at Butler
University is the impressive, geo-
metric building known as Clowes
Memorial Hall.
Upon entering the brightly car-
peted hall, viewers take a comfort-
able seat located in one of the three
tiers.
Clowes holds an attraction for
everyone—from sophisticated ma-
trons attending in their limousines
to a bell-bottomed couple watching
their favorite rock group perform.
Donovan expresses the world of the youth of today through the
media of deep-feeling music.
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Exotic dancers dance to sitar music. Anna Lindig, Craig Stevens, and Alexis Smith star in
David Mer-
rick's hit comedy "Cactus Flower."
Jose Ferrer, as the mad Don Quixote, is brought back to realization
in the famous mirror scene in "Man of LaMancha."
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Looking wistfully at his pledge pin, Stan Phariss
has pledged Barb Pickett to Phi Delta Theta.
Greek Week
A Delt get-together is , , , , orothers go to the Greek blow-your-mind dance.
A film drop curtain adds a romantic effect from the third tier at Clowes.
S—Expressing
9tars Cryan Qhame's electric vibrations
Butler's Greek Weekend, a
shortened version of the traditional
Greek Week, began this year on
January 31. The fraternities held
exchange dinners which gave them
a chance to know their brothers
better. The mock line-ups were great
for everyone. Saturday was the night
for a really spirited dance on the
huge stage of Clowes Hall. The
Cryin' Shames provided excellent
music that really made you want to
rock out.
Electric vibrations of the Cryan Shames
wowed BU Greeks,
'''"*'"""'"''''"""*
Vocal lalent cops title for Miss B.U.
A bevy of gorgeous girls and
a pageant loaded with talented con-
testants, summed up the Miss Butler
Pageant sponsored by the Butler
Association of Women Students.
Miss Kathy Kocher, a 5'9"
brown-eyed beauty from Cincinnati,
Ohio, walked away with the title
after giving her rendition of a med-
ley from "My Fair Lady."
Miss Kocher represented Butler
University in Michigan City in the
Miss Indiana Pageant.
Kathy is a junior majoring in
voice in the Jordan College of Music
and a member of Kappa Kappa Gam-
ma, AWS, WRA, YWCA, and Young
Republicans.
"Winning Miss Butler was such
a thrill," says Kathy. Copping such
a coveted title truly exemplifies
Kathy's searching . . . learning . . .
finding.
We are proud of Queen Kathy, who rep-
resents Butler well.
Kathy leafs through a scrapbook of all her adventures in the
Miss Indiana pageant.
Queen Kathy applies a finishing touch on her makeup before a
preliminary contest.
70—Expressing
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Kocf^r, Kappa l^pfa Gamma, reigns as the 1968-69
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The greatest
of these
is LOVE
To reason is to give ex-
cuses for the trutii.
Please don't let the work-
ings of the mind confuse the
issues of the heart.
For the heart can lie but
the warnnth that it provides can
fill the emptiness of life.
I travel a course well-
traveled upon.
I make a journey that so
many have made.
I seek a world so many
have sought.
I desire a love so few can
have.
Our Sweethearts are from left: Lynn
Haglund, Delta Tau Delta; Cindy
Sandy, Kappa Sigma; Marilyn Noll,
Sigma Chi; Faye Brown, Lambda
Chi Alpha; Judy Jacob, Tau Kappa
Epsilon; Fran Kleinfeld, Sigma Nu;
Carol Deremiah, Phi Delta Theta;
and Karen Tally, Phi Kappa Theta.
72—Expressing
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stunts, 9pring Sing add zest in Expression
hands are up in the Delta Gamma's "The Games May Beckon You.'
74—Expressing
Talents of singing, acting, cos-
tuming, and having a lot of fun are
displayed each year in Spring Sing
and Geneva Stunts, sponsored by
the Butler Y's.
Performed in Clowes Hall, Ge-
neva Stunts contains six acts—three
by men's housing units and three
by woman's. The winners this year
were the Sigma Chi's with "For
Whom the Bells Toll" and the Kappa
Kappa Gamma's with "Once Upon a
Time."
Spring Sing, consisting of song
medlies by each housing unit,
awarded trophies to winners in three
categories. The Delta Gamma's won
in the Woman's division, Ross Hall
won in the men's, and the Kappa's
and Phi Delt's won the mixed
division.
The women of Kappa Kappa Gamma
portray story book characters in "Once
Upon A Time."
Director IVIartha Motsch leads the Delta
Gamma's in "Cabaret."
The men of Ross Hall place first in the mens' division.
The Sigma Chi's won most original in "For Whom the Bells Toll
The Kappas and the Pi Delts sing the
winning number "Up, Up and Away."
Phi Kaps team
The two captains of the winning team Leslie O'Conner, Kappa
Alpha Theta and Bill Norris, Phi Kappa Theta, are happy with
their victory and new record time.
Debby Jones, Theta, screeches to a halt
as Phi Kap pit crew does expert maneu-
vering. After a record breaking pit stop
. . . Go, Debby, go!
with Thetas for record-shattering Trik win
Threatening skys and light rain
failed to bring the black flag down
on the annual Delta Tau Delta Trik-
la-Tron. Expert tricycle maneuvering,
efficient pit crews, and strong legs
brought the team of Kappa Alpha
Theta and Phi Kappa Theta to vic-
tory lane. The queen, chosen from
nine candidates, is JoAnn Cifalla.
The old records were complete-
ly shattered as the girls made the
oval run in 2.10 seconds and the
guys teamed for an unbelievable 4.6
second pit stop.
Mayor Richard Lugar presents trophy to
the record-breaking Phi Kappa Theta pit
crew.
JoAnn Cifalla of Switzer Hall, is chosen 1968 Delta Tau Delta Trk-laTron queen.
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. . . learning . . .
Learning is an idea,
a faint glimmer which is nurtured,
a speck of knowledge instilled
in the mind.
Learning develops from an inkling
and culminates into an inspired
revelation.
Opportunity, Understanding,
Work and Dedication,
Yield that inspiration
acquired in college
to attain our goals in life.

Jones ends sixth year;
Supervising Butler students and
faculty for the sixth year is Dr. Alex-
ander E. Jones. President Jones
graduated from Depauw with a B.A.
and received his M.A. and Ph.D. from
the University of Minnesota.
President Jone's schedule is filled
with meetings, speeches, and a mul-
titude of administrative jobs which
only a president can handle effec-
'
tively.
Without his active participation as
well as his excellent supervision,
Butler would not be the progressing
university that it is.
Directly involved with personal as-
sistance to the students of Butler is
the school's deans. Mrs. Mildred I.
Jones, Dean of Women, has the re-
sponsibility of supervising all women
students by directing sorority rush-
ing, housing units, and Panhellenic.
Herbert F. Schwomeyer has been
the Dean of Men at Butler for the
past twelve years. He was appointed
Dean of Men after being a lecturer
and administrator at Butler for a
number of years. Dean Schwomeyer
coordinates the men's college pro-
gram.
President and Mrs Alexander E. Jones relax together after a hectic day.
President Jones presides over numerous
faculty meetings.
«!!»«»«in-i.-n-t—iT-^
capable individuals fill key positions
The duties of the dean of women, Mildred Jones, reach far Dean Herbert Schwomeyer coordinates the activities of all male
beyond the scope of her office. students.
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The efficiency of operation depends
Dr. Clyde Aldrich, head of the graduate school division converses with a student in the
C-Club over future opportunities and possibilities.
Mr. Thomas Rhodes, Placement director,
arrives at the Jordan Hall scene.
Dr. Christo Mocus, director of Butler's evening division, checks a cal-
endar of events for personal schedule conflicts.
Mr. Willis B. Connor enters his office
where he directs the university's financial
development.
Surveying construction work at Clowes is
Buildings and Grounds director, Mr. Ar-
thur Lindberg.
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upon the efficiency of administration
Mr. Raymond Gladden directs all opera-
tions conducted behind the grated win-
dow of the bursar.
Coordinating tine programs at
Butler are many different adminis-
trators.
The goals of the administrators
are to further the progress of Butler
and to solve the individual problems
of students. The administration is
also responsible for the welfare of
the faculty and other members of the
staff. The effectiveness of a good
administration has been proven by
the university's constant state of
efficiency.
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Mr. Raymond Cawthorne schemes the
maze better known to students as regis-
tration.
Freshmen's first contact at Butler is ad-
missions director, Mr. Gene Chenoweth.
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Mr. Robert Stalcup, alumni director, looks
over photographs to be used in the alumni
magazine.
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Eager students pore over their new $100 Visual aids stimulate the minds of Zoology class students in preparation for their first
books. college exam.
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Underclassmen exposed
fo diversified curriculum
Formed in 1945, the University
College offers all freshmen and soph-
omores a general education prepar-
ing them for specialized studies as
they become upperclassmen.
During the past year, several cur-
riculum changes have been proposed
by the University College. These
changes have been suggested to
keep in step with the increasing and
changing needs of all college stu-
dents. The proposed changes, hope-
fully, will be in effect in the fall of
1969.
No, it's not a problem of overstudy, it's
just a lack of sleep.
Learning—85
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IBM element vifal in Business world
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Knobs and gadgets in reality control vast
amounts of power.
Trying to give the student a
broad knowledge and understand-
ing of the modern world and helping
him develop a scientific, problem-
solving approach to business are
only some of the objectives of the
College of Business. In operation as
a separate college since 1937, the
college was led again this year by
Dr. David R. Roberts. Enrollment
grew slightly this year, the total en-
rollment reaching over 425 students
in the spring semester. With a work-
ing staff of 25 full and part time
teachers, students were able to work
in fields ranging from accounting
to Journalism.
Journalism is a type of business and
photography is Corney Newbold's.
Lectures on the stratification of a corporation gives an insight into business. IBM is the key to business success.
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Learning ttp^arJous aspects ptjjusiness
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Video tape
ufilized in
classroom
Violette Summers utilizes the overhead projector to teach a class in biology.
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Dr. Gary Anderson headed the pilot secondary teaching group; the use of video tape
was experienced.
Boasting a total of over a
thousand students, the College of
Education completed its thirty-ninth
year at Butler University. Fifteen full-
time teachers and eight physical edu-
cation teachers, including five
coaches, made up the bulk of the
teaching staff. Under the leadership
of a new^ dean, Joseph Nygard, sev-
eral changes occurred in the college.
A new method of carrying out the
student teaching semester w/as tried
on a control group made up of ten
students. Also, a new video-tape ma-
chine made possible some different
experiments in the study of micro-
teaching.
Physical education is one of the var-
ieties of education.

Teaching is a self-rewarding profession
New leadership means new
ideas, and new ideas are precisely
what is happening in the College of
Education. Already in the change
swing with its experimental teach-
ing programs, the Education pro-
gram plans even bigger changes for
next year. Improvements include add-
ing courses, emphasizing specia
education, and expansion of reading
clinics. This spring the college was
kept busy preparing for a visit from
the National Crediting Agency which
will occur next fall. This agency de-
cides whether Butler will remain ac-
credited in education.
Marilyn Motsch claims as her parttime home, Herron Art Institute. Putting on children's plays is a skill learned in el ed my Susie
Guental, Gretchen Gruca, and Barb Eastman.
Learning—91 '



The Lilly Pad rated tops nation-wide
When entering Lilly Hall, home of
the Jorden College of Music, one Is
struck by the endless activity creat-
ed by the school's 510 dance, music,
radio and television, and graduate
students. The nation-wide known and
top-rated dance department includes
five separate dance companies, of
which two are touring companies.
Various small faculty and student
vocal and instrumental ensembles
are to be found in the music depart-
ment as well as the many larger
traditional groups.
A music student blows his mind. A burst of light leaps from Lilly.
The maestro gives cue to harp soloist. The alum band relives the old days of their glory on the field.
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Drama, dance, music, radio and TV
The drama department of Butler
produces four major productions a
year with three or four short plays
directed by graduating seniors. A
new feature of the drama department
this year was the performance of two
class plays produced by the advanc-
ed acting class.
WAJC, the Butler radio station, is
entirely student operated with no
paid personnel. WAJC is in opera-
tion 365 days a year, and is the most
powerful student operated station in
the United States with 35,000 watts.
Behind-the-scenes work is important, too. Reflecting a break from warm-ups is Joey Zukel
and Elaine Bauer.
Radio and TV is an exciting career.
m
Music stands with infinite notes forming a hodgepodge melody dresses up an ensemble.
Student-professor relationships are
strong.
96—Learning
offered
Kathy Bartosch exudes the grace of a born
ballerina.
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Someone said that music is the
laughter and joy of life. Singing and
letting the heart feel free and alive;
dancing and letting the imagination
run to wild and creative thoughts;
acting, and becoming not an individ-
ual, but an individual w/ith a rubber
personality and a keen insight on
others.
The Lilly-Hallers are a unique
breed of people—and for their deep-
er feeling on life they have developed
from Vi^orking with that laughter of
life, they should be envied and ad-
mired.
Music, laughter of life,
makes Lillyhallers unique
i9
A multitude of faces and instruments is really the heart beat of Lilly and make it the
outstanding school it is.
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Fine arts proffs
tops nation-wide
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1. Ehlert, Jackson K.
Dean
2. Adkins, J. Thomas
Drama
3. Aerne, Andre
Music
4. Colbert, John K.
Music
S.Cooper, Frank
Art History, Piano
6. Cornick, Martha
Dance
7. Eaton, Jack
Music
8. Glenn, William
Dance
9. Harper, Ann
Radio-TV
10. Gour, Betty
Dance
11. Henzie, Charles
Music
12. Johnson, Harold
Music Literature
and History
13. Jones, Lucille
Music
14. Koehrn, Fred
Music
15. Lang, Rosemary
Music
16. Leckrone, Michael
Music
17. Lindholm, James
Music
18. Mack, Joan
Music
19. Montague, Stephen
Music
m'f
1. Mulholland, James
Music
2. Osborne, Richard
Music
3. Phillipe, James
Radio and TV
4. Poulimas, Constantine
Music
5. Rosenberger, Ned
Drama
6. Saul Margret
Dance
7. Semanitzky, Michael
Music
8. Stokan, David
Music
9. Tattoli, Domenrick
Drama
10. Verdak, George
Dance
Probing the insurmountable ctiallenges with confidence in lab and causes them to be
quite clear and easy.
Enthusiastic
faculty
necessary
A valuable education requires
skilled and enthusiastic faculty mem-
bers. The Liberal Arts College, rec-
ognizing this need provides its stu-
dents with a highly qualified staff,
two-thirds of whom have obtained
their Ph.D. degrees.
Students may complete their edu-
cation by obtaining a BS degree in
home economics and natural science
or by obtaining either an AB or a
BS degree in one of the other areas
of study.
Dr. Richard Cauger stretches a point.
.tS&xV
Change is what is happening, and
Butler is part of the changing scene.
Keeping pace with modifications of
the University College, changes in
the Liberal Arts College are now be-
ing contemplated. Due to the in-
creasing emphasis on science, stu-
dents and faculty are eagerly look-
ing forward to the construction of
the new science building. Added
room and better equipment will
make it possible for students to
broaden their scientific program.
Clutter is a trait of a happy scientist.
Mr. Harry Davis instructs sketching at
Herron Institute of Art.
Tailoring classes help future home ec
majors and housewives learn the more
practical aspects of life.
9cience building plans materializing
Sometimes a fella just has to have a breather from all that knowledge! A professor ponders where he's been
where he's going . . .
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Diversity
rewards
"thinl<
swing
To be in the "think swing", one
must be educated; and diversified
education is the purpose of the Lib-
eral Arts college. This diversity is
expressed in the 15 areas of major
study offered to students.
Recognizing the need for both
specialized and diversified educa-
tion, Dean David M. Silver says "Lib-
eral Arts is fine preparation because
it provides students v^ith a rich and
rewarding intellectual life, for an im-
portant role as a private citizen and
for excellence in a chosen profes-
sion.
Concentrating intently on his flask, a student mixes two chemicals in a glass pipe. Carol McManama takes care of her be-
havioral rats.
Debbi Mclntire utilizes the language lab to further her foreign language studies.
-j HI 1 m^ 3
i
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with registration always comes the ex-
pensive traumas of book-buying.
Marlene MacDonald, Judy McGrew, Gail Slater, Janie Wilkenson and Mitsy Henderson
have fun eating in home ec.
Learning
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Boasting an enlarged staff to meet
growing needs, the College of Liberal
Arts and Sciences offers students 18
separate areas of specialization. Sci-
ence and math fiends may major in
Botany, Chemistry, Mathematics,
Physics, or Zoology. Other students
may choose to major in Classical
Languages and Archaeology, En-
glish, History, Home Economics,
Modern Foreign Languages, Philos-
ophy, Psychology, Religion, Sociol-
ogy, or Speech. Students may enter
the college upon completion of 64
hours of work in an approved cur-
riculum with a grade point average
of 2.0 or above.
Road of success follows B.A. degree
The stronghold of Butler's education, Jordan Hall looms like a stone castle to all who see it.
1. Silver, Dr. David M.
Dean
2. Aldrich, Dr. Glide E.
Modern Foreign
Language Dept. Head
3. Amend, Dr. Victor E.
English
4. Andry, Dr. E. Robert
Religion Dept. Head
5. Baetzhold, Dr. Hovi^ard
English
6. Beck, Dr. Sally
Psychology
7. Berry, Dr. James W.
Zoology
8. Bessey, Dr. William H.
Physics Dept. Head
9. Beyer, Dr. Werner W.
English Dept. Head
10. Brigham, Dr. Nelson A.
Mathematics Dept.
Head
11. Cassell, Dr. Richard A.
English
12. Cauger, Dr. Richard E.
English
13. Chotlos, Bay I.
Mathematics
Liberal aris spans
subject: Kaliedescope
J^^wsiBBBII
17. Graham, Dr. Gary B.
English
18. Gustafson, Dr. Lorraine IVI.
German
19. Haddox, Dr. Benjamin E.
Sociology Dept. Head
20. Hannaford, Richard G.
English
21. Hepler, Dr. J. William
Psychology Dept. Head
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
Hiatt, Dr. Vergil E.
Classical Language
Dept. Head
Hoffmann, Dr. George C.
Political Science
Joshi, Padmini T.
Mathematics
Kilsheimer, Dr. Sidney
Chemistry
Land, William T.
Geography
Langley, Michael H.
Sociology
Lowry, Dr. Murrill M.
Zoology
Martin, Richard E.
Sociology
Marz, Dr. Roy
English
Minassian, Dr. Donald P.
Mathematics
Mocas, Dr. Christo T.
Spanish
Moore, Nancy
English
Morrison, Dr. Joseph
Chemistry
Osgood, Dr. David W.
Zoology
Pelton, Dr. John
Botany Dept. Head
Phariss, Florence
French
Plank, Sandra 0.
Spanish
Porter, Sarah C.
Home Economics
Quinney, Dr. Paul R.
Chemistry
Ramey, Mary Elizabeth
Speech
Reisinger, Francis
Religion
Rice, Dr. George P.
Speech
Careers unlimited
in Liberal Arts
Jordan houses
L.A. headquariers
4 <i
Skadron, Dr. Peter
Physics
Smith, Dr. John H.
Chemistry
St. John, Dr. Phillip A.
Zoology Dept. Head
Stewart, Dr. Allegra
English
Thornbrough, Dr. Emma Lou
History
Usher, Dr. Roland G.
History, Political Science
Vesper, Nicholas J.
Mathematics
Waller, Dr. George M.
History Dept. Head
Webster, Dr. Rex
Botany
Willey, Dr. Thomas
History
Wohler, Wilma L.
Home Economics
Dept. Head
Wolf, Dr. William D.
English
Woodruff, Burrton G.
Psychology
Wright, Herbert H. Ill
Mathematics
Yates, Dr. Willard
Botany
Yeager, Edgar
Psychology
Young, Julie
Speech
'^ d
Bunson burner lit labs sfomping ground
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{_ By checking a thermometer, beginning pharmacists can learn many things
The lab is an array of bottled capsules and pills. Chuck K n e e s e
gets down on the
old kneecap to
scrutinize his work.
for learning
A credit to Butler Uni-
versity, the College of Pharmacy
is ranked one of the finest in
the nation. Pharmacy students
work hard for five years to com-
plete the required courses
needed for a Pharmacy degree.
Every member of the Pharmacy
staff was carefully chosen, the
faculty being composed of
competent teachers, most of
whom hold a Ph. D. Degree.
Many hold licenses as regis-
tered Pharmacists, and each is
an expert in his field.
X
Working and observing as a team
benefits both parties.
""•"-^e^iBai*.
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Pharmacy
rafed fops
nation-wide
After obtaining a degree, a
Pharmacy student may study Com-
munity Ptiarmacy which includes
general pharmaceuticals, or Pro-
fessional Pharmacy which is re-
stricted to prescriptions and medici-
nal needs. He may also branch into
Industrial Pharmacy, which includes
research, manufacturing, and dis-
tribution. Also equipped for fields
outside of Pharmacy, Pharmacists
have been known to enter such fields
as editors, directors, supervisors,
and lab technicians.
Making a culture is part of a pharmacy
experiment.
Jean Fulton, girl wonder, checks over an
equation before continuing.
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joining
Joining, belonging, becoming a
part and being accepted is a univers-
al and quite natural human need.
Clubs for brains, clubs for govern-
ment, clubs for everything from
home economics to AFROTC to
music can all be found and joined
at Butler. College offers people a
chance to become v\/ell-rounded in
every aspect . . . joining . .
.
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Cheryn Heinen Linda Mitlican
combines wifh personality £
Suzannah Hoy
Chosen on the basic of "scholar-
ship, leadership, and personality",
the fifteen members of Mortar Board
are always seen doing things on
campus to show they are worthy of
their membership.
The white blazers worn periodical-
ly by these senior women identify
them as one of the select few chosen
at the Matrix Table Banquet in a
traditional candlelight tapping cere-
mony.
Mortar Board members work on
various committees and organiza-
tions to benefit Butler students.
Their main project, however, is plan-
ning Homecoming in conjunction
with the members of Blue Key.
Paul Warder
Eighteen senior men serve university
Steve Johnson
To be eligible for membership in
Blue Key National Fraternity, pro-
spective senior men must have at
least a 2.75 accume, qualities of
leadership, and a record of service
while a student at Butler.
Active on the campus since 1930,
this organization is well known for
the services it renders to the uni-
versity. A Blue Key blazer means
responsibility and the eighteen mem-
bers must have a great deal of it to
handle all the activities they are re-
quired to do.
124
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Carl Flaningam
John Hargrove
Eugene Hager Tom Bredeweg Hugh Owen
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Jim Hamp
Steve Hardin
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Members of Chimes are from left: Joyce Horner, pres.; Patty Magiera, Jane Mead, Laurel Barile, Chris Carlson, Mindy Fish-
Wright, v.p.; Linda Honan, sec; Sandy Worthington, tres.; Jean baugh, Judy Hoch, Mary Gustive, Mitsy Hendersen, Sarah Man-
Ann McCain, Linda Savage, Genia Braun, Sarah Kinley, Kathy son, Enola Knisley, Marcy VerBryck, Cherri Meyer.
126—Joining
Members of Sphinx are from left: Mike Riley, Joe Burst, Bill
Booher, Robert Davis, Russ Corson, Marc Rissman. ROW 2: Keith
Norwalk, Ken Craig, Mike Jason, Paul Kaplan, Dennis Nickels,
Wayne Pickering, Steve Zell. ROW 3: John Twenty, Rick Kraus,
Randy Lawson, David Dagforde.
Juniors boast scholarship achievement
Functioning as service groups are
Chimes and Sphinx, the junior class
scholastic honoraries.
Chime members are a familiar
site at all home football games where
they sell candy apples for their an-
nual money-making project.
The Greased Pole Fight is an an-
nual Sphinx-sponsored event at
Homecoming. The men of Sphinx
also sponsor a fall banquet honoring
football and cross-country athletes.
Officers of Sphinx are from left: Wayne Pickenne, tres,; John Twenty, pres.: Mike Riley,
v.p.; Ken Craig, sec.
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Spur officers are from left: Jan Dickerson, Ed.; Phyllis McGrew, Tres.; Joan Williams,
V.P.; Roxy Lindborg, Pres.; Ginny Lombarto, Sec; Sarah Judd, Hist.
Spur members are from left: Kathy Stewart, Marilyn Noll, Lynn
Hauss, Cindy Edwards, B. J. Ball, Nancy Cranfill, Sally Cambell,
Mary Ann O'Connell, Elaine Ervington, Connie Goater, Debbie
Jones, Becky Vance, Cheryl Morrison, Phylis McGrew, Susie
Jensen, Joan Williams, Jan Ewing, Roxy Lindborg, Faye Brown,
Ginny Lombarto, Patty Blake, Sarah Judd, Kathy Bodwell, Jan
Dickerson
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Members of Utes are: Ron Wolf, Gordon Price, Chuck Ritz, Tom
Wine, Jay Varga, Jim Cotterill, Leroy Crull. ROW 2: Sl<ip Pud-
2insl<i, Jim Ruttle, John IVIeyer
Craig Fenneman.
Charles Chiesa, Skip Armstead,
Membership criteria includes grades
The thirty-three members of
spurs are chosen on the basis of
scholarship and leadership. The
group sponsors a mental patient,
sells mums at homecoming and as-
sist as guides during orientation. A
new money-making project of the
spurs is the Spur's Smile King and
Queen Contest.
Utes is the sophomore men's
honorary. A 2.25 average is mem-
bership requirement in addition to
campus activities. Their main ac-
tivity is the organization of the
Spring Basketball Banquet.
Jeanne Thust reigns as the 1968 Spurs
Smile Queen.
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Members of Alpha Phi Omega are from left: Paul Rector, Libero
Zicolazzi, Marvin Gibbs, Don Korben, Bruce Blaustein, Bill Rup-
pel. ROW 2: Tom Dixon, Greg Sargent, Randall Lawson, Carl
Schloot, Steve Carpentiera.
Members of Phi Eta Sigma are from left: Meredith Hull
Williams, Phil McKinley, Mark Williams, Jerry Frederick.
Members of Kappa Mu Epsilon are from left: Marc Vesper, Tina Northern, Paula Ringham, Donna Berk-
Rissman, Joyce Horner, B. I. Chotlos. ROW 2: Mr. shire, Mr. Farrell.
130—Joining
1
Member of Alpha Lambda Delta are from left: Ruth Spencer,
Susie Cox, Ardith Hieber, Lynn Hauss, Pam Nelson, Jan Dick-
erson, Susie Dennis, Susie Jensen, Suzanne Valmore, Jan Ewing,
Ginny Lombardo.
Groups boast scholarship and service
High grades is the only mem-
bership stipulation to Phi Kappa Phi.
This organization represents the
highest form of scholastic achieve-
ment at Butler.
Alpha Lambda Delta is the
freshmen's women honorary. Mem-
bers are annually chosen after com-
pleting the first semester with at
least a 3.5 grade average.
Phi Eta Sigma, the men's fresh-
men honorary, sponsors in conjunc-
tion with Alpha Lambda Delta, a tea
to introduce prospective freshmen
students to these organizations.
Kappa Mu Epsilon furthers stu-
dent interest in the field of mathe-
matics. The group sponsors con-
tests and arranges special lectures.
Dedicated to service are the mem-
bers of Alpha Phi Omega. The group
is engaged in such projects as the
Foreign Student Reception, and the
American Cancer Drive. Members of Phi Kappa Phi are from Left: Kathy Higgins, Felicia Rodriguez, Jean Kinney.
ROW 2: Joanne Smiley, Gail Neff, Martha Humphrey, Carol Miller, Dorothy Herner, Sharon
Roberts, Carol Clay, Diane Podolsky, Eugene Hager, Toni Imbler, Beth Roberts, Carol
McManama. ROW 3: Dr. Nelson Brigham, Dr. Schwartz, Dr. Dixon, Dean Nygaard, Dr.
McCampbell, Mary Alexander, Mary Jackson, Doug Bauers, Mike Eisenberg, Winkle Wil-
liams, Steve Hardin, Tina Northern, Mavis Frederich, Nancy Kouchnerkavich, Hap Wheeler.
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COLLEGIAN staff members are from left Barb Mascoe, Sue Joan Reilly, Barb Worrel, Jan Teipen, Bonnie Button, Mary Alice
Franklin, Carol Bruno, Sarah Olson, Sharry Board, Randee Schatz, Phares, Brad Bright
Editor for the Spring semester is Bill
Booher.
Final touches are added to COLLEGIAN
layouts.
138—Joining
The position of editor keeps Sarah Olson
tied down to the office.
COLLEGIAN trains potential journalists
Members of the 1968-69 news-
paper staff faithfully crank out the
usual Wednesday and Friday Co//e-
gian issues. The paper is put to bed
by journalism students, who fill all
top positions to gain experience. This
year's staff has attempted to length-
en the 1967 two-page editions. Their
success is evident through the nu-
merous three-page current issues.
The newspaper is under the direc-
tion of editors Sarah Olson and Bill
Booher, and advisor, Colonel John
Barron.
The Red Baron smokes stogies and over-
sees the journalism department from his
cubby hole.
Members of Theta Sigma Phi are from left: Bev Davis, Melanie
Priest, Susan Green, recording secretary; Nancy Elirhart, presi-
dent; Sarah Olson, Carol Bruno, Barb Mascoe, Sharon Leininger.
ROW 2: Gale McDonough, Phyllis Latino, Jan Teipen, Yvonne
Derx, Sue Franklin, Joan Reilly, Mary Alice Phares, Corney New-
bold, Barb Worrell, Bev Hamilton.
Top female siudents earn
hub, spoke, wheel awards
Theta Sigma Phi is the national
women's journalistic honorary. The
Matrix Table Banquet is the group's
main responsibility. At this banquet,
the new members of Spurs, Chimes,
and Mortar Board are announced
and the presentation of the hub,
spoke, and wheel awards are made.
The male counter part of Theta
Sigma Phi is Sigma Delta Chi. Members of Sigma Delta Chi are from
left: Rick Stout, Bill Booher, Dan Dullag-
han, Greg Lucas.
Gracia Johnson, Judy McGrew, Susannah
Hoy, and Sarah Olson receive the hub
award.
Recipients of the coveted senior Wheel award for 1968 are Eve Jones, Patty Kelleher,
Diane Propstra, Sydney Servies, and Ginny White.
V
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Ginny Andis reads to blind sister, Diane Saalfrank. Catching up on some much needed sleep
is Carolyn Cervantes.
Qcholarship becomes Trianon's goal
The members of Trianon spend
much of their leisure hours in their
suite in Atherton Center, where they
conduct meetings and make plans
for their traditional rush. The group
this year has set its goal for scholar-
ship; their success is evident through
their academic achievements. Pre-
siding over the group is Ginny Andis.
Members of Trianon are from left: Mary McAree, Carol McManama, Barbara Worrell,
Linda Voosar. ROW 2: Elizabeth Brayton, Cathy Poteet, Marilyn Burger. ROW 3: Diane
Saalfrank, Dianne Felber, Linda Miller, Betty Barkhaw, Charlotte Longmire. ROW 4: Judy
Wall, Ginny Andis, Ardith Hieber, Patti Worrell, Margaret Hart, Sandi Fouke. ROW 5:
Dianne DeCoito, Bonnie Britton.
Trianon pledges experience the traditional
fraternity paddle.
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staffing WAJC radio station are from left: Walt Allen, Craig Miller, Kent Groshong, Robert
Dunkee, Cissy Colpitts, Corneilia Newbold, Gail White, Beverly Davis, Glory-June Grieff,
Christopher Connolly, Stephen Shiftmann, Robert Hazen, Robert Patty, Bradford Scott.
ROW 2: Rick Levine, Bruce Nagy, Mike Resk, Dave Andrews, Rodger Lindberg, Ray Kilpish.
Students discover that work can be integrated with pleasure
Members of the Symphonic Band rehearse under the direction of Dr. John Colbert.
Learning incorporates culture-pleasure
Butler's student radio station
broadcasts every day and gives radio
and television majors an opportunity
to learn the rules of the trade.
This year the station, operating
at 104.5 FM, broadcasted all the
events of the homecoming weekend
and the Butler football and basket-
ball games.
WAJC meets all the regulations
established by federal law/.
The Butler University Sym-
phonic Band, under the direction of
Dr. John Colbert, has achieved na-
tional acclaim. Artists who have ap-
peared with the symphonic band
have been "Doc" Severinsen, Buddy
DeFranco, and George Roberts.
The Wind Ensemble is com-
prised of forly-three highly selected
musicians. Performances included
those at Clowes and on their annual
Spring Tour.
Dr. John Colbert directs both the Wind
Ensemble and the Symphonic Band.
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Members of Mu Phi Epsilon are from left: Ann Sloan, Julie Cauldwell, Susan Leffel.
ROW 2: Silvia DuBois, Barbara Medlicott, Caroline Kearney, Terrie Kusak, Norma Stefan-
ciosa, Cindy Edwards, JoAnne Link, Barbara Benson, Kyle Latshaw, Sandy Oldham,
Kathy Davidson, Kathy Holmes. Qocial life
Mu Phi Epsilon is a w/omen's mu-
sic lionorary. The nineteen members
under the direction of president,
Caroline Kearney and advisor, Miss
Rosemary Lang, have recitals, usher
at Clowes, and conduct a Music Ther-
apy Project.
For women, degree-seeking, mu-
sic majors, SAI is their professional
fraternity. Throughout the year these
women conduct money-making pro-
jects, the proceeds of which go to the
Music Fund and the SAI Foundation.
The Butler Christmas Season is
annually highlighted by the carolers
of the men's music honorary, Phi
Mu Alpha. In addition to spreading
Christmas cheer, the Sinfonia pre-
sents a music scholarship each year.
A talent in any form of music can be
found in Butler's honoraries.
Members of SAI are from left: Pam Flory; Marilyn McBride, treas.; Sue Mertz, rec. sec;
Carol Nichols; Marilyn Nicholson, v. p.; Mary Lynn Yocum, corr. sec. ROW 2: Jean Mc-
Donald; Sandy Cripe; Janis Perry. ROW 3: Sarah Kinley, pres. ROW 4: Judy Belue;
Roberta Schwitzer. ROW 5: Susan Kolash; Debe Smith. ROW 6: Karen Tally; Linda
Porter; Nancy Seebert.
144—Joining
The 1968-1969 Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia sweetheart is Pam Flory.
integrates music studies
IVIembers of Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia are from left: Dave Fyfe,
Richard Waike, Bob Lucas, Roy Weber, Paul Labe, Joe Zaharko,
Ron Foeckler, Terry Mahler. ROW 2: Steve Jones, Jim Fronczek,
Roy Geesa, Fred Berman, Bob Hamilton, Kermit Mann. ROW 3:
Milan Salvin, David Jones, Ray Aspinwall, Martin Hodapp, Ed
Salk, advisor, Mr. Eaton. ROW 4: Dick Harper, Pat Hanna, Jay
Slaughter, Kieth Rudolph. ROW 5: Steve Rudolph, Bill Hoehn.
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Members of Sigma Rho Delta are from left: Susie Albert!, Cindi
Kiviek, Cyndy Maxwell, Betsy Fruscelli, Judy Jacob, Debbie
Westfall, Elaine Bauer. ROW 2: Linda Crumb, Mary Lou Wester-
field, Barbara Jo Simon, Carol Clay, Donna Ingersoll, Chris
Jones, Mary Ann O'Connell, Bobbi Souder. ROW 3: Debbie Sul-
teen, Patte Morton, Mary Ann Hidee, Mary Rumble, Tricia Deneke,
Jo Anne Garrison, Kathie Stewart, Nina Packard, Joey Zukil,
Kathy Kaemmerlen, Jan Kathrod. ROW 4: Ann Dunlap, Marybeth
Gaudette, Mary Schmidt, Judy Nims, Barb McKay, Diane Kourum,
Nancy Klompus, Nancy Mason, Kathy Magleri, Sue Vaugn, Sue
Beeton, Faye Braun.
Lilly Hall sfudents band in honoraries
Officers of Sigma Rho Delta are from left: Mary Lou Westerfield,
sec: Debbie Sulteen, v. p.: Sarah Alberti, pres.; Barbara Jo
Simons, tres.
Forty-three dance majors com-
prise the membership of the Alpha
chapter of Sigma Rho Delta. Alpha
chapter was founded two years ago
with the intention of promoting unity
in the dance department, and inter-
est in the field. Still in its infancy,
the group brings guest teachers,
choreographers, and lecturers to
Butler's dance department.
Tau Beta Sigma, a national wo-
men's band honorary, chooses mem-
bers from Butler's Marching Band.
Prospective members must have at
least a 2.0 accum and two semesters
of band. This year the chapter made
Mrs. Michael Leckrone, the advisor
an honorary member.
Working in close conjunction with
Tau Beta Sigma is Kappa Kappa Psi,
national men's band honorary. It
has the same qualifications for mem-
bership as the women's honorary.
The two groups sponsor the Twirling
Contest and the annual Band Ban-
quet. This year the groups are pub-
licizing the Banquet because it hon-
ors the fifty year mark of the Butler
Band.
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Members of Tau Beta Sigma and Kappa Psi are from left: Fritz
duBois, Nancy Newman, Doris Hawkins. ROW 2: IVIary Rumble,
Karen Tally, Roberta Souder, Jo Anne Garrison, Peggy Darley,
Donna Austgen. ROW 3: Candy Bannon, Carol Nichols, Judy
Patterson, Marilyn McBride, Mary Maloof, Barb Mascoe. ROW 4:
Rita Stone, Linda Estes, Cheryl Morrison, Alice Butler, Kathy
Tomamichael, Pat Hague, Mary Ann Clodfelter. ROW 5: Judy
Belue, Charles Haskett, Denis Rhoede, Bill Norris, Paul Labe, Bob
Paton, Pat Coddington. ROW 6: Darral Morris, Joel Schilling,
Kermit Man, Fred Berman, Ron Foecklie, Perri Boltoms, Terry
Mahler. ROW 7: Greg Sargent, Rex Hume, Richard Marrs, David
Ruehischneck, Richard Walkie, Jay Slaughter, Susie Kirts. ROW
8: David Fyfe, Steve Rudolph, Kieth Rudolph, Dick Harper, Steve
Jones.
Officers of these groups are from left: Donna Austgen, tres.: Pat
Coddington, pres.: Peggy Daily, v. p.: Carol Nichols, sec. ROW 2:
Keith Rudolph, v. p.; Jay Slaughter, rec. sec; Bob Patton, pres.:
David Ruehischneck, tres.; Steve Jones, corr. sec.
Joining—147
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Members of Kappa Psi are from left: Bill Fields, Jim Clark. ROW 2:
Steve Davidson, Ron Luken, T. J. Worley, Norm Kaczmerek, Larry
Ulrick, Chuck Kneese, Crash Kaczmariski, Tom Wells, Dr. Berger,
Dr. Schiff, Ken Kutiek, Steve Pickman, Paul Rector, David Bren-
nen, Dennis Clark.
Clubs further pharmaceuiical interests
Jim Clark presides over tine
members of Kappa Psi. Ttie group
plans social activities, such as hay
rides, around their time-consuming
studies.
The largest pharmaceutical
group is Phi Delta Chi. This men's
honorary also makes it possible for
pharmacy majors to enjoy a college
social life that still allovi/s time for
their studies.
Lambda Kappa Sigma is the
women's pharmacy honorary. Mem-
bership requirements are a minimum
of a 2.0 accum and enrollment in a
pharmacy curriculum. Lambda Kappa
Sigma sponsors a dance in conjunc-
tion with the other pharmaceutical
groups.
Members of Lambda Kappa Sigma are from left: Jeanette Kerts, Loreae Bellamy, Alice
States, Ginny Magley, Connie Boesche, Shirley Manner, Kathy Higgins, Linda Bruington,
Louise Kennedy.
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Members of Phi Delta Chi are from left: Chuck Corso, Paul
Rhodes, Don Vasallo, Jim Bush, Bruce Buren. ROW 2- Everret
Taylor, Wayne Knocka, Richard Tony, Ken Ramey, Chuck Lind-
Strom, Steve Ariens, Ramsey Cook, Bruce Bjoinberg, Wayne
Johnson, John Vicille. ROW 3: Mike Rowland. Bill Fritz, Larry
Judd, David Ludchansky. ROW 4: Rick Chandler, Gill Squiller.
Arnie Bumbe. ROW 5: Bob Walsman. Steve Cummings, Don Staf-
ford. ROW 6: Allen Powell, Jon Mobley, Don Russell, Jerry
Schwartz.
Joining—149
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Members of YD are from left: Felicia Rodriquez, Karen Thomsen.
ROW 2: Peg Luken, Jeff Kimmerling, Sally Barker, Lu Ann Phariss,
Sharon Leininger, Shary Board, Gail Speery. ROW 3: Gail Roche,
Kathy Arnold, John Cleveland, Geoffrey Shotton, George Bus-
kirk, Charles Chiesa, Richard Bridgewater, John Jackson, Jim
Funk, Kathy Doherty.
Opposing forces face crucial elections
John Jackson conducts business during
a YD meeting.
Young Republicans found 1968 an
active year as they supported their
candidates during the campaigns
and reaped the fruits of their efforts
in the election of Richard Nixon.
Members of the group toured Indi-
ana in a caravan this Fall, passing
out literature in the small rural
towns. At the helm of YR during their
victorious year is J. Richard Eagen.
The Young Democrats did not ex-
perience the role of the underdog
that usually accompanies defeat. The
close election is evidence for the
tension that was created during the
campaign. John Jackson presides
over YD for this school year.
150—Joining
Members of YR are from left: Carol Gunn, Karen Muir, Carol McManama, Linda Honan
Chris Kleinschmidt, Glory June-Grieff. ROW 2: Gail Stone, Cindy Green, Susan Hopkins
Jan Williams, Jan Ritter, Kathy Farland, Elizabeth Brayton, Debbie Davis, Laurice Dens
more, Sally Hepner. ROW 3: Cara Lou Shell, Patti O'Brien, Debbie Berg, Jody Neff,
Libby Rhodes, Carol King, Leslie TenEyke, Kathy Corbett, Marcia McColley. ROW 4: Katie
Hauper, Susie Jensen, Barb Goff, Susie Sipple, Kathy Druis, Barb Schenk, Jan Tee
garden, Nancy Zaiud, Pat Lynch. ROW 5: Ruth Spenser, Margo Stults, Becky Baldwin,
Steve Richter, Betsy Schrader, Greg DeWitt. ROW 6: Carolyn Stewart, Barb Pickett, Lea
Ann Connor, Cheryl Judge, Janet McKown, Kathy Kocher, Anne Bancroft, Gordon Schackle
ford, Steve Hughes, Fred Spooner, Doug Thirston, Wade Shanower. ROW 7: Les Joyce
Pat Denton, Linda Cook, Judy Colbath, Jennifer Meals, Mike Strappulas, Earl Sacksman
/€
YR leaders are from left: Alice Colbert, Dick Eagen. ROW 2: Jan Dickerson, Ryan Knight,
Gail White, Peg Skelton, Lee Ann Muffet, Nancy Brown, Susie Coonrod, Gracia Johnson,
Randee Lawson, Debbie Westfall, Jack Serafin, Ginny Lombardo.
Could Nixon and Humphrey "bury the hatchet" as well?
Joining—151
Doreen Stiner models for the AWS fashion
show.
Members of House Council are from left: Susan Carter, Sharon Leininger, Lynn Consigny,
Jan Logsdon, Dean Jones, Lynda Wilson, Lana Acheiman, Julie Wiitfong.
Groups establish codes
AWS Cabinet members are from left: Linda Larsen, Pam Walker,
Sheri Board, Sarah Jo Thompson, Patti Wright, Marilyn Noll,
Merilee Dux, Joyce Horner, Ruth Spencer. ROW 2: Susie Dennis,
Marge Berry, Randee Schatz, Pam Replogle, Mindy Fishbaugh,
Wanda Case, Sarah Olson, Jan Dickerson, Karen Sandstrom,
Sarah Masson, Julie Wiitfong, Dorothy Hernee, Ginny Andis,
Joan Ailer.
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Members of YM-YWCA are from left: Steve Close, Bill Mitsos,
Ted Lowry, Pete Grigsby, Tom Bredeweg, Joe Blow, Gordon Shac-
kleford, Bruce Morrison, Tom Kimpel, Paul Bodycomb, Larry Lew-
Is, Chris Connelly. ROW 2: Susie Kirts, Darrah Smithers, John Mc-
Kitttick, Susanna Hoy, Dan Schull, Lynda Wilson, Frank Smith,
Paul Warder, Randee Schatz, Bob Gumport, Linda Honan, Barb
Booher, Jan Dickerson, Becky Vance, Jean Ann McCain, Kathy
Bodwell. ROW 3: Li Yu, Marcy VerBryck, Marge Berry, Mary
Young, Susie Brown, Sharon Leininger, Lizann Gribben, Lana
Auckerman, Vicki Grieves, Judy Utter, Bev Bennett, Steve Ste-
for students
AWS attracts much publicity due
to the current controversy over wo-
men's hours. This branch of AWS
is administered by the House Coun-
cil, who along with Dean Mildred
Jones, formulates a set of standards
for Butler women. COED CODES is
an annual publication of the Associa-
tion of Women Students, designed to
acquaint women students with Butler
policies. The Butler AWS host other
Indiana chapters at AWS State Day
this year; and organized the Miss
Butler Contest.
YM-YWCA are perhaps the most
active organizations on campus. Un-
der the leadership of presidents, Su-
sannah Hoy and John McKittrick,
and advisor John W. Pihiak, the Y
publishes a newsletter and the
BLUEBOOK, a student directory.
During orientation week the Y does
their part through sponsoring the
Freshmen Mixer and Freshmen
Camp. With the arrival of Spring,
Y efforts are directed to the organi-
zation of Geneva Stunts and Spring
Sing.
wart, Susie Dennis, Marianne Gentry. ROW 4: Debbie Phifer,
Mick Peters, Julia Hoy, Jill Jackson, Donna Martin, Mark Pruitt,
Walt Marin, Earl Sacksman, Bruce Blomberg. ROW 5: Keinz
Kruse, Greg DeWitt, Fred Spooner, Stan Phariss, Anne Bancroft,
Barb Goof, Judy Barnes, Nancy Zaiud, Marcia Haida, Laurette
Blackington, Barb Carr. ROW 6: Ron Richardson, Wade Shano-
wer, Steve Canham, Lynn Oswald, Judy Morgan, Kitzi Haycox.
ROW 7: John Meyer, Jay Varga, Mark Macke, Nancy Ehrhart, Steve
Hughes.
Members of YM-YWCA cabinet are from left: Lynda Wilson, Phil Duckwall, Jeff Devens,
Darrah Smithers, Susannah Hoy, John BcKittrick. ROW 2: Gordon Shackleford, Pete
Grigsby, Sharon Leininger, Mary Young, Jean Ann McCain, Nancy Easely. ROW 3: John
Meyer, Bev Bennett, Barb Booher, Dan Schull, Kathy Bodwell. ROW 4; Dick Eagen,
Barb Goff, Diane Fountain, Sandy Moore, Nancy Klompus. ROW 5: Larry Lewis, Paul
Warder, Tom Bredeweg, Jay Varga, Dr. Pihiack.
Joining—153
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Members of Junior Panhellenic are from
left: Kathy Stout, Katie Baker, Jane Kelly,
Marianne O'Connel, Gail Stone, Susan
Adney, Julie Hoy, Patty Brown, Joanne
Dragovich.
Kit Porter leads coeds in Greek Weekend
Mock Line-up.
Members of the Panhellenic are: Jane Boles, Linda Hartney, Kathy Kolb, Susie Sipple,
Jane Mead, Kim Junuis, Jane Kelly, Dean Jones.
iiaii
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Members of Junior IFC are from left: Walter Tokarski, Dick Soukup, Ryan Knight, Fred
Mulr, Ron Karn, Vic Van Drake.
Greeks unite to preserve the system
Members of IFC are from left: Tom Simpson, Larry Lewis, Steve Hamp, Ray Wicoff.
ROW 2: Tom EIrod, Jeff Devens, John Hargrove, Gary Miller, Bob Fribbett, Dick Lane,
Brian Dagenbach, Tom Bredeweg, John McKittrick, Jim Hamp, Dean Schwomeyer.
Panhellenic is a group com-
prised of delegates from each of the
seven sororities. The main function
of this delegation is to devise rules
for rush and to promote Greek life.
This year Panhellenic has added
significance, incurred by the new
Spring rush.
Representatives from each of
the fraternities form the member-
ship of IFC, Interfraternity Council.
Like Panhellenic, IFC promotes the
Greek system and set the rules gov-
erning rush. The IFC conducted, this
year for the first time, a formal Fall
rush.
IFC is combining forces this
year with Panhellenic to sponsor
Greek weekend. Members of these
organizations contract top name
entertainment to appear at Clowes.
Butch ImOberstg pins a paper pledge
pin on Suzanne Kasler.
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WRA cabinet members are from left: Miss Hamilton, Jane Mead, Barb Booher, Darrah Smithers, Patty Blake,
Jane Bauer, Sharon
Brubaker, Cathy Arnold, Debby Cronk, Sue Franklin.
156—Joining
Alpha Phi's dominafe intr-amural field
Members of WRA sport council are from left: Pam Walker, sec;
Stephanie Walters; Merlie Dux; K a t h y Wilson; Gail Speary;
Connie Sisson, Pat Hitz, Sue Woodfill; Sandy Moore. ROW 2:
Sandy Worthington; Nancy Easley; Barb Booher, pres.; Donna
Austgen; Cricket Ward; Connie Goater.
Jane Mead, president, heads this
year's Women's Recreational Asso-
ciation. The group conducts a high
school playday, a Monte Carlo Party,
and is responsible for all the wo-
men's intramurals. Each school year
is concluded with the WRA Sports
Banquet, at which time presentations
are made to the winning team in
each sport.
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Jane Mead Is the 1968 president of WRA. Barb Booher passes out door prizes at the annual WRA Sports Banquet.
Joining—157
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Members of Delta Psi Kappa are from left: Debbie Cronk, Carole Froment, Chris Eisele.
ROW 2: Darrah Smithers, Carolyn Coplen, Jane Bauer, Mrs. Greenburg, advisor.
Members of Pemm Club are from left: Debbie Johnson, Darrah
Smithers, Jane Bauer, Carolyn Coplen. ROW 2: Sandy Lamb, Missy
Cadmus, Connie Sisson, Kathy Wilson, ROW 3: Debbie Hensler,
Jane Mead, Marilyn Beyer, Miss McCampbell, Cathy Arnold, Leslie
Dale, Becky Graham.
158—Joining
Members of Welwyn club are from left: Susan Hopkins, Barb Brown, Mitsy Hendersin,
Susie Appleton, Charlene Setzer, Diane Thompson, Jane VanWagner, Jean Tilney, Susan
Dean, Susie Freese. ROW 2: Jane Litton, Margaret Kilpatrick, Lauren James, Barb Gil-
bert, Barb Goff, Debbie Berg, Kathy Ginter, Lynda Wilson, Helena Brown, Susie Dennis,
Leslie Bishop, Jane Wilkinson.
Groups further major fields of interest
Under the presidency of Barb
Brown, the Welwyn Club is devoted
to promote further interest in the
field of Home Economics. With its
growing membership, the club spon-
sors service activities for under-
privileged children. Other officers
include Mitsy Henderson, v. p., Susie
Freese, sec, Susie Appleton, tres.
Junior home ec majors who
have at least a 3.0 in their majors
are eligible for membership in Pi
Epsilon Phi. The honorary is de-
signed to strengthen a higher interest
in the field of home economics.
Members of Pi Epsilon Phi are from left to right around table: Carolyn Godby, Mitsy
Henderson, Kathy Higgins, Susie Freese, Mrs. Porter, Barb Brown, Diane Thompson,
Arlene Miller, Gail Slater, Pat Amend.
Joining—159
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Members of SAM are from left: Dr. Swenson, Walter Allen, Ron!
Walowy, Sue Becker, Judy Wall, Diana DeCoito, Yvonne Perkins.
ROW 2: Steve Stachs, Jim Buydos, Randy Lawson, Kent Bird,
Bruce Calalerese, Charles Wood, Sherry Butler.
Organizafions help mold fulure citizens
Butler's Circle K is affiliated
with the National Kiwanis Club.
Prospective members must have a
2.0 and meet chapter approval. The
twenty members are responsible for
service projects in conjunction with
homecoming, YMCA, and general
campus cleanup.
The Student Assembly caters to
all aspects of Butler campus life.
Programs offered by the group are
the Quiz Bowl, a tutoring program,
and lecture series. A new idea in-
stituted this year is the Student of
the Month.
The Society for the Advance-
ment of Management, or SAM, is
open to people interested in business
and its place in the community.
Varied programs and guest speakers
help to increase the membership
which includes this year, some of
Butler's women.
Members of Circle K are from left: Phil Duckwall, Dave Daugharty. ROW 2: Kit Porter.
Kurt Thompson. ROW 3: Bill Booher, Hap Wheeler. ROW 4: Jay Barney, Steve Sachs.
ROW 5: Bruce Calabrese, John Hargrove. ROW 6: Paul Warder, Jim Kruze. ROW 7:
Frank Celarek, John Spadorcia. ROW 8: Steve Johnson.
160—Joining
Members of Student Assembly are from left; Gracia Johnson,
Paula Thrun, Cheryn Heinen, Craig Fenneman. ROW 2: Jody
Neff, Elizabeth Brayton, Sandy Worthington, Bernie Fantino, Sara
Arnett. ROW 3: Kitzi Haycox, Barb Worrell, Ginny Andis. ROW
4: Mike Babinovitz, Eugene Hager, Carl Flanagan, Sherry Butler.
ROW 5: Greg McManus, Barbara Cochran. K v - ..rom.
ROW 6: Charles Armistead, Linda Savage, Allen Demos, Nancy
Casey. ROW 7: Clyde Hays, Roger Zody, David Wilson, Art Wor-
muth, Chris Anderson.
Joining—161
Members of the French club are from left: Mary Blake, Linda
Smith, Felicia Rodriguez, Mary Lou Burgett. ROW 2: Jennifer
Meals, Suzanne Valmore, Marcia Lawrence, Susan Hopkins, Barb
Olson, Anita Beran, Ruth Spenser. ROW 3: Joanne Segetti,
Cindy Green, Lynn Haglund, Kitty Span. ROW 4: Ginny Andls,
Diane Felber, Ron Wilson, Elizabeth Brayton, Jack Fyle, Paula
Fleece, Lynn Adams, John Ryland, Wendy Li.
Linguists harbor culiural exchanges
The newly organized French
club has gained impetus this year
under the leadership of president
Diane Felber. The group experienced
French cuisine at a local French res-
taurant. Members also benefit
through frequent movies, lectures,
and discussions concerning French
culture.
The national Spanish honorary
fraternity, Sigma Delta Pi is open for
membership mainly to Spanish ma-
jors. Qualifications for application to
the honorary are high general schol-
arship, three years of college Span-
ish or the equivalent with a 3.0 grade
average including nine hours of ad-
vanced lit courses.
Members of Sigma Delta Pi are from left: Nancy Wright. ROW 2: Felicia Rodriguez, Dr.
Clark, adv.; Joanne Smiley, vp; Carol Miller, pres., Nancy Koucherkavitch.
162
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Well-wishers gather around Wendy in her winning moments.
Glamour giHs complete for 1 969 title
The Top Ten Best Dressed Col-
lege Girls Contest sponsored by
Glamour Magazine was held at Butler
this year. The contest took on a new
aspect from the previous ones. Not
only were the girls judged on their
fashion awareness as seen through
their outfits, but they were judged
on something unusual or special
about the contestant that distin-
guished her from other college girls.
'nojft
Finalists in this years contest were: Sarah Judd, Wendy Li, and Elaine Bauer.
Winner Wendy Li displays her winning style.
Joining—163
Members of Sigma Tau Delta are from left: Alan Demos, Gracia
Johnson, Lizann Gribben, Diane Podolsky, Jody Neff, Linda Milli-
can. ROW 2: Nancy Kouchnerkavich, Diane Vavul, Adrian Ford,
Jean Ann McCain, Don Buddenbaum, Merilee Dux, Ginny Andis,
Elizabeth Brayton.
Adrian Ford, senior MSS editor, goes over
papers.
Betty Jo Ball, Editor of the freshman MSS staff, heads a group of freshman English
majors.
164
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Members of the Debate Club are from the left: Cheryn Heinen, Karen Sandstrom, Gloria
Price. ROW 2: Dr. Cripe, Skip Armstead, LeAnne Connor, Tom Johnson, Mart Wallen-
stein, Jerry Bloom, John Swanson, Carl Flanigan, David Sanford, Peter Tamulonis, Tom
Sughrua.
Activities broaden students horizons
The Campus Crusade has
broadened immensely this year. They
have brought in entertainment such
as the folk group, The New Folk, and
Andre Cole, a magician.
MANUSCRIPTS, Butler's literary
magazine, is published biannually.
The original work of Butler students
is featured.
Fourteen students comprise the
membership of the Debate Club. This
year, the debaters placed second in
the National Debate Tournament.
Sigma Tau Delta, the English
honorary, is geared for English ma-
jors and minors. The group conducts
discussions in the field, and host
guest speakers.
The New Folk, sponsored by Campus Crusaders, entertain folk song buffs.
Joining—1 65
Members of SEA are from left: Melinda Lucky, Cindy Beagle,
Joyce Horner, Rosanne Snyder, Paula Fleece, Mary Maloof, Gail
Bennett. ROW 2: Betsy Srader, Dixie Patty, Mavis Frederich, Lee-
Ann Muffett, Steve Lipkin, Steve Erwin, Judy Kunz, Barb Ren-
barger, Allison Smith, Marge Flick, Mary Barnet, Sue Meighn,
Ruth Spenser.
Educational
The Student Education Associa-
tion has only one stipulation for
membership, an interest in educa-
tion. Led by president Judy Barnes,
the club undertakes projects of
tutoring and sponsoring a Christmas
party for underprivileged children.
This year the members made hand
puppets to be distributed to these
underprivileged children.
Kappa Delta Pi is the national
honorary for excellence in education
courses. The ninety members spon-
sor teas and give a student teaching
award. Professor Richard Bernard is
the faculty advisor.
The History Club is a rapidly
growing organization at Butler. Cur-
rently they are seeking national
status by petitioning to Phi Alpha
Theta, a national honor society in
history.
Elementary Education majors experiment
with new methods.
Members of the History Club are from left: Gail Roche, Chris Kleinschmidt, Pat Denton.
ROW 2: Pat Webster, Ruth Spenser, Paula Thrun, Gracia Johnson, Jan Lewallyng, Fran
Nyres, Deidre Yaggi. ROW 3: Jim Williams, Jack Serafin, Kari Lampe, Genia Braun,
Linda Cook, Bob Yaggi, Allan Demos, Paula Fleece.
lectures head programs
Members of Kappa Delta Pi are from left: Becky Durr, Julie
Caldwell, Bonnie Herron, Jean Ann McCain, Bonnie McCracken,
Jane Dobbs. ROW 2: Mary White, Jane Hunt, Elaine Storey, Steve
Erwin, Linda Savage. ROW 3: Dr. Bernard, Mrs. Kaplan, Joanne
Smiley, Susie Geutal, Jack Simon, Kathy Doherty, Marilyn Tawney,
Felicia Rodriguez, Elizabeth Brayton. ROW 4: Mrs. Simmons. Dave
Barrett, Susan Barrett, Ida Schillings, Mrs. Cook, Mrs. James,
Mary Ann Clodfelter, Mrs. Edson, Mrs. Powell. Margaret Hunt.
ROW 5: Ed Schilling, Dean Nygaard, Dr. Anderson, Bill Warden,
Russ Corson.
Joining
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Members of Arnold Air Society are from left: Captain Fred A.
Doyle, Arthur Gross, Wayne Pickering, Charles Lambuth, Brian
Webber, John Cleveland, Lawerence Wilkinson, Richard Vitale.
ROW 2: Charles Warren, Kenneth Clammuro, Roger Zody, Norman
Blum, John Jackson, Jeffry Meyer, Lawerence Carrico, Howard
Silver.
Officials watch the proceedings of the State Drill Meet,
A symbol of Arnold Air Society soars
above Butler's campus.
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Pledges of Angel Flight are from left: Kathy Kolb, Sharon Leininger, Melanie Priest, pres.;
Elaine Moore. ROW 2: Lynda Wilson, Susie Jensen, Linda Hammer, Jan Erving, Ginny
Lombardo, Jan Williams, Anne Coe, Jan Dickerson, Naomi Ryon, Kathy Runge, Jean
Tilney, Phyllis McGrew.
Angels—cadeis sponsor formal ball
Butler members of Arnold Air So-
ciety host the Butler University Invi-
tational State Drill Meet. Under the
direction of Captain Fred A. Doyle
and Commander Rich Vitale details
are made complete for the Auto Ral-
lye and the Aerospace Ball.
Patty Norris, Commander, leads
the Jerome Tartar Squadron of Angel
Flight in its 1968-69 season. Butler
"angels" are found, in addition to
assisting Arnold Air Society, guiding
Freshmen during the first few days
of the Fall semester. Bake Sales and
the Best Dressed Coed Contest help
to finance the Aerospace Ball.
Active members of Angel Flight are from left: Gt-iiia Braun, Susannah Hoy, Lynn Hag-
lund, Kitzi Haycox, Karen Erney, Tish Piatt, Laurel Banle. ROW 2: Marlene MacDonald.
Operations: Marcy Verbryck, Information: Susie Gueutal, Executive: Patti Norris. Com-
mander; Kathy Doyle, Historian; Susan Greer, Comptroller; Mary Young, Pledge Trainer.
Major Nast pins pledge ribbons on new Angel Flight Pledge, Jan Williams.
i
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Whos Who members are clockwise: Steve Johnson, Sarah 01- Nancy Klompus, Tina Northern, Mindy Fishbaugh, Ginny Andis,
son, Dorothy Herner, Cindy Millican, Carl Flaningham, Paula Gene Hager Hugh Owen
Thurn Flanrngham, Pam Repeogle, Sarah Kinley, Linda Savage,
1 70—Joining
who's Who sites outstanding students
Scholarship and activities are
the main qualifications that are taken
into consideration in the selection of
Who's Who candidates. WHO'S WHO
AMONG AMERICAN COLLEGES AND
UNIVERSITIES annually compiles a
list of outstading American college
students.
Missing members of Who's Who
are: Chris Carlson, Steve Davidson,
Robert Davis, Phyliss Berzoff, Kathy
Higgens, Toni Imbler, Carol Mc-
Manama, Dianne Minneman, Sharon
Roberts and Nancy Wright.
Who's Who members are from left: Carol Oakley, Nancy Kouchnerkavich.
Doherty, Joyce Horner, Cheryn Heinin.
ROW 2: Kathy Additional members of Who's Wno are
from left: Sue Saunders, Kathy Vaccaw.
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. competing
Competing is a very healthy way
of life. Sports in all forms builds a
strong body and strong mind making
for better men and women. The
grunt of a tackle, the swish of a
basketball net; the poing of a tennis
ball and the crack of a bat all show
the Butler sports world—the world
of competing . . .
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Indiana State finds themselves losing yardage by Butler's tenacious defensive unit.
Varsity Football
Opponent BU
Akron 32 7
Western Kentucky 35
Indiana State 28 12
St. Joseph 14 49
Valpariso 10 7
Evansville 44 7
Ball State 24 21
DePauw 30 7
Wabash 9 29
1 74—Competing
B.U's fall frenzy dwindles-
1 969 expectations bright
The gates opened, students
crowded into their sections and fans
flocked to ticket offices in hopes of
securing last minute seats for the
contest between the Bulldogs and
their most bitter rivals, the Cardinals
of Ball State University. Oblivious to
the scurrying hoards above, the Bull-
dogs paused in their locker room for
a moment of final instructions before
charging the field for the pre-game
warm up. With the kickoff, a major
battle commenced. After two tense
hours, expectations, hopes and
dreams fell in the hearts of BU fans,
only to be shattered by the final
horn.
Members of the 1968 Varsity Football
Squad are from left: Charlie McElfresh,
equip, mgr., Al Hoick, Louis Luzar, Dave
Toner, Bob Cooprider, Randy Gray. ROW
2: Jim Hauss, coach: Don Gates, Jim
Boilini, Ted Barker, John Burke, Bob
Walsman, Ken Catanella, Eddie Boop,
Dan Crouch, Dick Reed, Tom Walsman.
ROW 3: Jim Lill, Bill Moore, Pat Kress,
John Niemeyer, Charles Riegle, Norman
Blum, Steve Orphey, Warren Richmond,
Jim Craver, Art Kirn, Tony Hinkle, coach.
ROW 4: Jerry Wilms, Dan Nolan, Tom
Popa, Greg Logan, Louis Weber, Bob
Brock, Jim Anthony, Tom Rykovich, Stan
Epperson, Jim Leffer, Jim Andy Carson,
Mark Eckerle, Lynn Muckerheide, Kevin
Celarek, Bob Sponcil, Arnold Kirschner,
Ed Tinder, Allen Attaway, Bill Ruppel,
mgr.
Eddie Bopp watches as the manager ties
his shoe with a double knot.
Tasfe of victory is sweet
to the hungry Griddogs
With the taste of victory ever fresh
the Bulldogs prepared for the verit-
able test. Butler awaited a final foe,
and appeared on the field with sure
confidence. The crash of helmets,
the crunch of pads and echoing
sounds of conflict resounded as the
Bulldogs faced Wabash. Big Red
was no match for Hinkle's fighting
Bulldogs as Wabash succumbed to
defeat. For the second time the
Bulldogs drank of the sweetness of
victory.
Bulldogs gather en masse. Bob Walsman spurs the defense on a
St. Joe kick-off.
Working out on the practice field, the Bulldogs prepare for a win against arch-rival
Ball State.
%
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Feeling the tension of the game, Tony
Hinkle stoops to watch the patterns of
play.
,
f^
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Al Holok sits out a play to regain his
senses after a hard hit.
Competing
—
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Grid fields now shrouded by silence
With September came beautiful
coeds, fraternity parties, renewed ri-
valries, the revival of school spirit
and football.
The Hoosier skies were bright, the
crisp autumn chill, the blue and
white helium balloons, the taffy ap-
ples and big half-time shows all com-
plemented the valient efforts of the
football team.
But the fall gave way to the tem-
peraments of other seasons, and the
fields are once more shrouded by
silence and emptiness. The Bulldogs
are gone and the mighty roars of
combat have ceased—another sea-
son has passed.
Rick Gray shouts,
"Blood!"
A shoelace from the manager's shoe becomes a last minute Grldmen down Ball State In a scrimmage on the 40 yard line.
repair for Stan Epperson.
1 78—Competing

Chants catalyst for sports;
Spring tryouts were held in order
to choose the four juniors and three
sophomores of this year's varsity
cheerleading squad. During after-
noon practices, the yell group be-
came a single cheering unit instead
of seven individuals.
Selling balloons for homecoming
spirit was a successful money-mak-
ing project for them.
Marilyn Noll executes a cheer with pre
cision and determination.
Marianne Gentry strains to cheer under
the tension of a completed pass to give
the Bulldogs the winning points.
Twilight falls as the cadence is kept by
Susie Powers.
^ ^
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of the 1968-69 varsity cheerleading squagg/^ Mariatuie Gentry,^ Becky^^Ham, Missy Cac
lissy Henderson, Carole Froment, Mary Younfr SusieJ^v*rs. .: ^H
X-Coun+ry keeps athletes trim
Performing many acrobatic skills is our
boy yell leader, Marc Rissman.
Under the direction of coacti Jim
Lyons, BU's runners ran against
tough competition. Henry Van iVlaar-
en was the sparkplug of the team
and led the squad in points scored,
but competition this year was rug-
ged. The Bulldogs placed fourth in
the ICC meet and second in their
quadrangle meet. Cross country can
hold its own with any activity.
Captain Missy Cadmus boosts Butler spirit by heading squad.
Pert and petite—but with a powerful voice is junior Mary Young. Members of the 1968 Cross Country Team are from left: Stretch,
Stan Lyons, coach, Tim Haines, Mickey Dietz, Alan Bradly, Tom
Lorch. ROW 2: Henry Van Maaren, Tom Helberg, Rick Sikora,
Mike Cranfill.
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Thousands watch in awe as the Butler
Band puts on a near-professional half-
time.
In conjunction with the Butler
Band, the Majorettes and Half-Time
Honeys do their best to provide good
routines at athletic events and spe-
cial shows. The members of the
groups must try out for their posi-
tions during Orientation Week each
year. Always eager for new ideas,
the girls themselves choreograph the
different shows they present. Daily
practices with the band provide
members with adequate practice to
present shows that will live up to
the standards of the past.
Our majorettes are from left to right: Doris Hawkins, Fritz Du
Bois, Diane Fugett, Debbie Gensch, Nancy Neuman, Debbie
Cronk.
182—Joining
Band, Honeys, majorettes travel to Cinoy
Honey Lynn Haglund is caught out of
uniform as she plays a football hero in
a half-time skit.
Competing—183
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A layup by Scott Neat
points for Butler. - i
Biceps boom while Dogs baHle foes
Members of the 1968-69 Basketball team are from left: John
Marsh, Scott Neat, Dan Nolan, Joe Pearson, Steve Hardin, Steve
Norris, Bob Schroeder. ROW 2: Charles McElfresh, equip, mgr.;
Clarence Harper, Larry Radecki, Pat Fagan, Garry Hoyt, David
Bennett, Floyd Garrott, Jim Morris, trainer. ROW 3: Tony Hinkle,
coach; Jon Spadorcia, Jack Saylors, Mark Pruitt, John Seal, Dick
Reed, Bob Dietz, asst. coach.
Swish—and it's good for two
points. In l<eeping witli Butler's tradi-
tion of fine basketball, this season
was no exception. Butler finished
moderately with Steve Norris as its
leading scorer. Garry Hoyt, "A. J.",
a senior, delivered 180 buckets this
season to give Butler an extra ad-
vantage over opposing squads.
The house of Hinkle shown
brightly under the leadership of our
first man of basketball, Tony Hinkle. A scramble on the courts forfeits Ball State's possession to Scott
Neat.
S2
"Jump a little higher, higher ..."
Big Clarence Harper, Butler's mainstay, puts forth lOCTc to block
his opponent.
MmKuni
Varsity Basketball
Opponent BU
Illinois
. ..105 66
Northwestern .. . 73 69
Purdue
. .. 93 55
Michigan State .... . . . 70 60
Western Kentucky . . . . . 65 67
Weber State . . . 91 71
71Ohio State . . . 74
Michigan State .... . . .101 79
New Mexico
.
.
. 80 81
Ball State . .. 75 64
Indiana State . , . 72 74
Notre Dame
.
. .
76 73
Valparaiso
. . . 75 68
Evansville
. . . 85 88
DePauw
. . .
73 86
St. Joseph's
.
. . 70 69
Wabash . . . 71 82
95Ball State . . . 75
Indiana State
. . . 80 90
Wabash
. . . 59 74
Valparaiso
. . . 78 80
DePauw
. . . 94 87
Evansville
. . . 96 83
Notre Dame
. . . 76 73
St. Joseph's
. . .
81 87
Toledo
. . . 96 68
Contemplating Coach Hinkle's advice,
Steve Norris plans strategy for the sec-
ond half.
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Scooping under the boards, Scott Neat Mr. Basketball, Billy Shepard, rounds his
makes two. opponent with ease.
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Bucket brigade dampened
due to numerous losses
The Dogs got the leash tight-
ened in their '68-'69 season. Try as
he did, Coach Hinkle couldn't make
his hoopmen do as they had done in
past years—win. The dunker's ma-
neuvers weren't sly enough against
most opposition. Swivels and swerves
on the part of the Dogs couldn't
make up for short shots or just poor
shooting. Constancy was the miss-
ing necessary link. The roundballers
maintained a come-from-behind spir-
it but usually retired to the showers
under the shadow of defeat.
Legendary Coach Hinkle tries to out-guess
Notre Dame.
Clarence Harper and guest dosy doe on
the hardwood.
Competing
—
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Wet and wild, Butler's hoopmen take a breather—and a time out!
Up, up and away a la Norris. Game time entertainment is provided by
mini-fans.
188—Competing
Pandemonium squelched;
court shrouded with silence
Gym shoes, sweat, and many
hours of practice are essential to the
Bulldog's success. The crowds sit
anxiously in their seats following
each motion on the court. The re-
sounding noise of the ball hitting
the hardwood echos through the sta-
dium as the tension mounts.
Planned defensive plays pre-
vented many opportunities for oppo-
sition scoring, but determination, de-
sire, hustle, and perseverance are
Butler's key ingredients.
Outstanding players for the
1968-69 season were Steve Norris,
Dave Bennett, Scott Neat, Bob
Schrader, John Seal, and Garry Hoyt.
Agile A. J. goes for a bucket during warm- Hovering the hardwood. Seal's flighty pha-
up. langes grasp the ball.
Competing—189
Trackmen's
A winning season was posted
by Butler's 1968 tracl< team as tlney
compiled a record of six wins and
three losses. Competing in just dual
and triangular meets, team members
gave record-breaking performances,
such as the ICC 440-yard inter-
mediate hurdle record broken by
Bill Jones.
Although the team was sparked
by outstanding seniors John Walters,
Rick Kehrer, Paul Jayson, Dave
Zavela, and Paul Ayres, underclass-
men provided many of the seasons
victories. Such squad members as
Jim Markoski, Kit Porter, Bill Jones,
Steve Norris, Eddie Williams, and
others gave outstanding perfor-
mances to this year and give promise
to even better future seasons.
Surging upward Tom Lorch executes a
perfect vault.
tt
compulsion aids in cinder victory
Muscles flex, sweat forming, a volley of gun fire, and Butler's thin dads are off to start
their dual meet with Indiana Central.
With a lusty grunt and a heave, John
Twenty strains to put the shot past his
opponent's mark.
Competing
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Art of making love fennis
Butler racketmen practiced
under the seasoned eye of Coach
Pop Hedden, and were ranked third
place at the end of the season. Se-
nior, Steve Carroll, was the first ten-
nis player ever to receive the Andy
Williams Award. Out of the first five
players, four were freshmen thus
giving the team good groundwork for
the next three years. The team was
made up of Steve Carroll, Walter
Rudzinski, Lonnie Wright, Tim
Haines, and Marcus Norwood.
Walter Rudizinski services the ball to Lonnie Wright uses a sharp, forehand
begin the match. swing to volley the ball over the net.
Walter Rudzinski works strenuously to develop a powerful thrust in his serve.
~
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trait: golf takes third in ICC
Successful is the word best
suited to describe the 1968 golf sea-
son. With a record of twelve wins,
four losses, and one tie, the team
showed their talent on the links.
Coached by Jim Hauss, the team
went on to capture third place
honors in the ICC. The leading
linksmen were Jim Anthony, Steve
Hardin, John Reese, Terry Curry,
John Menninger, Hugh Owen, and
Carl March.
i .tW*y«!j'' '*i4> ' Ai ^u 2 >v iTiv^h.\,r
Sitting left to rigtit: Steve Hardin, John Reese, Carl March, Standing left to right: Jim Steve Hardin chips onto par 5 at Coffin.
Anthony, Terry Curry, Hugh Owen, Coach Jim Hauss, John Henninger.
The tension of an important shot is evident in Carl March's John Reese psyches out the putt.
tensed muscles as he aims for par.
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Blue Sox diamondmen
boast eight season wins
A shut-out game pitched by v<» "Vf^^A.^'att 9<m
Steve Gantz and a no-hitter pitched
"^
by Don Dunker were the high points
of the 1958 baseball season. Finish-
ing with a record of five wins and
seven losses in ICC competition and
eight wins and ten losses over all,
the Blue Sox sported several out-
standing victories and several close
heartbreaking losses.
Varsity Baseball ^H^^^^Hr ^'^iii
Opponent ^U
Indiana 8 3
Indiana 6 4
DePauw 4 7 ^^^^^^^
.^^m^^L^ t
DePauw ^^^^^^ ^^^^HHh -j^l
Taylor 3
Indiana State 4 1 "T^-^'-'-^ Z^ ' ' ~ , , .^fT-gwrg
Indiana State 1 5 iMU- - • i :.• ^ >'^
Purdue 6 9
Purdue 1 3
Ball State 6 5
Ball State 6 2
Valparaiso 4 3
Valparaiso 6 5
St. Joseph 4 7
St. Joseph 1
Xavier 7 3
Evansville 2 4 Don Dunker hurls the third out in the top
Evansville 4 of the sixth inning of a home game.
Members of the 1968 Baseball Team are from left; Jim Graver, Don Dunker Jeff Neeiy
Steve Gantz, Mike Harrison, Vaughn Metz, Curt Thompson, Jim Mor-ns, ?t^'letic frame
.
ROW 2- Tony Hinkle, coach; Steve Orphey, Joseph Pearson, John Nell, Bob Schroeder,
Jack Kokinda, Ken Graig, Richard Gurth, Bruce Smith, Scott Neat.
194—Competing
Steve Offerle's glove pops as Mike Creg strikes out a Ball State player.
Pete Cigonavich, senior player, warms
up before a crucial game.
H*c!^2i^
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B-Men's, award winners
synonymous with sports
Garry Hoyt, a 6'4" forward, stops to admire a picture of a team coached by Tony Hinkle
almost forty years ago.
Dick Reed, re-
ceiver of Most
Valuable Back
award is caught
leaving for an af-
ternoon practice.
Steve Norris, the Sweetheart of the Hardwood, stops to catch
his breath after a busy day at the fieldhouse.
Butler "B" Mens Association
lias been in existence for well over
twelve years. It is composed of var-
sity letter winners from all athletic
sports. The club's purpose is two-
fold: to establish a close relationship
between all Butler athletes, and to
foster an interest in the area of ath-
letics. "B" Men help the university
in the capacity of public relations
and also sell programs at football
and basketball games. Football
awards awarded at a banquet in No-
vember consist of the Hilton U.
Brown award. Most Valuable Back,
and Most Valuable Lineman awards.
In February two awards are
granted. They are the Hilton U.
Brown award and Most Valuable
Player award.
Most Valuable Lineman, Steve Orphey,
points out a highly prized football award.
W^
Eddie Bopp takes time out between clas-
ses for a cup of coffee at the Club.
The men of Butler B-Men's are from left: (bottom to top) A!
Holok, Rick Lewis, Jim Lill, Lewis Weber, Jim Markoski, Larry
Gilbert, Norman Blum, Richard Kurt, Larry Wilms, Dan Dullaghen,
Charles Riegle, Skip Rudzinski, Steve Edwards (Stretch), Randy
Belden. Jeff Neely, Bob Brock, Ken Craig, Kit Porter, Scott Neat,
Steve Norris (Spokes).
Competing—197
Living .
Living in harmony with others
is a "read-between-the-jines" lesson
one learns in the college Greek and
Independent situation. Suddenly
there are roommates, counselors,
presidents, moms, dads, and big sis-
ters and brothers to guide the steps
of the naive frosh. Unity is the sym-
bol of the Greek, Individuality the
symbol of the Independent.
s
Participalion key to Alpha Chi success
The women of Alpha Chi Omega
again strike the lyre of leadership on
Butler's campus.
Participation became a keynote
indication that the Alpha Chi's could
be found in any and all activities
—
intramurals, house decs, Spring
Sing, fraternity sponsored student
life events, beauty-queens, an or-
phan party with the TKE's, and a
dance with the Delta Gammas, hon-
oraries, clubs, and scholastic
achievements.
Led by a highly-competent band
of officers established this housing
unit as an outstanding greek organi-
zation. Assisting President Debra
Cronk is Julie Wiltfong, v. p.; Karen
Thomsen, 2nd v. p.; Janie Wilkinson,
recording sec; Sarah Thompson,
corresponding sec; Mindy Fish-
baugh, treasurer; Karen Jerde, mem-
bership; Barb Butler, historian; Barb
Renbarger, editor; Linda Savage,
scholarship; and Carole Froment, so-
cial.
,r^
Hammering a totem pole for rush is the
specialty of Phyllis Mc(3rew.
Daddy's darling daughter is Alpha Chi
Chris Carlson.
Becky Dyer and her date string lights for
the huge Alpha Chi Christmas tree.
The greek way means sisterhood, and this is a strong bond found in the Alpha Chi
Omega house.
200—Living
The women of Alpha Chi Omega are from left: Daurene Bowers,
Barb Renbarger, Nanci Klompus, Janie Wilkinson. ROW 2: Susie
Greer, Karen Jerde, Karen Thomsen, Debbie Cronk, Mrs. Vera
Cordry, housemom, Julie Wiltfong, Susie Ackerson, Carole Fro-
ment. ROW 3: Pam Nelson, Barb Butler, Chris Carlson, Kathy Wil-
son, Linda Savage, Dee Watson, LuAnn Phariss, Maryann Ridpath,
Linda Mittlestadt, Mary Drumm, Mindy Fishbaugh. ROW 4: Genia
Braun, Ginny Lombardo, Myra Overman, Sarah Thompson, Gail
Sperry, Sue McConnell, Linda Hammer, Pam Smith. Nancy Brown.
Sharon Leininger, Jan Luhman. ROW 5: Margie Middlesworth,
Cathy Runge, Susie Coonrod, Barb Stricklin, Cara Chell. Candee
Poore, Becky Dyer, Connie Sission, Peg Skelton. ROW 6: Debbie
Westfall, Carol Gunn, Fran Nyers, Barb Pickett, Jan Ewing, Peggy
Luken, Sara Gilman. Marilyn Motsch, Elli Medve, Patty Brown,
Joann Dragovich, Phyllis McGrew, Jani Mitchell.
Living
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The women of Alpha Phi are from left: Randee Schatz,
Jeane Crapo, Cricket Ward, Judy Morgan, Kath Barnard.
ROW 2: Jane Mead, Vie Raskosky, Margie Kilpatrick,
Gail White, Michelle Morsette, Sandy Worthington, Barb
Key, Sally Campbell, Linda Estes, Rosanne Snyder,
Betty Jo Ball, Diane Minneman, Pat Keating, Lynda
Gust, Mimi McCarthy, Ann Bristow, Mrs. Stanford,
Merilee Dux, Katie Baker, Elaine Gerding, Jeanne Thout,
Donna Stencil, Jan Ruff, Georgianne Wicari, Bev Ham-
ilton, Carol Oakley, Cathy Leijonstein, Diana Dickin-
son, Lauran Ward, Kitzi Haycox, Jean Kinney, Patty
Brady. ROW 3: Susie McLean, Cindy Edwards, Cindy
Kwick, Susan Woodfill, Marilyn McBride, Judy Colbath,
Sue Franklin, Sally Coulson, Joyce Horner.
202—Living
Sam Rosen finds pledging calls for ice
buckets.
Cindy Edwards tries to show rushees the
right house to choose.
Alpha Phi addilion plans announced
Alpha Phi continued to grow in
its second year at Butler. One indi-
cation of this was the announcement
of plans for a three-story addition to
the lodge. While awaiting the reali-
zation of these plans, the Phi's, led
by Margie Kilpatrick, were kept busy.
They collected for the Heart Fund,
participated in Spring Sing, and won
the WRA Sports trophy, all in the
spring semester.
Autumn saw Phi pledges placing
2nd in Freshmen Skits and actives
assuming leadership in several or-
ganizations. Among these were
Chimes president, DRIFT organiza-
tions editor, COLLEGIAN managing
editor and columnist, MSS editor,
president of WRA, AWS cabinet mem-
bers, and Panhel secretary. Other
honors received by Phi's were the
Spoke award, Who's Who, Alpha
Lambda Delta, Phi Kappa Phi, Spurs,
and membership in many honoraries.
Randee Schatz helps her sister decorate the garden house for the Phi spring dance.
Rosanne Snyder helps her sister into the
lodge—the hard way!
Alpha Phi's participated in trik-la-tron.
^M
The cresent and three stars
over the doorway is home for the
women of Delta Delta Delta at Butler.
Under the leadership of Presi-
dent Kathy Doherty, the TrIDelts
proudly uphold their symbols of pan-
sy, pine, and pearl.
Exemplifying sisterhood in the
truest sense, the TrIDelts proudly
claim a first place in the annual
campus Mental Health Drive.
Many moneymaking projects
are conducted so as to raise money
to sponsor scholarships available to
all university women. One of Tri
Delta's most famous nationwide ac-
tivities, the Pansy Breakfast, is
held in honor of all engaged senior
women.
Sisterhood's sharing gains
Tri Delt charity drive win
barrage of candy, balloons,
At Christmas, pine branches grace the
staircase, the TriDelt symbol, viewed by
Bonnie Newman, Susan Hopkins, Jan
Logsdon and Ellie Simpson.
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The women of Delta Delta Delta are from
left: Linda Batler, Ellen Simpson, Jan Logs
don, Patty Willetts, Kathy Doherty, Bren
da Stofer, Sally Sue Barker, Kay TImmer-
meister, Sissy Hurrle. ROW 2: Tish Web
ster, Barbara Mascoe, Sarah Manson, Gin
dy Beagle, Jane Hamilton, Jody Mosel,
Marilyn Pietrusinski, Maryann Uodfelter
ROW 3: Ann Blackter, Debbie Hokenson,
Alice Canfield, Patty Layton, Becky Bunch
Barb Schenk, Maryann Keeney. ROW 4
Christie McKaig, Dlanna Abel, Mardi Ful
ler. Dory Zatuchni, Paula Jo Raymond
Jean Tilney. ROW 5: Carol Somerville, Lin
da Cook, Patty Denton, Susie Hopkins,
Jenny Meals. ROW 6: Ellen Williams, Don
na Peiffer, Bonnie Newman, Kathy Orvis
ROW 7: Gail Stone, Cindy Green, Kathy
Gustin. ROW 8: Karen Stratton, Candy
Cutler.
A 'fridge' raid! A nonchalant admirer appraises a Tri
Delt pledge.
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9hip ahoy! DG's lift anchor,
cruise through winning year
Frat men and innocent freshmen are por-
trayed by two knowing D.G. pledges.
The members of Delta Gamma
combined campus activities and
leadership positions on campus to
enjoy an active and award-winning
year.
Wearers of the anchor served as
the Presidents of the Student Body,
AWS, IVIortar Board, USSC, and His-
tory Club. In addition, the Col-
legian Editor represents DG.
DG's scored firsts in Spring
Sing, House Decs, and Pushmobile
Race. They also claimed Lambda Chi
Sweetheart & Favorite and TKE Fa-
vorite along with Homecoming prin-
cess. Service projects included a
Christmas party for the blind
children.
Others were honored as mem
bers of WHO'S WHO, Spurs, Chimes
Mortar Board, and Phi Kappa Phi
and received Hub, Spoke and Wheel
Awards. Activities include cheerlead
er. Half-time Honeys, Band, Debate
YR, YD, Angel Flight, Butler Ballet
Sigma Rho Delta, Tau Kappa Alpha,
Sigma Tau Delta, and Pan Hel.
Officers were Sarah Olson, pres-
ident; Linda Millican, v.p.; Jean Ann
McCain, pledge.
Electric excitement fills the air after an- Rush was enhanced by the Delta Gamma preference night gala production of the USS
other D.G. victory. Delta G.
206—Living
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The women of Delta Gamma are from
left: Betsy BIy, Marianne Gentry, Joan
Rogliano, Sue Cowan, Wanda Case, Anne
Coe, Becky Vance, Laurette Blackington,
Naomi Ryon, Diane Holder, Linda Stahl,
Connie Goater, Cindy Schaal, Carol Bruno,
Anne Bevez, Chris Jones. ROW 2: Jean
Ann McCain, Jill Hedge. ROW 3: Barb
Bengert, Patty Blake. ROW 4: Barb Whitt-
mer, Sue Marling. ROW 5: Laurel Barile,
Noni Hoogs. ROW 6: Marsha Haida,
Cathy Bodwell. ROW 7: Mary Swindler,
Lisa Morgan. ROW 8: Marilyn White, Jane
Kelley. ROW 9: Elaine Moore, Mary
Schmidt, Barb McKay, Linda Millican,
Mary Alice Phares, Faye Brown, Sue
Hayles, Janet McCracken. ROW 10: Sher-
ry Graham, Marni Fatout, Terri Schu-
maker, Peggy Minec, Carol Weddle, Sarah
Jo Olson, Debbie Joseph, Julie Severin,
Sandy Cripe, Margie Wade. ROW 11:
Elaine Ervington, Shannon Salbach.
A lot of STP is needed by the D.G.'s to perform this acrobatic
pattern in their Stunts contribution.
Living
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The women of Kappa Alpha Theta are from left: Kathy Maschmey-
er, Debbi Mclntire, Nancy Ehrhart, Susie Dennis, Pat Sheridan.
ROW 2: Suzannah Hoy, Fran Carroll, Anne Weber, Bobbi Lam-
brecht. Fire Chief "Mom" Cora Plew, Myrtle the cook, Kristie Hill,
Sharon McKinstray, Bev Bennett, Karen Deitz, Deb Phifer, Nancy
Busse, Vikki Grieves, Peg Booher. ROW 3: Gretchen Gruca, Bunny
the Lamb, Barb Booher, Martha Gooldy, Cathy James, Toni Clark,
Ram Walker, Marcia Lawrence, Judy Jacob, Marcy VerBryck, Nancy
Easley, Mary Young, Suzanne Kassler, Debbie Davis, Marge Berry,
Judy Jefferies, Gracia Johnson, Nancy Wheeler, Kim Junius, Leslie
Bruner, Debbie Linder. ROW 4: Linda Larson, Jan Teagarden, Julie
Hoy, Sandy Moore, Diane Fountain, Lynda Wilson, Jill Jackson,
Kris Sturm, Cherri Meyer, Elaine Storey, Sally Grimsley, Carolyn
Gunn, Susie Powers. ROW 5: (and on up the ladder) Marny Ter-
ry, Donna Quist, Mel Priest, Stevie Walters, Sandy Soucek, Sherri
Wolthausen, Susie Gueutal, (in the window), Mel Hawkins, Deb
Jones, Didi Carryer.
Theta pledges tie with the Sigs 32-32 in a pre-Pacers basketball
game at the colliseum.
208—Living
Voted as the most outstanding
Theta chapter in the nation, Gamma
of Kappa Alpha Theta received the
Founder's Award at their national
Convention. They were also chosen
by the faculty and administration at
Butler to receive the University Merit
Trophy, and the Sigma Chi all-cam-
pus activities trophy.
Throughout the year the Theta's
supported a child in Vietnam. They
also sponsored their annual orphan's
Christmas party for underprivileged
children.
Stressing academics as the
most important part of university
life, Kappa Alpha Theta had mem-
bers in many honoraries including
Mortar Board and Who's Who. In ad-
dition, the DRIFT editor, YWCA and
Theta Sigma Phi presidents repre-
sented the house.
The Theta's won the Goodwill
Cheer Drive and also placed first in
Freshmen Skits, Trik-la-Tron, Derby
Day, and Freak Week.
Such titles as DRIFT and Mil
Ball Queen, Phi Delta Theta and
TEKE Sweetheart and Sigma Chi
favorite belonged to Theta's. They
also had representatives on both
cheerleading and Half Time Honeys
squads.
The Theta's third annual spaghetti dinner
brings In many hungry, clumsy people
—
or Is It the waitresses?
Challenging the Lambda Chls at football
Is a way to make new friends . . .
Theta's top chapter
in nation: win Merit,
Qigma Chi trophies
Newly activated member of Kappa Alpha Theta, Kris Sturm, flys
her precious kite.
Thetas tie up the
TEKES.
Rush twins Bobbi Lambrecht and Sally
Grimsley are stuck on each other . . .
President Gretchen Gruca accepts the uni-
versity merit Trophy from President
Jones.
Kappas cop firsts:
stunts, scholarship
Spurred on by early victories in
Geneva Stunts and Spring Sing, But-
ler's Mu Kappas strolled off with
both the Alpha Phi Pledge Class
Scholarship Trophy, for the second
consecutive year, and the overall
Scholarship Cup. Kathy Kocher
brought home another honor by
being crowned "Miss Butler Uni-
versity."
Led by President Nan Taylor,
Kappas held offices in Alpha Lamb-
da Delta, Spurs, SEA, YWCA, WRA,
PEMM Club, SAI, Delta Psi Kappa,
and Christian Science Organization.
Allyson Smith was crowned
Snow Queen, an event sponsored by
Phi Kappa Theta; and, Marilyn Noll
represented the Kappas on the
varsity cheerleading squad.
As a house, KKG's participated
in the Goodwill Cheer Drive and the
Mental Health Club gift drive.
Below: Kappas pause to refresh while con-
structing house decs.
The women of Kappa Kappa Gamma are
from left: Debby Johnson, Janet Williams.
ROW 2: Barb Goff, Debby Berg, Nancy
Zaiud, Julie Hargitt, Barb Gilbert, Debby
Hensler, Susan Allardice, Cherry Martin,
Judy Barnes, Jan Lewellyng, Mrs. Wilhoyte,
Sandy Moenning, Susan Riggs, Ruth Spen
ser. ROW 3: Marge Flick, Alice Colbert
Nancy Cranfill, Libby Rhodes, Honey Ma
son, Carol King, Sara Judd, Nan Taylor,
Beth Ellison, Gail Slater, Mary Barnet
ROW 4: Nina Packard, Kathy Kocher,
Susan Carter, Chris Kleinschmidt, Nancy
-vV.
Working with Intricate paper sculpture Is
Kappa Sara Judd.
McClaIn, Ellen Hendershott, Sarah Kinley
ROW 5: Carolyn Stewart, Barb Brediger,
Staley Leird, Joey Zukel, Kathy Stewart
Michele Rubino, Betsy Srader, Lynn Haus,
Marilyn Noll, Judy Barnard, Debbie Cor
with, Cynthia Cotton, Jean McDonald, Ke
ry Seibels, Mary Lou Burgett, Kathy Stry
kul, Cathy Farland, Anne Bancroft. ROW
6: Beets Ostrum, Karen Fleming, Janet
Dickerson, Pam Mackey, Allyson Smith,
Susan Adney, Joan Williams. ROW 7:
Lynn Oswald, Jan Ritter, Susan Sipple,
Kelli Curran, Sally Detroy, ROW 8: Jody
Neff, Persephone, Dara Smithers.
Getting the eight ball in the right pocket Susan Adney finds a study break in
IS easy for Lynn Oswald. a game of Euchre.
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'We are the Pi Phis' claimed
"We are the PI PHIs!" can be
heard during rush inside the big
white house with the pillars on the
Hampton curve. Indiana Gamma
chapter of Pi Beta Phi has experi-
enced another fine year under the
leadership of President Marlene Mc-
Donald.
The Pi Phi arrow could be seen
busily participating in all major
campus events.
Starting the year off with a
bang awarded Pi Beta Phi Miss Bust
and a clean sweep in the Lambda Chi
Watermelon Bust. Diligent work was
rewarded with a first in house decs.
The Pi Phi's also racked up
many other honors, titles, and mem-
berships to cause them to shout "We
are the PI PHIs" with much pride.
Showing their picture of Butler fraternity men during Freshmen Carrying the status symbol tackle box at John Herron Art Insti-
Skits is Anita Beran and Cacky Corbett; Sally and Nancy Heppner. tute is Pi Phi Susie Cox.
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with pride
Relaxing on the Pi Phi stairway after a hectic Christmas party Is Jane VanWagner, Tricia
Chance and Kitty Spann.
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And now, introducing the women of PI
Beta Phi . . .
Pledge Leslie Ten Eyck
first Butler classes.
registers for her Senior Linda Honon studied diligently for
finals.
The women of Pi Beta Phi are from left: Katie Hauper, Debi Wil-
son, Mary Kelly, Debbie Smith, Laurice Densmore, Missy Lambert,
Mitsy Henderson, Judy Utter, Kathy Kilburn, Leslie Dale, Candle
Cox, Sally Heppner, Chris Eisele, Susan Dralle, Jody Habig, Margy
Young, Chris Johnson, Becky Ryan, Kitty Spaan, Cacky Corbett,
Betsy Frampton, Leslie TenEyck, Susie Wilkinson, Bonnie Bogan,
Nan Heppner, Jane VaWagner. Mary Smith, Mike Key, Patty
Wright, Libby Bybrook, Barbette Goetsch, Kathy Stewart, Lana
Aukerman, Cathy Ginter, Charlene Setzer, Nancy Wright, Karen
Muir, Barb Brown, Linda Hartney, Donna Martin, Judy McGrew,
Sandy Page, Jayne Kuns, Candy Whitney, Susie Brown, Patty 0'-
Bryant, Jane Bauer, Susie Cox, Sheryl Neiheiser, Margo Stults,
Tricia Chance, Susie Appleton, Lynn Seghetti, Lynn Haglund,
Diane Thomas, Missy Cadmus, Becky Graham, Anita Beran, Su-
sie KIrts, Linda Honan, Marlene MacDonald.
The women of Robertson Hall are from left: Katie Hickok, Donna Ingersoll, Demetra Cha-
chos, Violette Summers, Mary Ellen Mithoefer, Sue Vaughn. ROW 2: Jan Logue, Sherry
Monroe, little kid, Jackie Post, Bonnie Herron.
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Upperclass women claim
Robertson spire home
An upperclass women's dorm,
Robertson Hall participates In vari-
ous campus activities. Butler's
Homecoming Queen, Daisy Mae, and
Sweetheart of Sigma Nu are all
Robertson coeds.
The variety of Robertson's ac-
tivities can be seen through their
participation in Butler Ballet, SAI,
YWCA, YR, YD, Chimes, Spurs, Mor-
tar Board, Marching Band, Sym-
phonic Band, WAJC, Half-time
Honeys, Sigma Rho Delta, Mu Phi,
and Angel Flight.
This year's officers are Presi-
dent Shari Board; Judy Nims, v.p.;
Ann Wallis, secretary; and Pat
Lynch, treasurer.
The Robertson spire symbolizes home for sixty girls.
The women of Robertson Hall are from left: Patty Price, Susan
Powell, Felicia Rodriquez, Pandy Short, Sue Saunders, Sue Hill,
Donna Tomlinson, Penny Connerley, Yvonne Derx, Lynn Lupoid
ROW 2: Bev Davis, Susie Fruse, Roni Walowy, Joan Hamilton,
Pat Lynch.
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Born free becomes
The women of Robertson Hall are from left: Becky Sonnabend,
Melanie Mason, Kathy Doyle, Georgia Lilly, Joy Panko, Gail Poles-
chuk, Sue Gertner.
Born free becomes the chant of the dorms during the birth of
Independent Week.
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Independent Week theme
The women of Schwitzer are from left: Sue
Mertz, Betsy Fruscella, Patti Morton, Mary
Maloof, Glory-June Greiff, Lesley Bishop,
Jean Chouquette, Dorothy Heiner, Heath-
er Griffith, Pam Thomas. ROW 2: Pan
Zachry, Cathy Kaemmerlen, Cindy Inger-
soll. ROW 3: Dee Fugett, Sandy Turley,
Jodi Welch, Mim Sparks. ROW 4: Ann Ra-
nens, Wendy Schaubel, Jan Lathrop.
Born free becomes the theme of
the first Independent Week at Butler,
a week counteracting the fraternity-
sorority fling, Greek Week. And the
campus independents have a lot to
be proud of—a close-knit mens' res-
idence, Ross Hall, the mainstay of
the girls' housing, Schwitzer, and
the brand-new Robertson Hall.
Individualism marks the
Schwitzer or Robertson girl as she
fills a test tube, says her lines in a
play, chases a derby, peddles a trik,
or kisses her guy.
Miss Sadie Hawkins, Miss Trik-
la-tron, and the 1968 Homecoming
Queen are all proudly claimed by the
girls' dorms. Schwitzer and Robert-
son are also represented in every
major campus activity, club and
honorary.
Campus participation ranks
Schwitzer high competitively
Helena Monk and Carol Rakestraw make a piz-
za in the Schwitzer kitchens for Sunday night
dinner.
Leading Schwitzer Hall this
year was Mavis Fredrick, president.
She was assisted by Carolyen Cop-
len, v.p., Nancy Casey, treasurer,
and Sue Mertz, secretary.
Residents of Schwitzer partici-
pated in Alpha Lambda Delta, Spurs,
Chimes, Mortar Board, Phi Kappa
Phi, SAI, Mu Phi Epsilon, Sigma Tau
Delta, Butler Ballet, Half-Time
Honeys, WRA, AWS, Angel Flight
(commander), Debate, YR, YD,
YWCA, Sigma Tau Delta (president),
majorettes, and Homecoming Court.
The coeds also participated in Delta
Psi Kappa, PEMM Club, Symphonic
Orchestra, Sigma Chi Derby Day,
Student Assembly Activities Commit-
tee Chairman, and Clowes Hall
Chairman.
Schwitzer participates in the
Tri-Dorm organization. Open houses,
the fall dance, and Spring Fling are
some of the activities sponsored.
c^.
Washing in the morn-
ing can really be
traumatic!
Debbie Sulteen signs
out for a late Lilly
production.
i
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The women of Schwitzer Hall are from left: Shirley Hannen, Enola Knisley, Vickie
Hurmity, Debbie Sullivan, Linda Leonard, Carolyn Craig, Lana Stenet, Liz Victora,
Mary Pliss, Bev Hamilton, Mary Lous Westerfielf. ROW 2: Penny Fowler, Pat Codding-
ton, Louis Housel, Liz Moran, Karen Heilman, Karen Dumm, Barbra Jo Simons, Deb-
bie Sulteen. ROW 3: Joanne Finley, Sue Morton, Kristin Johnston, Char Legenzoff,
Ruth Hart, Kathy Bricker.
The women of Schwitzer Hall are from left: Reda Rudopha, Marilyn Gray, LouAnn Al-
len, Carroll Brosmer, Jain Rice, Barbara Hoffman, Jenni Gage, Terri Corgan, Cathy
Scheldt, Katy Snyder, Gale McDonough, Beth Landis, Sherry Butler, Nancy Casey,
Garl Bennett. ROW 2: Becky Durr, Mary Jynn Hamilton, Donna Williams, Patti Norris,
Marilyn Peck, Lisa Marquis, Amy Vosmeier, Kathy Edgar, Kathy Russo, Chris Kulesa,
Ginny Magley. ROW 3: Linda Gerard, Barbara Long, Carol Jackson, Pam Haley, Me-
linda Luckey, Pam Maloof, Susi Nelson, Caryl Krauthamer, Mari Lynn Masserelli. ROW
4: Ruth Collins, Mavis Frederick, Sue Hess, Gail Neff, Georgia Wilder, Karen Bridges,
Becky Richardson, Paula Fleece, Sue Harrington, Marrianne Golinveaux.
The women of Schwitzer Hall are from left:
Sandy Mayer, Barb Calvert. ROW 2: Le Anne
Muffett. ROW 3: JoAnne Garrison, Kathy
Schnelle. ROW 4: Gail Roach, Betsy Blodgett.
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The women of Schwitzer Hall are from left: Cammie Cole, Linda
Bergman, Marilyn Boyer, Joanne Segetti, Diane Skafte, Marjorie
Brooks, Sue Carrison, Rosalie Brown, Janice Bickerstaff. ROW 2:
Candy Bannon, Kerry Blitzer, Dace Lindonis, Jan Bettiker, Gail
Vest, Li Yu, Sue Bennert, Kathy Burg, Brenda Weddell, Linda Hol-
stein. ROW 3: Becky Mailers, Karen Ruffer, Cathy Housour, Lue
Slenn, Marybeth Snellenberger, Nora Kariolick, Doris Blumanfeld,
Carol Rakestraw, Elizabeth Brayton, Becky Burnett, Donna Berk-
shire, Gaye Myers. ROW 4: Kerry Chodora, Mary Kay Cullison,
Nancy Vryn, Ginny Davis, Caria Schaeffer, Karen Pickell, Nicki
Young, Bea Bryant, Ruth Bjerga, Judy Hock.
The women of Schwitzer Hall are from left: Beth Lorenzen, Deb-
bie Warot, Betsy Droegenmueler, Karen Stenson, Nancy Wiseman,
Martha Burton, Caroline Kearney, Jane Simmons, Jenny Lemper,
Rhea Gentry, Susan Rahy, Kathy Zook. ROW 2: Sarah Friend, Carol
Tenbarge, Jana Guard, Mary Jo Gordon, Jan Teipen, Dixie Patty,
Barbara Cochran, Barbara Olson, Nan Frank, Ann Prichard, Deb-
bie North.
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Tri Dorm coordinates Independents
The Tri Dorm organization was
established last year in an attempt
to coordinate the activities of But-
ler's three residence halls and to
provide more social life for inde-
pendent students living in the
dorms.
Coeds of Schwitzer were instru-
mental in setting up the Tri-Dorm.
Since it was established, students
residing in all three dorms have
benefited from activities such as all
campus dances in the C-Club (TGIF),
informal gatherings and socials,
open houses, and so forth. The de-
sired degree of coordination among
the dorms has benefited all.
Linda Bergman finds out the hard way
not to do your wash once a semester.
The girls ham it up Bonnie and Clyde
style.
Living
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Delts come on strong—
'68 top year on campus
The men of Delta Tau Delta
came on strong at Butler, being one
of the leading housing units on
campus.
Beta Zeta Chapter boasts 55
"cool heads," an express qualifica-
tion for membership.
With a whir of wheels, the Delts
sponsor the annual Delt Trik-la-tron
each spring, which challenges other
housing units to exhibit their tricycle
skills.
Members find time to partici-
pate in Phi Kappa Phi, Kappa Kappa
Psi, Arnold Air Society, and Opera-
tion Outstanding.
At the Delt helm in this most
rewarding year is Dick Lane, presi-
dent. Assisting him is John Har-
grove, v.p.; Greg Strom, recording
secretary; Chuck Ritz, Corr. secre-
tary; Pat Osting, treasurer; and
Chuck Kneese, pledge trainer.
The men of Delta Tau Delta are from left: Greg Strom, Chuck
Ritz, Pat Ostlng, Dick Lane, John Hargrove, Catch Molina, Steve
Locke. ROW 2: Mark Eckerle, Joe Ellis, Dennis Nichols, Bob D'-
Elia, Jeff Campbell, Anthony Baisle, Robbie Landsen. ROW 3:
Louie Halkias, Greg Pluth, Barry Alpert, Chip Brown, George
Yearsich, Jim Dageforde, Mark Helms, Tim Smith, Skip Armsted,
Jerry BIhum, Bruce Mara, Tim DeMattio, Rob Bromley. ROW 4:
Dan Manson, Dennis Apple, Rob Davis. Gary Moore, Tom Wine.
ROW 5: John Travis, Gordon Price. ROW 6; Ron Wolf, Gary Fet-
gatter. ROW 7: Steve Secrest, Bruce Stanforth, Barry Fromm. ROW
8: Mike Strapulaus, Tom Lorch, Kent Bernard, Jim Nordmeyer,
Joel Schilling. ROW 9: Chuck Kneese, Tom Gowland.
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The men of Kappa Sigma are from left: John Niemeyer, Doug
Rogers. ROW 2: Mark Pruitt, John Reese, Jeff Devens, Leon An-
gelacos, Dave Frommer, Jack Serafin. ROW 3: Nelson Siegler,
Jim Kopernack, Brian Webber, Jeff Vouck, Don Guyuski, Jim Buy-
dos, Scott McKinney, Mike Mehegan. ROW 4: Dumb scarecrow.
Bob Sponcil, Paul Warder. ROW 6: Phil Fitzsimmons, Fred Muir,
Bob Hatter. ROW 7: Tim Bess, Ken Davis, Hal Courtice, Barry
Clark, Larry Black, John Strahiey, Bill Funk, Alex Pringle.
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'Daredevils' stimulus for competition
Notoriously known for being tlie
daredevils of BU, Epsilon Omicron
chapter of Kappa Sigma establishes
itself as a strong Greek competitor.
By promoting this campus
spirit, the Kappa Sigs started the
year off by sponsoring Sadie Hawk-
ins Day. This year a chugging contest
was added for any hairy-chested
men.
Athletics, a strong element in
the house, gains representation for
the Kappa Sigs on every university-
sponsored and intramural athletic
team.
Sparked by President Nelson
"Siggy" Siegler, the men of Kappa
Sigma can reflect on a fine year. Joe Smothers, Gordie Schadell, Ted Barker, and Jeff Vorick play a few hands of poker
before class.
Sadie never had it so good as Kappa Sig John Reese MCs the
event.
IM./ m
Exhibiting their house trophies in a usual Kappa Sig manner. . .
well, what can we say?
It's a bird, it's a plane, its the white knight—no, its eumongous
Kappa Sig house decs.
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Lambda Chi's dedicate $300,000 addition
The men of Lambda Chi Alpha are from left; Pete Askan, Monte
Troutman, Art Kirn, Jim Staller, A! Szywiel, Tom Yates, Steve
Summers, Steve Close, Steve Grimm, John Guthrie, Ryan Knight,
Rex Wilson. ROW 2; Andy Koehler, Jay, Bill Record, Dan Hal-
vorson, Dan Dullaghan, Gary Pelton, Bab Anderson, Tom Wills,
Dan Schull, Tom Bredeweg, Mrs. Lavonne Saunders, Steve
Konkle, Norm Blum, Bill Booher, Charles Chiesa, John Martorana.
ROW 3: Greg Zinn, Larry Gardner, Randy Belden, Joe Forgey,
Greg McDonald, John Meyer, John Kocher, John McKittrick,
Mark Macke, Bruce Calabrese, Bob Schroeder, Tom Popa, Harold
Alden, Bill Mitsos, Joe Burst. ROW 4: Mark Hearn, Wayne Wag-
ner, Greg Powell, Mike Peterson, Mark Bundy, Paul Kaplan,
Van Bennett, Frank Smith, Stan Epperson, Jim Ruttle, May-
nard Parker, Eddie Haskell, Rick Lee, Jim Cotterill, Michael
Caito, Bob Conley.
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Coming back for school was a joy
for many Lambda Chi's because over
the summer months, a $300,000 ad-
dition was constructed to the present
building, doubling the house's ca-
pacity.
The Lambda Chi's start school
traditionally with a bang or rather a
bust as they sponsor their ever-in-
creasing popular Watermelon Bust.
The men also participated in Spring
Sing and Geneva Stunts, two highly
competitive events, and placed quite
admirably.
Led by President Tom Bredeweg,
members of Lambda Chi Alpha were
active in Utes, Sphinx, and Blue Key.
They also claimed top cabinet of-
ficers and president of YMCA. Other
activities included Editor of the COL-
LEGIAN, Band, B Men's, YD, YR,
SAM, Circle K and Who's Who. A lowly Lamb Chop awakes from the dead to scare the world at the Lambda Chi Spook
Dance.
A new initiate struggles with his elders for control of the hose during
the traditional post-initiation soaking.
The Lambda Chi's ultra-modern addition, completes the elegance of
gracious living.
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Phi's stress alum relations:
strengthen Greek system
Pledge Steve Canhan vacuums the Phi
Delt pad.
Homecoming is that time of
year when all Butler students honor
the returning B.U. alumni. This fall,
Phi Delta alumni walked across the
battlefield of the Ball State Cardi-
nal's "Last Stand," the name of this
year's first place award-winning
house decs.
And, for the third consecutive
year a strong house effort reaped
another first place trophy in the an-
nual Good Will Cheer Drive, in which
all housing units collected bags to
be donated to the needy at Christ-
mastime.
The Phi's also teamed with
Kappa Kappa Gamma to win Spring
Sing and participated in this year's
Geneva Stunts extravaganza.
Under the leadership of Jim
Hamp, President, Phi Delta Theta
stressed alumni relations, for this
area can help strengthen the Greek
fraternity system.
The life of Rellly is had by these Phi Delt actives Jim Callihan and Ken Craig
The men of Phi Delta Theta are from left:
Wade Shanowner, Bob Gumport, Bob
Thatcher, Steve Hughes, Tom Kimple, Dar-
rell Rains, Chris Connelly, Walter Warner,
Paul Bodycomb, Roger Hendershott, Stan
Phariss, Steve Richters, Tom Hellberg,
Rich Dieroff, Bruce Morrison, Gordon
Shackleford, Buck, Scott Neat, Mick
Peters, Catfish. ROW 2: Greg Dewitt, Steve
Stewart, Steve Canham, Fred Spooner,
Heine Kruse, Jim Jarrett, Steve Petty,
Steve Hamp, John VanNess, John Mayhill,
So nervous about Cross and Shield, Jim
Jarrett almost forgets his shoes!
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Mike Riley, Kit Porter, Ringo, Butch Im-
Oberstag, Steve Johnson, Bill Boyd, Chris
Hearey. ROW 3: Doug Thurston, Paul Chi-
zek, Mike Jason, Rit Callihan. ROW 4: Tom
Slaton, Keith Norwalk, Ken Craig, Mike
Brody, Fred Harvop, Steve Norris, Richard
Donhauser, Jon Spadorcia, Ron Richard-
son, Bud Kissleman, Brad Bright, Fritz,
Craig Fenneman, Ty Estlick, Pete Grigsby,
George Giles, Jim Hamp, Dave Bennett,
Randy Raber, Bruce Qualey, Jim Maze,
John Seal, Bill Moore.
A much sought after prize, first in Cheer Drive is handily won
by the men of Phi Delta Theta.
<^
One of the most coveted wins of the year for the Phis was win-
ning the homecoming chariot race from the Sigs for the first
time in 4 years.
Living
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Phi Kaps fake big one: scholarship
After posting a record-shattering
win in Trik-ia-tron, the men of Phi
Kappa Theta came back from sum-
mer raring to go.
Under the guidance of President
Brian Dagenbach, Vice President J.
R. Wampler, Secretary David Wady-
ka, Treasurer Joe Zahardko, and
pledge Trainer Louis Weber, the Phi
Kap's picked up the all-important all-
campus scholarship trophy.
Phi Kap's participate in Blue Key,
B-Men, COLLEGIAN, DRIFT, Circle K,
Marching Band, Newman Club, Kap-
pa Delta Phi, SEA, Kappa Psi and Phi
Mu Alpha Sinfonia.
A brotherly 'rasseling' match insues after a pinning.
The men of Phi Kappa Theta are from left: Dave Fruchnicht
Ray Wicoff, Joe Zaharako. ROW 2; Dave King, Don Hanl<ee
Bill Norris, J. R. Wampler, Bill Cross, Brian Walker, Brian Dagen-
bach, Louis Weber, Jeff Lake, Dennis Clark, Dave Wadyka. ROW
3: Bob Yocum, Stephen Erwin, Herbert Bayte.
Brian Dagenbach and Dave Wilson paint
the house piggy-back.
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Sigma Chi leaves mark on campus life
Led by President Patrick Kress,
the men of Sigma Chi excelled in
both service and activities on cam-
pus.
By presenting their annual Pan-
hellenic and Scholarship Trophies,
the house once again honored the
oustanding fraternity and sorority.
D-Day, or Derby Day, was
termed a huge success, and re-
Vi/arded w/ith a fine sunny fall week-
end.
Brotherhood came on strong as
the Sigs found sharing akin to walk-
ing off with first place in the mental
health drive.
Liberalism was born during Ge-
neva Stunts as Sigma Chi copped
first with a "knighthood in flower"
routine.
Besides being active in all
sports, Sigs are active in YR, YMCA,
and various honoraries.
Senior Jim Markoski makes a phone call
in order to plan his weekend.
"tsi
D-Day, or Sigma Chi Derby Day, left some coeds wet and wild.
The men of Sigma Chi are from left: Mark Hoffman, Leroy Crull, Dan Moore, George
Trefry, Bob Brock, Tom Liss, Bill Wolavka, Harvey Greenburg, Rich Gardener, Jack Bay-
lors. ROW 2: John Terwilliger, Skip Rudzinski, Jim Williams, Cart Ellis, Rick Brandis, Tom
Markoski, Jim Vernon, Ron Schulte, Rich Vanderhaar, John Giles, Dale Collins, Rus Kuc,
Bob Mandich, Mrs. Ruby Hoffman, Pat Kress, Tom EIrod, Tom Rykovich, Jack Woodside,
Leon Putz, Dave Hirsch, Bill Legrand, Al Holok, Larry Deitz, Jan Plrtle, Mike Burks, Lon-
nie Wright, Jim Markoski, Dick Moss.
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The men of Sigma Nu after surviving the Hong Kong flu, are
from left: Jeff Theisfield, Fred Baily, Greg Hardin, Roger Kirschan,
Jay Barney, Jim Boilini, Paul Nefouse, Terry Haisley, Gary Miller,
Ken Byrne. ROW 2: Steve Hardin, Richard Kurth, Sam Huff,
Scott Falconer, Steve Marcotte, Bob Reibett, Jerry Prescott, Fred
Smively, Terry Curry, Larry Wilms, Brent Ostrander, Wayne Pic-
kering. ROW 3: Terry Webb, Kevin Celarek, Dave Brennan, Mike
Ashurst, Don Tribbett, Dick Soukup, John Twenty, Lynn Mucker-
heide.
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Sigma Nu's show that the good days are
the old days.
The annual Sigma Nu Barroom Brawl is a time to really let go
and enjoy the Roaring twenties, like Russ Carson and his date
Debby Johnson.
Getting together around the old piano is
a Sigma Nu pasttime.
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Qymbolic snake sees Qigma Nu success
The symbolic snake of Epsilon
Mu chapter of Sigma Nu fraternity
saw the past year filled with many
campus activities.
The major house activity saw
the brothers sponsor their annual
Christmas orphan's party for some
very deserving underprivileged chil-
dren.
Other house activities was the
famous Sigma Nu pool table and
bathtub get a workout at social func-
tions like the Vodoo Dance and Bar-
room Brawl. The Sigma Nu's also
sponsor a White Rose Dance in the
spring.
Sigma Nu displayed
housedec contribution.
Napoleon in their
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Right: The famous Sigma Nu bathtub is
shared by Jim McMahan and his date,
Susie Jensen.
Sam Huff and his date walk a jungle tightrope in order to en-
ter the Sigma Nu Voodoo Dance.
Tommy Butters re-
gisters.
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TKE's strike H rich with fr-eak-out
TKE's strike it rich with freak-out
The men of Tau Kappa Epsilon are from left: Barb Bergert, favo-
rite; Chuck Fischer, Judy Jacob, TKE Sweetheart; Kent Rosner,
Tom Moranz, Ken Dainton, Ken Winslow, Marc Rissman, Pete
Axe, Larry Lewis, Dave White. ROW 2: Mil<e Crawford, Ron Ses-
kin, Leighton Clark, Rich Eberle, Rick Kaye, Terry Bercovitz, Tom
Henry, Craig Lowry. ROW 3: Howie Meistrich, Jim Coachys, John
Crawford, Tom Simpson, Tom Gollner, Barry Breshinsky, Walt
Tekarski, Mike Fultz, Neil Silverman, Kent Lange, Brian McCar-
thy, Dave Vallencourt, Barry Pehoski, Myron Rabinovitz.
Playing football for a keg on Sunday afternoons is
a TKE tradition.
TEKE Freak Week brought many surprises to Butler's campus—at all hours of
the day and night.
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TEKE Week
"This is TEKE Freak Week, tell
everybody you know..." was a
chant heard all over campus as the
men of Tau Kappa Epsilon struck it
rich with their highly successful
chapter project. Girls from every
housing unit SWARMED the TKE
mansion trying to be the most be-
witching.
Other action sponsored was a
public service weekend, the annual
Red Carnation Ball and a Christmas
Orphan's Party.
The men of Tau Kappa Epsilon
performed many important initia-
tions, admitting many community
leaders into the mystic bonds.
Victor
During homecoming, pledging is wild
—
windows become doors!
The TEKES are very well known for the
menagerie they harbor on Hampton Drive.
The men of Ross Hall are from left: John Swanson,
Kent LeBeau, Jim Cleaver, Robert Chulk, Bob Lucas,
John Tobin, Dahl Heine-Geldern, Marty Wallenstein,
Mike Gibson. ROW 2: Jim Andrews, Dave Bannon,
The men of Ross Hall are from left: Curtis Thompsen,
Tom Shrock, Hap Wheeler, Dan Yeoman, Ross LaBarr,
Fred Bagg, Ron Weeks. ROW 2: Andrew Weimer, Gary
Bingham, Jack Wesley, Carl Ragozzino, Jim Warren,
Chris Winks, John Claxton, Bruce Ackerman. ROW 3:
Paul Levin, Norm Kaczmareck, Jim Taber. ROW 3:
Harold Schmitz, Brent Petrosky, Rick Levine, Ray
Klipsch, O. J. Simpson. ROW 4: John Hommes, Paul
Elstro, John Thomas, Steve Sloan.
William Hazen, Richard Nagel, Paul Shapiro, James
Cleaver, John Nazzaro, Lloyd Kaplan, Paul Kaplan,
Gary Pellico, Todd Poland, David Bedworth, Bruce
Mishkan, Allan Lavys, Steve Wolfe, Martin Goldberg.
potpourri typlifies individualiiy
The men of Ross Hall are a pot
pourri of individuals. Making up a
predominently independent unit,
with a slight sprinkling of greeks,
these men participate in many cam-
pus activities. Several of the resi-
dents work as houseboys at various
sorority houses; others are apprent-
ices in their dedicated fields of study
like the radio announcers, pharma-
cists, and musicians. Some of the
men exert labors and abilities at
night jobs in addition to attending
day school. For others it is their
first home away from home.
Headed by dorm president
Jim Kruse, Ross Hall made for
fierce competition in areas such as
academics, sports, and campus
events.
Maurice Thomas
breather from the
and Ron Weeks take
studies.
The men of Ross pulled together for a fine Stunts entry concerning Joe College and the
Draft, quite apropos for the times.
Counselor Hap Wheeler checks the board
for a ride home over break.
Living
—
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Individual Ross residents
form completed puzzle pattern
Every piece of a puzzle makes
up the whole—this can be true in a
dorm situation, too. Yes, there is
individuality in Ross, but there is
also a male companionship. Every
man that makes up Ross Hall, con-
tributes his unique share to the
making of a fine, close-knit living
unit. It is a place v^/here one can be
a part of a large group, and yet, still
be a lone puzzle piece with a mind
of his own.
Roommates come in handy when the old hair starts curling
around the ears.
Ron Weeks finds solitude in his room when studying for a test.
A dance exchange with Schwitzer and Robertson provides Greg
McManus and his date a romantic setting.
£•40
—
Living
The men of Ross Hall are from left: Dan Klieman, Gregg Mc-
Manus, Chris Anderson. ROW 2: Richard Fields, Mike Calandrello,
Arthur Wormuth, Libero Nicolanzzi. ROW 3: Ross Stanley, Ron
Casey. ROW 4: David Bannon, Richard Young, James Still, John
Ziegler, Steve Carpentari.
f* II If
If '! 's
The men of Ross Hall are from left: Arnhein Cumbee, Randy
Lawson, IVlarvin Gibbs, Wayne Braendle. ROW 2: Harold Smith,
John Huff, Chris Small, Richard Powis, Charles Sim, Kent Biry,
Steven Carroll. Allan Stauss,
Lloyd Kaplan, Thomas Sheriff.
Mendith Hull, Peter Frechette,
. . being .
_^si^^k
We are all haunted by the ideal
life; probably because Its possibility
is buried deep within each one of us.
Graduation for the Class of 1969
meant a culmination of much hard
work and effort with its rewards of
marriage, graduate school, or a fu-
ture job. Others bitterly awaited the
draft and Viet Nam. Whatever, the
Class of 1969 will undoubtedly leave
their mark on the world
.
. .
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FOR U.S.ARMY
NEAREST RECRUITING STATION
We end . . . only to begin again
.„ _„. _
' Jfii<.L"«-.'
We end—only to begin again on the familiar 427 that heads for the Circle and back again to Hampton Drive.
'"L -«'jr _.iik''.Afi*-
For the Seniors—a quickened pace,
a pulsating tempo
to keep in step with the progress
being made.
Pausing only to hear and to be heard;
to acknowledge the moment to stand
alone
yet unified;
to confront the challenges
that face the educated man.
Under their leadership
campus growth,
academic pride,
school spirit,
and coveted ideals
strove for new heights and vitality.
Ambition became achievement;
insecurity became
confidence to face tomorrow;
ignorance gave way to
refined intelligence.
The greater the heights attained,
the broader the view,
Yet, still to be found . . .
Contentment.
The Class of 1969—now the youngest generation of Butler alumni.
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ACKERSON, SUSAN JEAN
Toledo, Ohio
Elementary Education; Alpha Chi
Omega, chaplain; AWS; WRA;
YWCA; YR; MSS; Cycling club.
AITKEN, JOAN KATHRYN
Caracas, Venezuela
Elementary Education; AWS, cab-
inet; WRA; YWCA.
BARNES, JUDITH DIANE
Indianapolis, Indiana
Elementary Education; Kappa
Kappa Gamma, pledge trainer;
AWS; WRA; YWCA, cabinet; SEA,
pres, v.p.; 500 princess; Rush
Dorm Counselor.
BAUER, JANE LYNN
Valparaiso, Indiana
Physical Education; Pi Beta Phi,
ass't. tres., censor, schol. chrm.
AWS; WRA, advisory board,
sports council; YWCA; YR; SEA;
PEMM club, pres.; Delta Psi
Kappa; Dean's List.
BEREMAN, KAREN
Speedway, Indiana
Elementary Education.
BETTIKER, JANET JUSTINE
Deerfleld, Illinois
Elementary Education; WRA; YR;
SEA.
BEVEZ, ANN
Lansing, Michigan
Elementary Education; Delta
Gamma, cor. sec; AWS; WRA;
YR.
BOPP, EDWARD R.
Indianapolis, Indiana
Physical Education; B-Men's
Assoc; Varsity football; Freshman
football.
CADMUS, MARY ELLEN
Winchester, Virginia
Physical Education; Pi Beta Phi;
AWS; WRA; YWCA; DRIFT; PEMM
Club; Varsity Cheerleader, capt.
CARTER, SUSAN ELIZABETH
Knightstown, Indiana
Elementary Education; Kappa
Kappa Gamma, 2nd v.p.; house
mgr. WRA; YWCA; YR; Fresh,
class sec; SEA; 500 princess.
CODDINGTON, PATRICIA LYNN
Richmond, Indiana
Elementary Education; Tau Beta
Sigma, pres, v.p.; Marching Band.
CONLIN. EDITH B.
Indianapolis, Indiana
Elementary Education.
Class of 1969—2-':
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With commencement,
CRAIG, CAROLYN
New Castle, Indiana
Art Education; SRH, house coun-
cil; AWS; DRIFT; SEA; Dean's
List.
For a change of pace, seniors study student teaching meth
ods in the gardens.
CRONK, DEBRA JAYNE
New Castle, Indiana
Physical Education; Alpha Chi
Omega, pres., house mgr.; AWS;
WRA, tres., sports council;
YWCA; SEA; PEMM Club; Delta
Psi Kappa, historian; Tau Beta
Sigma; Majorettes Capt.
DICKINSON, DIANA JOYCE
Western Springs, Illinois
Elementary Education; Alpha Phi;
AWS; WRA; YWCA; YR.
DIEROFF, LINDA
Gary, Indiana
Art Education.
DOYLE, KATHLEEN
Fort Wayne, Indiana
Elementary Education; Robert-
son, tres., J. B.; AWS; YWCA;
Angel Flight, historian; SEA.
DRAKE, DEBBIE
Hagerstown, Indiana
Elementary Education.
DUKES, JUDY ANN
Indianapolis, Indiana
Elementary Education; Delta
Gamma; Pan-hel; Kappa Delta
Pi; Alpha Lambda Delta.
EDWARDS, STEPHEN L.
Cayuga, Indiana
Physical Education; Fresh. Bas-
ketball; Track, co-capt.; Cross-
country.
EISELE, CHRISTINE
Cheverly, Maryland
Physical Education; Pi Beta Phi,
house mgr.; AWS; WRA, sports
council; YWCA; DRIFT; PEMM
Club, tres.; Delta Psi Kappa,
pres.; Field Hockey Team.
FARLAND, CATHLEEN
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Elementary Education; Kappa
Kappa Gamma, rush chrm.;
AWS; WRA; YWCA.
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those newly educafed seek to educate
GUEUTAL, SUE ANN
Indianapolis, Indiana
Elementary Education; Kappa
Alpha Theta, cor. sec; AWS;
WRA; YWCA; Angel Fliglit, execu-
tive officer; Kappa Delta Pi; SEA,
publicity chrm.; Delta Tau Delta
State Sweetheart.
HART, MARGARET LEON
Logansport, Indiana
Elementary Education; Trianon
recording sec; AWS; YWCA; YR;
Canterbury Assoc; SEA; USSC;
French Club; Kappa Delta Pi
University Choir.
HARTNEY, LINDA
Northbrook, Illinois
Elementary Education; Pi Beta
Phi, pledge supervisor, soc.
chrm., Pan-hel delegate; WRA;
YWCA; SEA.
HENNINGER, JOHN H.
Connersville, Indiana
Physical Education; Sigma Nu;
YMCA; YR; Golf.
HERBST, JEANNIE
Wilmette, Illinois
Elementary Education; Alpha Phi,
ass't. pledge trainer; Robertson,
sports chrm., judiciary board.
Raiders; AWS; WRA; YWCA; YR;
SEA.
HITZ, MARY PAT
Anderson, Indiana
Elementary Education; Kappa Al-
pha Theta, rec sec, marshall;
AWS; WRA, sports council; YWCA,
v.p.; YR; SEA.
FOX, SUSAN LEE
Columbus, Ohio
Elementary Education; Kappa
Alpha Theta, social chrm., stan-
dards board chrm.; WRA, sports
council; AWS, v. p., pres. of
w/omen's house council; YWCA;
SEA; YR; Dean's List.
FROMENT, CAROLE ANNE
Indianapolis, Indiana
Physical Education; Alpha Chi
Omega, historian, social chrm.;
AWS; WRA, publicity chrm.;
YWCA.
GREER, SUSAN M.
Indianapolis, Indiana
Elementary Education; Alpha Chi
Omega, 3rd v.p.; AWS; WRA;
YWCA; YR; Angel Flight, comp-
troller; Snow Queen; 1968 500
Festival Queen's Court.
GRUCA, GRETCHEN
Riverside, Illinois
Elementary Education; Kappa
Alpha Theta, schol. chrm., pres.;
WRA; YWCA; YR; SEA; Mental
Health Club; Dean's List; Spurs;
Chimes.
il^tLMHM^iJuSukAiiifiiii
Student teachers put classroom theory
HOBBS, MICHAEL
Centerville, Indiana
Physical Education; Lambda
Chi Alpha; Varsity basket-
ball; Utes.
HOWITZ, BARBARA
Indianapolis, Indiana
Elementary Education.
LORTON, DIANA
Arcadia, Indiana
Physical Education; Delta
Delta Delta, pledge trainer,
rush chrm.; AWS; WRA, Ad-
visory Board, sec; YWCA;
PEMM Club, v.p.; SEA.
JERDE, KAREN LYNN
Elgin, Illinois
Elementary Education; Alpha
Chi Omega, pledge trainer,
rush chrm; AWS, WRA;
YWCA; Angel Flight, Admin-
istrative officer; SEA; DRIFT
Beauty Pageant, co-chair-
man; Military Ball Queen.
JOHNSON, PAULA
Indianapolis, Indiana
Elementary Education.
MARTIN, DEBORAH
Shawnee Mission, Kansas
Elementary Education; Pi
Beta Phi, historian; AWS;
WRA; YWCA; YR; SEA; Quiz
Bowl.
JONES, WILLIAM E.
Indianapolis, Indiana
Physical Education; Track
team, capt.; B-Men's Club;
Scott Ham Award.
KELLINGER, ELLIE
Chambersborg,
Pennsylvania
Elementary Education.
LAMB, SANDRA
SCHWOMEYER
Indianapolis, Indiana
Physical Education; Pi Beta
Phi; AWS; WRA; YWCA; SEA;
PEMM Club.
LOGSDAN, JAN
Shawneetown, Illinois
Elementary Education; WRA;
YWCA; YR; SEA.
Freshmen students portray senior students' favorite
pastime.
^
into practice during their trial period
MOENNING, SANDRA SUE
Seymour, Indiana
Elementary Education; Kap-
pa Kappa Gamma, 1st v.p.,
pledge trainer, frat, appre-
ciation chrm.; AWS; WRA;
YWCA, treas.; SEA; Spurs.
MOORE, WILLIAM H.
Tipton, Indiana
Pfiysical Education; Phi Del-
ta Theta, house mgr.; YMCA;
football.
McCRACKEN, JANET ANN
Indianapolis, Indiana
Elementary Education; Delta
Gamma; transferred from
Hanover; AWS; WRA; YWCA;
YR; SEA.
NEIHEISER, SHERYL
Berea, Ohio
Elementary Education; Phi
Beta Phi, rec. sec; AWS;
WRA; YWCA; Tau Beta Sig-
ma; Half-time Honeys.
PENINGTON, MRS. MARY
Indianapolis, Indiana
Art Education.
RENBARGER,
BARBARA ANN
Marion, Indiana
Elementary Education; Alpha
Chi Omega, Lyre ed., song
leader; AWS; WRA; YWCA;
SEA; Honors Vocal Recital.
RHODES, ELIZABETH ANN
Greensburg, Indiana
Elementary Education; Kap-
pa Kappa Gamma; AWS;
WRA; YWCA; YR; SEA.
RIGGS, SUSAN
Kokomo, Indiana
Elementary Education; Kap-
pa Kappa Gamma; AWS;
WRA; YWCA; YR; Cycling
Club; SEA; University Choir.
SCHERLE, DARLA KAY
Martinsville, Indiana
Art Education.
SCHERLE, MARLA
Martinsville, Indiana
Elementary Education.
^ii.^i,k»m
SEGHETTI, LYNN
North Judson, Indiana
Elementary Education; Pi Beta
Phi; AWS; WRA; YWCA; SEA;
Welwyn Club.
SIMPSON, ELLEN CARR
Indianapolis, Indiana
Elementray Education; Delta Del-
ta Delta; Recommendation
chrm.; AWS; WRA; YWCA; YR;
SEA.
SIPPEL, SUSAN ANNE
Indianapolis, Indiana
Elementary Education; Kappa
Kappa Gamma, Panhellenic del-
egate; AWS; WRA; YWCA; Soro-
rity Guide, co-editor; SEA.
SMITH, BRUCE D.
Fortville, Indiana
Pliysical Education; Lambda Chi
Alpha; YMCA; YD; B-Men's
Assoc; Baseball; Utes.
SMITHERS, D. DARRAGH
Winnetka, Illinois
Physical Education; Kappa Kappa
Gamma, marshall, song chrm.,
sports chrm.; AWS; WRA, ad-
visory board; YWCA, cabinet,
sec; YR; SEA, tres., sec;
PEMM Club, v.p.; Delta Psi Kap-
pa, v.p.; WRA service Award;
Dean's List; Spurs.
SODEMAN, GERALDINE JOANN
Indianapolis, Indiana
Elementary Education; Student
Assembly; Spirit committee; AIS;
Dean's List.
STRACK, JOHN K.
Indianapolis, Indiana
Physical Education; P h i Delta
Theta; YMCA; YR; Football, fresh-
man, varsity.
TAYLOR, NAN
Crawfordsville, Indiana
Elementary Education; Kappa
Kappa Gamma, pres.; AWS; WRA;
YWCA; SEA.
TIMMERMEISTER, KAY LOIS
Lima, Ohio
Art Education; Delta Delta Delta,
soc. chrm.; AWS; WRA; YWCA.
WHITE, MARY L. (Mrs.)
Indianapolis, Indiana
Elementary Education; Dean's
List.
WILLETTS, PATTY
Indianapolis, Indiana
Elementary Education; Delta Del-
ta Delta, exec, v.p., cor. sec, li-
brarian; AWS; WRA; YWCA, cab-
inet; YR; Student Assembly
assoc. member.
Barb Booher learns playground
techniques. Class of 1969—250
ALBERTI, SARA ANN
Winchester, Virginia
Dance; SRH, dorm council, r.a.;
AWS; WRA; Religious Council;
Sigma Rho Delta, pres., v. pres.;
Jorden Student Board; I.U.C.F.;
Butler Ballet; Dean's List; Spurs;
Chimes.
Lilli) has livelii variations
on senior ournoulum
ALLEN, WALTER BROWN
Lynd hurst, Ohio
Radio-TV; ROTC Drill Team; Stu-
dent Assembly; B I S A ; WAJC;
Utes; Spinx.
ANDREWS, DAVID LEGRAND
Ashland, Ohio
Radio-TV; WAJC; YR.
BOYD, JACK FLETCHER
Indianapolis, Indiana
Radio-TV; Phi Delta Theta; YMCA;
YR; Student Life Committee;
WAJC.
CLAY, CAROL SUE
Indianapolis, Indiana
Dance; MSS Freshman Staff; Sig-
ma Rho Delta; Butler Ballet;
Reader's Theatre; CTS Players;
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia Sweet-
heart; Alpha Lambda Delta.
CRANE, MICHAEL PETER
Miami, Florida
Radio-TV; WAJC.
DAI LEY, MARGARET T.
Libertyville, Illinois
Dance; SRH, dorm counselor;
Tau Beta Sigma, v. pres., pledge
trainer; Half-time Honeys; But-
ler Ballet; Marching Band; Dean's
List.
DENEKE, PATRICIA
Glen Rock, New Jersey
Dance; Butler Ballet; Dean's List.
ELBERG, SANDRA
Indianapolis, Indiana
Music Education.
ERWIN, STEPHEN P.
Fort Wayne, Indiana
Music Education; Phi Kappa The-
ta, tres.; DRIFT, photographer;
COLLEGIAN, photographer;
MENC; SEA; Kappa Delta Pi; Phi
Mu Alpha Sinfonia; Marching
Band; Symphonic Band; Stage
Band; University Choir; Sphinx;
Blue Key, pub. chrm.
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With perceptive talents for the arts
FOECKLER, THEODORE RONALD
Nappanee, Indiana
Music Education; Phi Mu Alpha
Sinfonia.
GREEN, SUSAN ELIZABETH
Brownsburg, Indiana
Radio-TV; WRA; COLLEGIAN;
WAJC; Theta Sigma Phi, sec-
tres.
HANNA, PATRICK
Lawrence, Indiana
HUDEC, MARYANN
Lakewood, Ohio
Dance; SRH, house mgr., v. p.,
r.a., J. B.; Student Assembly; Sig-
ma Rho Delta, marshall; Butler
Ballet; University Choir.
ISAACS, MONICA KRAMER
Fort Wayne, Indiana
Music Education; Sigma Alpha
lota; Symphonic Band; Marching
Band; Wind Ensemble; Marimba
Ensemble.
JENKINS, J. STEPHEN
Louisville, Kentucky
Dance; Butler Ballet; Margaret
Sear Rosenblith Memorial Award;
Indianapolis Civic Ballet Society
Award.
KLOMPUS, NANCI E.
Baltimore, Maryland
Dance; Alpha Chi Omega,
schol. chrm.; AWS; WRA;
YWCA, Geneva Stunts
chrm.; Sigma Rho Delta;
Half-time Honey captain;
Butler Ballet; Dean's List;
Spurs; Chimes; Who's
Who.
KOONTZ, JAN IRVIN
Richmond, Indiana
Radio.
JUNIUS, KIMBERLY
CONSUELO
Youngstown, Ohio
Drama; Kappa Alpha The-
ta, song leader, Pan-hel
delegate; WRA; AWS;
YWCA, distr. rep.; YR;
Drama productions.
KEARNEY, CAROLINE
Kokomo, Indiana
Music Education; SRH,
song leader, r.a.; WRA;
YWCA; YR; Student As-
sembly; Mu Phi Epsilon,
song leader, v.p., pres.;
Women's Choir; Uni-
versity Chorale.
KLEINFELD, FRANCES
NADINE
Old Greenwich,
Connecticut
Drama and Speech; Rob-
ertson, song leader; Un
versity choir; University
chorale; Women's choir;
Madrigals; Butle
theatres; Seminary play-
ers; Homecoming Queen
Music majors aspire to nothing greater
PACKARD, NINA A.
Cleveland, Ohio
Dance; Kappa Kappa Gamma,
asst. pledge chrm.; AWS; WRA;
YWCA; Sigma Rho Delta; Butler
Ballet; Dean's List; Mortar Board.
PATTY. DIXIE RAE
Vandalia, Ohio
Drama: SRH. judiciary board;
WRA; SEA; Dean's List.
Greeks support their boys in Vietnam.
MALOOF, MARY MARGARET
Sheboygan, Wisconsin
Music Education; SRH, Judiciary
Board; WRA; YD; Tau Beta Sig-
ma; Marching Band; University
choir; Women's choir.
MASON, NANCY SANDRA
Middletown, New York
Dance; Robertson Hall, house
mgr.; MSS: Sigma Rho Delta;
Butler Ballet.
MAXWELL, CYNTHIA ANNE
Norwalk, Ohio
Dance; Alpha Chi Omega, asst.
house mgr.; AWS; WRA; YWCA;
YR; SEA; Sigma Rho Delta; But-
ler Ballet.
MILLER, CRAIG W.
N. Caldwell, New Jersey
Radio & Television; Phi Delta
Theta, sec. chrm., lib.; YMCA;
YR.
MILLS, DOUGLAS E.
Fort Wayne, Indiana
Music Education; Phi Mu Alpha
Sinfonia; Kappa Kappa Psi;
Marching Band, uniform mgr.
NICHOLS, CAROL LOUISE
Angola, Indiana
Music Education; SRH, judiciary
board; Sigma Alpha lota, editor;
Tau Beta Sigma, sec; Marching
Band; University Symphony;
Symphonic Band; Wind Ensem-
ble.
RASMUSSEN, ALICE MARIE
Bethesda, Maryland
Dance; Delta Gamma; AWS; WRA
YWCA; YR; Sigma Rho Delta
Butler Ballet; CTS Players; Spurs
Chimes.
RIZK, MICHAEL
Cleveland, Ohio
Ed Salk proves that he has a
good head for music.
ROZOW, MICHAEL
South Bend, Indiana
Dance.
ROSENBERGER, LANI J.
Indianapolis, Indiana
Drama.
RUMBLE, MARY CLEVELAND
Mayfield, Michigan
Dance; SRH, pres.; Sigma Rho
Delta, tres.; Half-time Honeys;
Butler Ballet; University Chorale;
Madrigals.
SAMUELSON, MARY LOU
Indianapolis, Indiana
Piano; Director of Music Orchard
Park Presbyterian Church; Dean's
List.
SCOTT, BRADFORD ELLIOTT
Washington, Indiana
Radio and TV.
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Music is the laughter of the world
SHORT, PAMELA J.
Springfield, Ohio
IVIusic Education; SRH, songlead-
er, see. chrm., house council;
YR; COLLEGIAN; Robertson Raid-
ers Football Team; University
Chorale; Women's Choir; Wo-
men's Ensemble; Folk Singing
Group
SIMONS, BARBARA JO
North Little Rock, Arkansas
Dance; SRH, pres. Judiciary
Board, resident asst.; Sigma Rho
Delta, tres.; Butler Ballet and
Touring Company; CTS Players.
SLOAN, ELIZABETH
Indianapolis, Indiana
Music Education; Music Educa-
tion National Conference; Mu
Phi Epsilon.
STALL, BARBARA
Hinsdale, Illinois
Dance; Kappa Alpha Theta; AWS;
WRA; YWCA; YR; Butler Ballet:
Chimes.
STROM, JOHN GREGORY
South Bend, Indiana
Radio-TV; Delta Tau Delta, ass't.
tres., rec. sec; WAJC; Utes;
Sphinx; Delta Tau Delta Charles
E. Higbee Scholar.
SWOPE, ROBERT E.
Indianapolis, Indiana
Music Education; Phi Mu Alpha
Sinfonia; Stage Band.
TALLY, KAREN LOUISE
Indianapolis, Indiana
Music Education; SRH, song
leader; Sigma Alpha lota; Tau
Beta Sigma; Half-time Honeys;
University Choir; University Chor-
ale; Phi Kappa Theta Favorite
and Sweetheart.
WALSH, JAMES EDWARD
Indianapolis, Indiana
Radio-TV; WAJC.
WOODRUFF, WILLIAM H.
Indianapolis, Indiana
Drama-Speech; Lambda Chi Al-
pha; Drama productions.
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Excellence is the criterion in choice
ARMSTRONG, TIM
Indianapolis, Indiana
Business Education.
BARKHAU, BETTY IRENE
Indianapolis, Indiana
Business Administration; Tria-
non, cor. sec. Homecoming
chrm., service clnrm.; AWS;
YWCA; Student Assembly.
BAUDER, DONALD
Darien, Connecticut
Business Administration; Sigma
Nu, ass't. tres., cor. sec; YMCA;
SAM; Utes.
BECK, ROBERT A.
Indianapolis, Indiana
Business Administration.
BECKER, SUSAN CAROL
Emerson, New Jersey
Business Administration; WRA;
COLLEGIAN; Dean's List.
BOWERS, LINDA RUND
Stielbyville, Indiana
Accounting; Delta Delta Delta,
tres.; WRA; YWCA; YR; Angel
Flight, tres.; Student Assembly;
Accounting Society, sec.
BRUNO, CAROL JANE
Fair Lawn, New Jersey
Journalism; Delta Gamma; Pan-
hel. rep. sec-tres.; AWS, pres.,
pub. chrm., cabinet member;
COLLEGIAN, reporter, managing
editor; Theta Sigma Phi; Spurs,
sec; Chimes.
BURKE, JOHN
Gary, Indiana
Business Administration; Tau
Kappa Epsilon; YD; B-Men's
Assoc; SAM; football.
BUTLER, SHERRY VIRGINIA
Orchard Park, New York
Business Administration; AWS;
WRA; YR; Student Assembly;
SAM.
BYRNE, KENNETH DOUGLAS
Woodcliff Lake, New Jersey
Business Administration; Sigma
Nu, Asst. Tres.; YMCA; SAM;
Track; Utes; Sphinx.
CALABRESE, BRUCE C.
Bloomfield, New Jersey
Business Administration; Lamb-
da Chi Alpha; YMCA; YD; Circle
K Club; SAM.
CAMPBELL, BILL
Indianapolis, Indiana
Economics; Dean's List.
of business grads
Fourth year students return last semester's books.
DUCKWALL, GEORGE PHILIP
Nappanee, Indiana
Economics; Phi Delta Theta,
schol. chrm.; YMCA, soc. chrm.,
Fr. camp chrm., Blue Book
chrm., Spring Sing chrm.; Circle
K Club, tres., pres.; Utes; Sphinx;
Blue Key, pres.
FRANTZ, DAVID A.
Indianapolis, Indiana
Economics; Tau Kappa Epsilon;
YMCA; YD; History Club; SAM.
GORMAN, MARCIA
Elkhart, Indiana
Business Administration; SRH,
dorm council; WRA, sports coun-
cil.
HAGER, EUGENE
Indianapolis, Indiana
Business Administration; Student
Assembly; AIS; SAM; Dean's List;
Phi Eta Sigma; Blue Key; Sr.
Scholar.
HARGROVE, JOHN RUSSELL
Hammond, Indiana
Pre-Law, Business Administra-
tion; Delta Tau Delta, v. p., rush
chrm.; YMCA, ad. chrm.; Con-
stituent Assembly; Circle K Club;
MSS; Interfraternity Council,
pres., v.p., NIC del.; Utes;
Sphinx; Blue Key; Dean's list;
Schofield Scholarship.
HOMMES, JOHN WALTER
Bloomfield, New Jersey
Business Administration; Ross
Hall, soc. chrm., R.H. council;
YMCA; YR.
KISSELMAN, HARRY
Indianapolis, Indiana
Business Administration; Phi Del-
ta Theta; YMCA; Varsity Football.
KOCHER, JOHN
Scotch Plains, New Jersey
Business; Lambda Chi Alpha,
interm. chrm.; SAM; Utes.
LANE, RICHARD K.
Homewood, Illinois
Business Administration; Delta
Tau Delta, pres., cor. sec, ath.
chrm.; YMCA; IFC; Utes; Sphinx.
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LOCKE, STEPHEN P.
Kalamazoo, Michigan
Business Administration;
Delta Tau Delta; YMCA;
Utes.
McKITTRICK, JOHN
ROBERT
Western Springs, Illinois
Business Administration;
Lambda Chi Alpha, rush
chrm.; YMCA, pres., cabinet;
IPC; Tennis.
Seniors make their last visit to the bookstore.
Business reflects
LORCH, TOM
Indianapolis, Indiana
Business Education; Delta
Tau Delta, pres.; YMCA; Cir-
cle K Club; SEA; Track;
Cross Country.
MARKOSKI, JAMES B.
Peoria, Illinois
Marketing, Business Admin-
istration; Sigma Chi, rush
chrm.; Track; Phi Eta Sigma;
Utes.
OLSON, SARAH J.
Vancouver, Washington
Journalism; Delta Gamma,
pres., 2nd v. p.; AWS, sec,
cabinet; WRA; YWCA, cabi-
net; Angel Flight; COLLEG-
IAN, ed. -in-chief, news ed.;
Theta Sigma Phi; Alpha
Lambda Delta, v. pres.;
Spurs, ed.; Chimes, hist.;
Mortar Board; WHO'S WHO.
ORPHEY, STEPHEN J.
Indianapolis, Indiana
Accounting; YMCA; B-Men's
Assoc; SAM; Football; Base-
ball.
PHARES, MARY ALICE
Fountaintown, Indiana
Journalism; Delta Gamma,
rush chrm.; YD, pub. chrm.;
COLLEGIAN, Soc. columnist,
rep.; Theta Sigma Phi; Sig-
ma Chi Derby Day Queen;
Lambda Chi Alpha Favorite.
PREEFER, ROGER
Mount Vernon, New York
Business Administration;
Sigma Nu, house mgr.;
YMCA; SAM.
REILLY, JOAN LOUISE
Indianapolis, Indiana
Journalism; COLLEGIAN;
Theta Sigma Phi; Herron
Museum Alliance.
RIPPLE, JUDITH LYNNE
Cleveland, Ohio
Accounting.
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SHOTTON, GEOFFREY
MEIGS
Garden City, New York
Business Administration;
Lambda Chi Alpha, tres.;
YMCA; YD; Utes.
SPOLYAR, DAVID E.
Indianapolis, Indiana
Business Administration;
Phi Delta Theta- Depauw;
YR; Alpha Phi Omega- De-
pauw; SAM.
WALL, JUDITH
Indianapolis, Indiana
Accounting; Trianon, tres,
relig. council; AWS; WRA;
YWCA; SAM; Accounting So-
ciety; University Choir; Uni-
versity Chorale.
youth
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SACHS, STEVEN PAUL
Elberon, New Jersey
Business Administration; Cir-
cle K Club, tres., pres.; YD;
SAM; Utes.
SCOTT, DAVID R.
Indianapolis, Indiana
Business Administration.
SIEMANOWSKI, ROBERT
Riverside, New Jersey
Business.
SILVERMAN, NEIL MARK
Brooklyn, New York
Business Administration;
Tau Kappa Epsilon; YD;
SAM; Accounting Society.
THOMSEN, KAREN MARIE
Indianapolis, Indiana
Business—Professional Sec-
retarial Science; Alpha Chi
Omega, pledge trainer, ass't.
rush chairman; AWS; WRA;
YWCA; YR; YD; SEA,
VEECK, C. ALAN
Evansville, Indiana
Business Administration;
Lambda Chi Alpha, sec;
YMCA; Kappa Kappa Psi;
Marching Band.
WALOWY, VERONICA
Moorestown, New Jersey
Business Education; WRA;
Tutoring Program.
WOOD, CHARLES H.
Indianapolis, Indiana
Business Administration;
YMCA; SAM.
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Pharmacists delve into test tube world
BUSH, JAMES R.
Danville, Illinois
Pharmacy; Phi Delta Chi; APhA.
CLARK, JAMES D.
Goshen, Indiana
Pharmacy; Kappa Psi; Utes; Blue
Key, pres.
CORSO, ANTHONY C.
Wabash, Indiana
Pharmacy; APhA; Phi Delta Chi.
DUNCAN, KATHRYN
Cranford, New Jersey
Pharmacy.
FIELDS, WILLIAM
Indianapolis, Indiana
Pharmacy.
ILLINGWORTH, RALPH EUGENE
Goodland, Indiana
Pharmacy; Ross, residence coun-
cil, v.p.; Marching Band; Utes.
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POLYAK, CHARLES EDWARD
Chicago, Illinois
Pharmacy.
TAYLOR, EVERETT H.
Indianapolis, Indiana
Pharmacy; College of Pharmacy
Journal; Phi Delta Chi.
TRISSEL, LAWRENCE ALAN
Evansville, Indiana
Pharmacy; Tau Kappa Epsilon;
Rho Chi Society; Kappa Kappa
Psi; Band; Utes; Sphmx.
VIECELI, JOHN A.
Joliet, Illinois
Pharmacy; Pharmacy Drug Abuse
Program; College of Pharmacy
Journal; Phi Delta Chi; APhA/lnd.
Pharmaceutical Assoc, pres.;
Dean's List.
A walk to the pharmacy building
is very pleasant.
^ Class of 1 969 holds vital
AEX, PETER
Western Springs, Illinois
Political Science; Tau Kappa Ep-
silon; YMCA; YR; Student Assem-
bly.
ALLEN, LOU ANN
Tipton, Indiana
Sociology and Social Work; SRH,
house council; AWS; Butler Uni-
ted Campus Movement; MSS;
Psychology Club; Dean's List.
Senior Lambda Chi's give
new initiates a wet
welcome.
ASHURST, MICHAEL N.
Grosse Pointe Park, Michigan
History and Political Science; Sig-
ma Nu, pledge trainer, honor
council; YMCA.
BARKER, SARA SUSAN
Martinsville, Indiana
Political Science; Delta Delta
Delta; AWS; WRA; YWCA; YD,
sec; History Club; Half-time
Honeys.
BASSETT, CAROL
Shelbyville, Indiana
Speech; Kappa Alpha Theta, Pan-
hel delegate, rush chrm.; AWS
cabinet; WRA; YWCA; YD; Angel
Flight; Miss Butler Runner-up;
Drift Beauty Pageant Runner-up;
Military Ball Princess; Spurs.
BENGERT, BARBARA JANE
Indianapolis, Indiana
Home Economics; Delta Gamma,
rec. sec; AWS; WRA; YWCA; YR;
Psychology Club, v. p., publicity
chrm.; University Choir; Univer-
sity Chorale.
BLUM, NORMAN RICHARD
Danville, Indiana
English; Lambda Chi Alpha;
YMCA; Arnold Air Society; Foot-
ball; Track; Utes.
BOGAN, BONNIE
Dayton, Ohio
English; Pi Beta Phi; AWS; WRA;
YWCA; YR; Half-time Honeys.
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ANDIS, VIRGINIA RUTH
Plainfield, Indiana
French and English; Trianon,
pres., cor. sec, rush chrm.; AWS
cabinet; lAWS contact; WRA;
YWCA; Student Assembly, co-
chrm. Academic Affairs; Litera-
ture Club; French Club; Sigma
Tau Delta; Alpha Lambda Delta;
Spurs; Chimes; Mortar Board,
sec.
APPLETON, SUSAN ANNETTE
Frankfort, Indiana
Home Economics; Pi Beta Phi,
v.p., tres., cor. sec. Standards
Board, asst. tres.; AWS; WRA;
YWCA; DRIFT; Welwyn Club,
tres.; Miss Watermelon Bust.
iuaadnlli
piece of university puzzle: Knowledge
BOLES, JANE
Zionsville, Indiana
History; Delta Delta Delta
soc. chrm., Pan-hel dele
gate and pres.; AWS; WRA
YWCA; YR; Spurs.
BOOHER,
BARBARA LYNNE
Lafayette, Indiana
Mathematics; Kappa Alpha
Theta, 1st v.p., house
mgr., sports chrm.; AWS,
cabinet, tres.; WRA, v.p.,
tres.; YWCA cabinet; YR;
USSC exec, bd.; Block "B",
chrm. of exec, bd.; DRIFT;
French Club; Kappa Mu Ep-
silon; Spurs; Chimes.
BOWERS, DAURENE
Decatur, Illinois
Mathematics; Alpha Chi
Omega, warden; AWS;
WRA; YWCA; YR; SEA.
BRADY, PATRICIA MARY
Indianapolis, Indiana
Home Economics; Alpha
Phi; WRA; YWCA; YR; Wel-
wyn Club.
BREDEWEG,
THOMAS GARDNER
Indianapolis, Indiana
Political Science; Lambda
Chi Alpha, pres., ritualist;
YMCA, pres., cabinet; YR;
Student Assembly mem-
ber-at-large; Circle K; Phi
Eta Sigma, pres.; Utes;
Sphinx; Blue Key, v.p.;
Runner-up Most Outstand-
ing Freshman Male.
BROSMER, CARROLL
Jasper, Indiana
Zoology; SRH, dorm coun-
cil; AWS; WRA; BISA; MSS;
Psychology Club.
1
BROWN, BARBARA CHRISTINE
Bristol, Indiana
Home Economics; Pi Beta Phi;
AWS; WRA; YWCA; YR; DRIFT;
Welwyn Club, pres.; Pi Epsilon
Phi, pres.
BRYAN, PATRICIA A.
Indianapolis, Indiana
Philosophy and Literature; AWS;
BISA; Literature Club; Sigma Del-
ta Tau.
BUDDENBAUM,
DONALD EUGENE
Indianapolis, Indiana
English; USSC: MSS; French
Club; Sigma Tau Delta.
BUTTERFIELD, TIMOTHY E.
Hudson Falls, New York
History and Political Science;
Lambda Chi Alpha; YMCA; Stu-
dent Assembly; DRIFT; COLLE-
GIAN; Sphinx.
CARRICO, LARRY S.
Indianapolis, Indiana
History; Phi Kappa Theta; Arnold
Air Society.
CARRYER, DIANE ELIZABETH
Rochester, Minnesota
English; Kappa Alpha Theta, asst.
house mgr., frat. trends chrm.;
AWS; WRA; YWCA; YR; DRIFT;
Butler Ballet; Phi Delta Theta
Sweetheart; Spurs; Chimes, v.p.;
Mortar Board.
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CERVANTES, CAROLYN
Indianapolis, Indiana
Spanish.
Time. . .what has become of me?
CLEVELAND, JOHN Y.
Arlington, Virginia
History and Political Science;
YD; Arnold Air Society.
CRIPE, SANDRA KAY
Peoria, Illinois
Mathematics; Delta Gamma,
tres.; AWS; WRA; YWCA; YR; SEA;
Sigma Alpha lota, tres.; Kappa
Mu Epsilon; University Choir;
University Chorale; Women's
Choir; Spurs; Chimes; Mortar
Board, tres.
DEMOS, ALAN L.
St. Paul, Minnesota
History and English; YR; Student
Assembly; BISA; History Club;
Literature Club; Debate; Sigma
Tau Delta; Butler University Sym-
phony; Blue Key; General Motors
Scholar.
DOHERTY,
KATHLEEN FLORENCE
Indianapolis, Indiana
Spanish; Delta Delta Delta, pres.,
schol. chrm.; AWS; WRA, sports
council; YWCA; YD; Student
Assembly; USSC; Co-editor Butler
Sorority Guide; SEA; Kappa Delta
Pi, sec; Sigma Delta Pi, tres.;
Star Cover Girl contest finalist;
Miss Tall Indianapolis; Spurs;
Mortar Board.
DURR, REBECCA
Sheridan. Indiana
History; AWS; YWCA; SEA; Kappa
Mu Epsilon; Alpha Lambda Delta;
Spurs.
EHRHART, NANCY J.
Aurora, Illinois
English - Communications; Kappa
Alpha Theta, rec. sec, editor
AWS; WRA; YWCA, cabinet; YD;
DRIFT, ed. -in-chief, assoc. ed.
ass't ed.; MSS freshman ed.-in
chief; SEA; Half-time Honeys
Theta Sigma Phi, pres.; Aurora
Foundation Finalist.
ERNEY, KAREN
New Briton, Indiana
Political Science; Trianon, ass't.
rush chrm.; AWS; YWCA; Angel
Flight; Cycling Club; DRIFT;
Dean's List.
FLANAGAN, MRS. MARY
Kirksville, Missouri
English; SEA; Literature Club.
FORDECK, KATHERINE
Kendallville, Indiana
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FREDERICH, MAVIS ELIZABETH
Atwood, Indiana
Speech; SRH, pres.; AWS; SEA;
Phi Alpha Epsilon; Dean's List.
FREESE, MARY SUSAN
Franklin, Indiana
Fashion Merchandising; WRA;
YD; Welwyn Club, sec; Dean's
List.
FUNK, JAMES WILLIAM
Vincennes, Indiana
Political Science.
GRAY, MARILYN R.
Anderson, Indiana
Sociology • Social Work; AWS;
WRA; USSC; BISA; Psychology
Club; Dean's List.
Panty raids are not be-
neath the dignity of senior
males.
GRIBBEN, LIZANN
Anderson, Indiana
English; Kappa Kappa Gamma,
soc. chrm., schol. chrm.; AWS;
WRA; YWCA, co-chrm. Spring
Sing; YR; Constituent Assembly;
Tau Beta Sigma; Sigma Tau Del-
ta; Marching Band; Kappa Sigma
Dream Girl; Dean's List; Spurs.
HAMMERSLEY, MIKE
Frankfort, Indiana
History and Political Science; In-
tramurals; Drama Productions.
HAMP, JAMES ARTHUR
Grand Rapids, Michigan
Chemistry - Zoology; Phi Delta
Theta, pres., v.p., pledgemaster,
rec. sec, alumni sec; YMCA; YR;
Marching Band; Dean's List;
Utes, pres.; Sphinx; Blue Key.
HARDIN, STEPHEN LEE
Greenwood, Indiana
Chemistry; Sigma Nu; Golf; Bas-
ketball; Phi Eta Sigma; Utes;
Sphinx; Blue Key.
HARRELL, JOHN LANE
Bloomington, Indiana
History and Political Science;
Sigma Chi; B-Men's Assoc; Foot-
ball, capt., MVP.
HAYS, CLYDE BRYSON
Chatham, New Jersey
Sociology; YD; Student Assembly;
Human Relations Council, v.p.;
Campus Co-ordinator of Students
for Kennedy.
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Liberal Arts—
The solitude is a way to "listen to the warm.'
HICKS, HARRY R.
Millville, New Jersey
Math and Physics; Ross Hall,
Mental Health, Circle K.
HOY, SUSANNAH RUTH
New Castle, Indiana
Merchandising; Kappa Alpha The-
ta, etiquette chrm., publicity
chrm., composite chrm.; YWCA,
pres., publicity chrm.; Angel
Flight, sec; Drill Team; DRIFT;
GAVEL; Theta Sigma Phi; Spurs;
Chimes, sec; Mortar Board;
"Spoke" award, "Hub" award.
HUFF, HARRY EDWARD
Indianapolis, Indiana
History and Political Science; Sig-
ma Nu.
IGNEY, ROBERT ALAN
Indianapolis, Indiana
Sociology.
IMBLER, TONI WINE
Kokomo, Indiana
English; Delta Gamma, ass't
schol. chrm.; AWS; WRA; YWCA;
Student Assembly; Sigma Tau
Delta, TKE Favorite; TKE Sweet-
heart; Operation Outstanding; Al-
pha Lambda Delta; Spurs, pres.;
Mortar Board, pres.; "Spoke"-
award.
JACKSON, CAROL ELAINE
Frankfort, Indiana
Sociology; AWS; WRA; YWCA.
HEINEN, CHERYN LYNN
Tallmadge, Ohio
Speech; Delta Gamma, schol.
chrm.. Student Council rep.;
AWS; WRA; YR; Student Assem-
bly pres.; AAUP-Student Assem-
bly Lecture Series; DRIFT; SEA;
Psychology Club; Debate; Delta
Sigma Rho; Tau Kappa Alpha,
sec, v.p.; Dean's List; Chimes,
tres.; Mortar Board; WHO'S WHO.
HENRY, THOMAS MICHAEL
Terre Haute, Indiana
History; Tau Kappa Epsilon,
schol. chrm., v.p.; YMCA; History
Club; Dean's List; Utes; Sphinx;
Blue Key.
HERNER, DOROTHY JEAN
Indianapolis, Indiana
Chemistry; AWS cabinet; WRA;
USSC; IVCF, sec; ACS, v.p.; Uni-
versity Choir; nominated for
WHO'S WHO, Sponsored for Wo-
men's Chemistry Honorary.
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springboard for higher learning
MASSEY, JANISTOLL
Dayton, Ohio
History • Political Science; Delta
Gamma, foundations chrm.
WRA; YWCA; SEA; History Club
Psychology Club, tres., sec; Al
pha Lambda Delta; Spurs
Chimes.
MILES, CYNTHIA MARIE
Anderson, Indiana
Sociology; AWS; WRA; YWCA;
USSC.
JACKSON, JOHN G. H.
Cory, Indiana
Political Science; YD.
JOHNSON, GRACIA ELIZABETH
Indianapolis. Indiana
History; Kappa Alpha Theta, 2nd
v.p., activities chrm., magazine
chrm.; AWS; WRA; YWCA; YR,
sec; Student Assembly, rec. sec,
tres.; Student Life Committee,
sec; GAVEL, ed.; MSS; DRIFT;
History Club, v.p.; Literature
Club; Sigma Tau Delta; "500"
Festival Princess; Dean's List;
Spurs; "Hub" Award; WHO'S
WHO.
JOHNSON, STEVEN HALL
Grand Rapids, Michigan
Chemistry-Zoology; P h i Delta
Theta, tres., chaplain, schol.
chrm.; YMCA; YR; Circle K Club;
Utes; Sphinx; Blue Key.
KIRTS, SUSAN CAROL
Elkhart, Indiana
Speech; Pi Beta Phi, see chrm.;
AWS; WRA; YWCA; YR; Tau Beta
Sigma; Marching Band; Sym-
ponic Band.
KOUCHNERKAVICH, NANCY C.
Arlington, Virginia
English; Student Assembly, cor.
sec; Newman Club; Sigma Tau
Delta, pres.; Sigma Delta Pi; Mor-
tar Board; Delta Delta Delta Ser-
vice Scholarship; Dean's List;
Honor Roll; WHO'S WHO.
LANSDEN, ROBERT BATES
Evanston, Illinois
Speech; Delta Tau Delta, IM
chrm.; YMCA; YD; Tennis; Drama
productions.
LEINENBACH, STANLEY
Ireland, Indiana
Political Science; Delta Tau Del-
ta; YMCA.
LEWELLYNG, JANICE CAROL
Lawrence, Indiana
Social Studies; Kappa Kappa
Gamma, rec. sec; AWS; WRA;
YWCA; SEA; History Club; Spurs;
Chimes.
MacDONALD, MARLENE G.
Valparaiso, Indiana
Speech; Pi Beta Phi, pres.,
pledge trainer, ass't pledge train-
er, activities chrm., schol. chrm.;
AWS cabinet, sec; WRA sports
council; YWCA cabinet; YR; Stu-
dent Assembly; MSS; Angel
Flight; Half-time Honeys; DRIFT
Beauty Pageant runner-up; Most
Typical Freshman; Spurs;
Chimes; "Spoke" award.
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Communication in modern languages
MILLER, CAROL
Indianapolis, Indiana
Spanish.
MILLICAN, LINDA DEL
Alexandria, Indiana
English; Delta Gamma, 1st v.p.,
rituals chrm.; WRA sports coun-
cil; YWCA; YR; DRIFT; Sigma Tau
Delta, sec.-tres.; Spurs; Chimes,
pres.; Mortar Board, hist.
MOELLER, ROBERT L.
Fremont, Indiana
Zoology; Lambda Chi Alpha;
YMCA; YR; Basketball; Football;
Track; Utes.
MOTLEY, KENNETH
Indianapolis, Indiana
Zoology.
MURRAY, ANN
Taunton, Massachusetts
French; SEA; French Club.
MYERS, JEFFREY PAUL
Dayton, Ohio
Mathematics; Lambda Chi Alpha
at Ohio University.
McAREE, MARY
Indianapolis, Indiana
English; Trianon; AWS; YWCA.
McCONAUGH, GALE ANN
Terre Haute, Indiana
Speech; SRH, tres., r.a.; AWS
WRA; YD; BISA; WAJC; Debate;
Theta Sigma Phi.
McGLONE, JANET
Indianapolis, Indiana
Mathematics; Delta Gamma;
AWS; WRA; YWCA; YR; DRIFT;
Kappa Mu Epsilon; Alpha Lamb-
da Delta; Spurs.
McGREW, JUDITH L.
Peoria, Illinois
Speech; Pi Beta Phi, pledge train-
er, rush chrm., ass't. schol.
chrm.; AWS; WRA; YWCA cabinet;
YR; Student Assembly; Angel
Flight, operations officer; DRIFT;
Military Ball Princess; Spurs;
Chimes; Mortar Board; "Hub"
award.
Seniors are determined to break
even with the university.
..^Juuy.-U^.,A^.^^...^.,^.<.^^l^i
provides a common sharing of ideals
McMANAMA, CAROL SUE
Indianapolis, Indiana
Psychology; Trianon, cor. sec,
rec. sec, rm. chrm.; AWS cab-
inet; WRA; YWCA; YR; Student
Assembly; Constituent Assembly;
Sec. Butler Spirit comm.; Block
"B"; Welwyn Club; Psychology
Club; Dean's List; Alpha Lamb-
da Delta; Spurs; Chimes; WHO'S
WHO.
McMANUS, GREGG MAUZY
Rushville, Indiana
History and Political Science;
Student Assembly; USSC; Men's
Advisory Board; Quiz Bowl team
dir.; SEA; History Club; Univer-
sity Chorale; Men's Choir; Nat.
Council of Churches Convention
delegate.
McNEESE, SHERYL ANNE
Indianapolis, Indiana
Sociology; WRA; French Club.
NEFF, GAIL JANE
Batesville, Indiana
Sociology; Mental Health Club;
Alpha Lambda Delta.
NORRIS, PATRICIA MARIE
Towson, Maryland
Home Economics; SRH, soc.
chrm.; WRA; YWCA; YR; Angel
Flight, commander; Welwyn Club.
NORTHERN, TINA MARIE
Indianapolis, Indiana
Chemistry; USSC; National ACS
Student Affiliate; Butler ACS Stu-
dent Affiliate, sec-tres.; Research
Fellow to ACS - Petroleum Re-
search Project; Kappa Mu Epsi-
lon; Alpha Lambda Delta; Out-
standing Soph. Chem. Student;
Phi Kappa Phi.
OWENS, HUGH THOMAS
Louisville, Kentucky
ZoologyPre Med; Kappa Sigma,
kitchen steward, grand scribe;
YMCA; YR; Circle K Club; Biolo-
gy Club; ACS; Golf; Dean's List;
Utes; Sphinx, sec; Blue Key, rec.
sec; WHO'S WHO.
PARKER, RICHARD
Westfield, Indiana
History and Political Science.
PATTERSON, JUDITH ANNE
Anderson, Indiana
Political Science: SRH, dorm
council rep.; AWS; WRA; YWCA;
YR; Tau Beta Sigma; Marching
Band.
PEHOSKI, BARRY CLARK
Lombard, Illinois
English; Tau Kappa Epsilon;
YMCA; YD; IFC; English Club;
Sigma Tau Delta.
PETROSKY, BRENT A.
Steelton, Pennsylvania
History and Political Science;
Ross, residence council rep.; Stu
dent Assembly; Circle K Club
Chrm. of Amer. Cancer Soc
drive; Alpha Phi Omega, pres.
History Club, proctor; Dean's
List; Utes.
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PHELPS, THOMAS
Madison, Connecticut
Zoology.
PODOLSKY, DIANE
Saginaw, Michigan
English; Mental Health Club;
MSS; FACT; Sigma Tau Delta;
Butler Ballet and Touring Com-
pany; Alpha Lambda Delta; Mor-
tar Board.
PORTER, KITTRELL J.
Carthage, Indiana
English; Phi Delta Theta, v.p.,
chaplain, ass't. pledge trainer;
YMCA; B-Men's Assoc; Circle K
Club, v.p.; MSS; Track; Utes.
PORTER, THOMAS W.
Indianapolis, Indiana
Physics.
RAMMLER, DAVID T.
Kettering, Ohio
Political Science; Student Assem-
bly, 2nd v.p.; Human Relations
Council; Circle K Club; MSS;
Cross Country; Marching Band;
University Choir.
RICHMOND, TERRANCE W.
Milan, Indiana
History and Political Science; YD,
pres.; History Club, pres., v.p.;
Freshman Class v.p.
ROBERTS JR., ROBERT R.
Schenectady, New York
History and Political Science;
Lambda Chi Alpha; YMCA.
ROBERTS, SHARON ANN
Indianapolis, Indiana
Latin; Trianon; AWS; YWCA; Eta
Sigma Phi, pres., tres., sec.-tres.;
Alpha Lambda Delta.
RODRIGUEZ, FELICIA
Gary, Indiana
Spanish; YD; MSS; Sigma Delta
Pi; Kappa Delta Pi.
Helmet-decked seniors ride in
style to class.
RUEHRSCHNECK, DAVID
Beech Grove, Indiana
Botany-Zoology; Kappa Kappa
Psi, tres.; Marching Band; Uni-
versity Choir; Dean's List.
Liberal Arts—a university's potpourri
SCHULL, DANIELS.
Fanwood, New Jersey
History and Political Science;
Lambda Chi Alpha, v.p., sec;
YMCA, tres.; YD; Student Assem-
bly; History Club.
SCHULTE, JOHN JULIUS
East Cleveland, Ohio
English; YMCA; YD; Circle K Club;
MSB; Mental Health Club.
SCHULTZ, JULIE
Indianapolis, Indiana
Social Studies- Secondary Educa-
tion; Robertson, dorm rep.; AWS
cabinet; WRA; YR; SEA.
SIEGLER, NELSON A.
Cleveland, Ohio
English - Pre-law; Kappa Sigma,
pres.; YMCA; IPC; Student As-
sembly; Dean's List; Utes;
Sphinx.
SILVER, HOWARD M.
Indianapolis, Indiana
Speech; Arnold Air Society; ROTC
operations officer; COLLEGIAN.
SIMPSON, THOMAS H.
Elkhart, Indiana
English; Tau Kappa Epsilon,
pres., v.p., rush chrm., pledge
trainer, schol. chrm.; YMCA;
Symphonic Band; Marching
Band; Stage Band; Wind Ensem-
ble; Clarinet Choir; Utes, tres.
SLATER, GAIL A.
Hamilton, Indiana
Home Economics; Kappa Kappa
Gamma, cor. sec; AWS; WRA;
YWCA; YR; Welwyn Club; Best
Dressed Co-ed runner-up; Miss
Watermelon Bust runner-up.
SMILEY, JOANNE
Indianapolis, Indiana
Spanish; Kappa Delta Pi, histor-
ian; Sigma Delta Pi, v.p.; Kappa
Mu Epsilon; Alpha Lambda Delta.
SOKOL, SIDNEY
Miami, Florida
Political Science.
SONNABEND, REBECCA
Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts
Sociology-Social Work and En-
glish; Robertson, r.a., tres., ju-
diciary board head, v.p.; AWS
cabinet; Student Assembly; Stu-
dent Life Comm.; Lecture Series
publicity chrm.; Mental Health
Club, chrm. of volunteers; Field
Hockey; Tennis; Softball.
SPADORCIA, JONATHAN F.
Indianapolis, Indiana
Mathematics; Phi Delta Theta,
warden, house mgr.; YMCA; Cir-
cle K Club; Kappa Mu Epsilon;
Basketball; Utes; Sphinx; Blue
Key.
SPARKS, JAMES R.
Indianapolis, Indiana
Biology; YR; Mental Health Club;
Biology Club.
r
star-spangled curriculum integrates
STOFER, BRENDA
Indianapolis, Indiana
French; Delta Delta Delta, mar
shal, historian, ed. service proj
chrm.; AWS; WRA, sports coun
cil; YWCA; YR; French Club.
SUGIOKA, JAMES
Indianapolis, Indiana
Religion,
TOUSLEY, DAVID B.
South Bend, Indiana
Sociology; Sigma Nu, pres.,
pledge trainer, rush chrm.;
YMCA.
TRIBBETT, ROBERT DUANE
Logansport, Indiana
Political Science; Sigma Nu,
pres., see. chrm., rush chrm.;
YMCA; MSS; Freshman Class
pres.; Utes.
UMSTED, LINDA KAY
Syracuse, New York
Spanish • Sociology; SRH, judi-
ciary board; WRA; YR; Student
Assembly; BISA; Religious Coun-
cil; Mental Health Club; Studied
at University of Valencia, Spain.
WAGNER, EDWARD F.
La Grange, Illinois
Zoology.
WALKER, NANCY
Western Springs, Illinois
Home Economics; WRA; YD;
BISA; Welwyn Club; Dean's List.
WANNER, WILLIAM
Martinsville, Indiana
English; ROTC Drill Team.
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TAWNEY,
MARILYN DIANE
Indianapolis, Indiana
English and Secondary Ed-
ucation; SRH, r.a., house
council; AWS; SEA; Kappa
Delta Pi.
THOMPSON, JEFFREY G.
Fargo, North Dakota
History; Tau Kappa Epsi-
lon, student assembly rep.;
YMCA; Psychology Club;
History Club.
TODD, ALLANA
Decatur, Illinois
Political Science; Alpha
Phi, soc. chrm.. Pan-he!
rep.; AWS; WRA; YWCA;
YR; Sigma Rho Delta; But-
ler Ballet; Tau Kappa Epsi-
lon Sweetheart.
N.--
^Z
well-rounded graduates
WARDER, PAUL ROGER
Western Springs, Illinois
History; Kappa Sigma, guard,
tres.; YMCA, v. p.; Circle K Club;
Utes; Sphinx, pres.; Blue Key.
WEBB, TERRY RICHARD
Huntington, Indiana
Political Science; Sigma Nu, sen-
tinel, tres., ass't. tres.; Dean's
List.
WHEELER, ALFRED PORTIUS
Seneca Falls, New York
Chemistry and Zoology; Ross,
pres., soc. chrm., counselor; Stu-
dent Assembly; Circle K Club;
Mental Health Club; Kappa Mu
Epsilon; University Choir; Utes;
Sphinx; Blue Key.
WILKINSON, JANE ANN
Anderson, Indiana
Home Economics; Alpha Chi
Omega, rec. sec; AWS; WRA;
YWCA; YR; SEA.
The shade of a tree provides the
proper environment for dreams of
the future.
WILLIAMS, WINKLE SUE
Indianapolis, Indiana
English; MSS; Sigma Tau Delta;
Alpha Lambda Delta; Phi Kappa
Phi.
WILTFONG, JULIA ANNE
South Bend, Indiana
History; Alpha Chi Omega, 1st
v.p., Pan-hel rep. and pres.; AWS,
v.p.; House Council pres.; WRA;
YWCA; YR; Editor of Rush Regu-
lations; History Club; Best Dress-
ed Coed finalist; Spurs.
WORMUTH, ARTHUR JOHN
Seneca Falls, New York
History; Ross, residence council;
YD; Student Assembly; Dean's
List; Utes.
WRIGHT, NANCY
Indianapolis, Indiana
Spanish; Pi Beta Phi, pres., tres.,
cor. sec, membership chrm.;
AWS; WRA; YWCA; Sigma Delta
Pi; Alpha Lambda Delta, pres.,
jr. advisor; Spurs; Chimes; Mor-
tar Board, v.p.
YUHASZ, JOSEPH A.
Highland, Indiana
Psychology; Delta Tau Delta;
YMCA; YR; University Symphony.
ZODY, ROGER
Indianapolis, Indiana
Mathematics; Sigma Nu, schol.
chrm.; Student Assembly; Chrm.
Butler Spirit Comm.
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. . . advertising . . . .
To bargain for a place in to-
morrow's world, Butler students seek
to be as business-like as this estab-
lished community they strive to re-
new Ambition rose to meet the
challenge ... an apprecenticeship,
a chance to prove one's worth ... a
lost effort at concentrated study
would at last pay off . . . education
versus application. "Who will
buy . ?"
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Campus coins wanted:
. . . who will buy?
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DELTMOBILE IN DESPAIR—"My dear, we seem to be out of
gas" failed again for Denny Nichols as he and Susi Nelson roll in
to EVERLY SHELL, 46th and Illinois.
FIRE UP—Susie Gueutal lets her love, Tom Lorch, keep her warm.
Why don't you warm up to LOVE HEATING AND AIR CONDITION-
ING, 4115 E. 10th St., 353-2141?
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FIT-IN—"And you say this is what they're
wearing?" quips Tom Liss as he foresees
a quick stop at UNITED REPAIR SER-
VICE, famous for men's and ladies' tai-
loring and alterations, 821 Broad Ripple
Ave., 255-2223.
WATER B R E A K—Varsity roundballers,
Scott Neat, John Seal, Gary Hoyt take
time out from Butler's fast break brand
of basketball for a much needed breather
and refreshing drink of water from trainer,
Jim Morris. The INDIANAPOLIS WATER
COMPANY has been the water boy for
Butler's growing needs for 66 years.
ItMOIANAPOUB
LUnTERCOMPANY
Advertising
—
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DRIFT Qtaff wishes to 'ad'
their congmts to class of '69
FLOWER POWER—Tiptoeing through the
tulips, Georgia Lilly pauses to show us
her flowers from MADISON AVENUE
FLOWER SHOP, 2457 Madison Ave., 786-
0431; 700 U.S. 31 N., Greenwood, 888-
1144.
"WANT A WALNETTO?—Want to see my
etchings?" Dave Wilson asks Chris Carl-
son. "Want to sit here and read the sign
for CRANFILL ADVERTISING AGENCY, 130
E. Washington St., 634-8871?"
BOTTOMS UP—Bob Sponcil satisifies a
football player's thirst with STOKELY'S
Gatorade, the big thirst quencher for
active people.
278—Advertising
COOL CAPER—Chris Kleinschmidt and
Corky Forrest discover that PEPSI has the
taste that beats the others cold.

;^
Modern producis of ihe day
time-savers for college student
VICTORY VOYAGE—Steve Norris and Jon Spadorcia look forward to another basketball
victory as they ride in the comfort of SOUTHEASTERN TRAILWAYS, 240 West Ohio,
653-7655.
COME CLEAN—A friend
in need, "The Timesav-
ers" will quickly clothe
Marc Rissman as they
have done for many
Butler students. For
your rush jobs, call 632-
2431 or 636-6501. i
MOD SQUAD—Delighted with all she sees, Nancy Neumann vows, "Eyes closed,
I buy everything at DOROTHY'S, Lafayette Square."
Advertising
—
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Indianapolis business world patronizes
CHEESE PLEASE—Dave Andrews helps
pizzas reach you sizzling hot from JACK'S
TU YOUR DOOR PIZZA, 4208 N. College
Ave., 255-0803, 253-3636.
MEMORY MAKERS—DRIFT Beauty Queen
Didi Carryer poses for her senior picture
expertly snapped by ROOT PHOTOGRA-
PHERS.
282—Advertising
SMARTIE—Merilee Dux awards an "A + " to the swinging styles
from the SMART SHOP, IVIeadows—Esquire Plaza—Greenfield.
WISHFUL—Kathy Kilburn hopes someone will give her flowers as Scott McKinney waits
to surprise her with a dozen roses from MARER FLOWER SHOP, 1622 N. Meridian,
923-3633.
Advertising—283
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CLASSIEST—Miss Butler, Kathy Kocher,
finds a wide selection of class rings from
HERFF JONES at the Butler Bookstore.
The ring you choose is delivered in 4 to
6 weeks.
EXOTIC—Foreign-joyable meals, Jeanne Thuot and Dan Dullaghan
prefer LOTUS GARDEN, 4424 Allisonville Rd., 546-7551; U.S. 31
at 431, Greenwood, 881-5531.
COKE COUPLE—Barb Goff and Brad Bright show their key to
success—studying with COKE. They know that "Things Go
Better with COKE."
284—Advertising
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Searching. . .Learning. . .Rnding
Opening Index pp. 1-33
left: Delta Gamma Geneva Stunts entry
middle: Sig Pledge and Watermelon Bust ;- ::':; -.,•' :
right: Ttieta Circus Day during rush -' ' '""'
left: Homecoming queen Fran Kleinfeld
middle: Sigma Chi Derby Day
top right: Judy Jefferis, alias cowardly lion
bottom right: Sadie Hawkins Tug-0-War
top: Egg and Mackerel—Sig D-Day
right: Bill Mauck, Sigma Chi Geneva Stunts entry
left: Lambda Chi's Dan Schull, Larry Gardener, and Bob Andersen hitchhike to Florida
top: Cigarettes—staff of life
right: ROTC
right: Jim Clark, pharmacy
left: WAJC
top middle: Dahl Hein-Geldern -.'f
.'
•
bottom middle: Phyllis McGrew
top right: Major Nast
bottom right: Susie Jensen
right: Nancy Kern, Nancy Kouchnerkavich—Motar Board
left: Steve Jenkins and Susie Beeton
right: John Davidson—Starlight Musicals v: ,.,t' r
-
right: A Butler bandsman
left: Mel Hawkins
middle: Judy Jacob and Tony of the Lettermen
right: Steve Hughes
left: Jann Offut
right: Betsy Fruscella
left: Marilyn Noll
left: Varsity cheerleaders
right: Steve Norris
left: Football halftime
top right: Sam, the B.U. Bulldog
bottom right: track
—
pole vault
left: Nanci Klompus and the Half Time Honeys
right: Jim Gifford
left: Chris Kleinschmidt
left: The I ndy '500'
right: Sphnix greased pole fight
23 Memorial to Robert F. Kennedy :'•
left: Circle City
right: Capitol
right: fire hydrant
left: Butler library
middle: monument
right: ducks on the canal
left: WIFE—Robbin Walker
top: Jordan Hall
bottom: Carillon
middle: Theta Cheerleaders Marge Berry, Stevie Walters, Nancy Ehrhart, Boze Busse, and Linda Larsen
left: Jeff Shotten and Mary Alice Phares
top right: John Burke and Allana Todd,
bottom right: Cindy Pulver and Dove Bannon
; left: Jim Gifford and Gail White
right: Sigma Chi pin serenade
: left: John Burke and Allana Todd
middle: dance
top right: engagement time
bottom right: Delta Gama Halloween Party
: top left: Carrying cross for pin serenade
middle: Santa and Ann Coe rub noses
top right: Phi Delt Cheer Drive
bottom right: Blowing bubbles ...
: left: Nancy Neuman and Don Fennerty
: left: Susie Greer
right: graduation
"Now you guys, sthaye there!"
People
Abel, Dianna L. 205
Ackerman, Bruce H. 238
Ackerson, Susan J. 201,245
Adams, Maty L. 162
Adney, Susan L. 154,210,211
Aex, Peter S. 236,262
Aitken, Joan K. 152,245
Albert!, Sara A. 146,251
Alden, Howard L. 226
Allardlce, Susan J. 210
Allen, Louann 219,262
Allen, Walter B. 142,160,251
Alpert, Barry C. 223
Amend, Patricia J. 159
Andersen, Robert W. 226,228
Anderson, Chris C. 161,241
Andis, Virginia 122,141,152,
161,162,164,170,262
Andrews, David L. 142,251,
282,291
Andrews, James J. 238
Angelacos, Leon T. 224
Anthony, James R. 175,193
Apple, Dennis K. 223
Appleton, Susan A. 159,213,
262
Ariens, Steven R. 149
Armistead, Charles F. 129,
161,165,223
Armstrong, Timothy L. 256
Arnett, Sara M. 161
Arnold, Catherine A. 150,156,
158
Ashurst, Michael N. 234,262
Askham, Peter K. 226
Aspinwall, Raymond P. 145
Atkinson, Robert L. 279
Attaway, Allen H. 175
Aukerman, Lana J. 152,153,
213
Austgen, Donna A. 147,157,
183
Bagg, Frederick C. 238
Bailey, Fred C. 234
Baker, Catherine L. 154,202
Baldwin, Rebecca A. 151
Ball, Betty J. 128,164,202
Bancroft, Anne 151,153,210
Bannon, Candace S. 147,220
Bannon, John D. 238,241
Barile, Laurel M. 58,126,169,
175,207,225
Barker, Ted A. 175,225
Barker, Sara S. 150,183,205,
262
Barkhau, Betty I. 47,141,256
Barnard, Kent A. 223
Barnard, Judith A. 210
Barnard, Kathleen 202
Barnes, Judith D. 153,210,
245
Barnet, Mary D. 166,210
Barney, Jay E. 160,234
Barrett, David P. 167
Barrett, Susan M. 167
Bartosh, Katherine A. 60
Basile, Anthony J. 223
Bassett, Carol E. 262
Batler, Linda S. 205
Bauder, Donald 256
Bauer, Elaine L. 96,146,163
Bauer, Jane L. 156,158,213,
245
Bayt, Herbert G. 231
Beagle, Cynthia A. 166,205
Beck, Robert A. 256
Becker, Susan C. 160,256
Bedworth, David A. 238
Beeton, Susan K. 12,60,146
Belden, Randall C. 197,226
Bellamy, Loreae F. 148
Belue, Judith M. 144,147
Bengert, Barbara J. 207,236,
262
Bennert, Susan L. 220
Bennett, Beverly A. 153,208
Bennett, Dave W. 185,229
Bennett, Gail E. 166,219
Bennett, Ivan S. 226
Benson, Barbara I. 144
Beran, Anna M. 162,212,213
Bercovitz, Terry B. 236
Bereman, Jon A. 245
Bereman, Karen S. 310
Berg, Deborah E. 151,159
Bergman, Linda A. 220,221
Berkshire, Donna Lyn 130,
220
Berman, Frederick M. 145,
147
Berry, Margaret S. 27,152,
153,208
Bess, Timothy A. 224
Bettiker, Janet J. 220,245
Bevez, Ann 207,245
Bickerstaff, Janice M. 220
Bingham, Gary L. 238
Bird, Richard K. 160
Bishop, Leslie A. 159,217
Bjerga, Ruth H. 220
Bjornberg, Bruce B. 149
Black, Larry J. 224
Blacker, Ann 205
Blackinton, Laurette S. 153,
207
Blake, Patricia A. 46,128,156,
207
Blaustein, Bruce R. 130
Blitzer, Clara L. 220
Blomberg, Bruce J. 153
Bluhm, Gerald A. 223
Blum, Norman R. 37,168,
175,197,226,262
Blumenfeld, Doris C. 220
BIy, Betsy K. 207
Board, Sharon L. 132,150,
152,214
Bodwell, Catherine L. 128,
153,207
Bodycombe, Paul A. 153,229
Boesche, Connie L, 148,214
Bogan, Bonnie L. 213,262
Boilini, James J. 175,234
Boles, Jane E. 154,263
Booher, Barbara L. 136,153,
156,157,208,263
Booher, Margaret S. 208
Booher, William J. 127,132,
140,160,226
Bopp, Edward R. 175,196,245
Bottoms, Perri M. 147
Bowers, Daurene A. 58,201,
263
Bowers, Linda R. 256
Boyd, Jack F. 251
Boyd, William C. 229
Boyer, Marilyn L. 158,220
Brady, Patricia M. 202,263
Braendle, Wayne R. 241
Brandes, Eric C. 232
Braun, Eugenia M. 126,167,
168,201
Brayton, Charlotte E. 141,151,
161,162,164,167,220
Bredeweg, Thomas G. 125,
153,155,226,263
Brediger, Barbara J. 210
Brennan, David L. 148,234
Breshinsky, Barry 236
Bricher, Kathleen E. 219
Bridges, Karen J. 219
Bridgwaters, Richard L. 150
Bright, Bradford L. 37,132,
229,284
Bristow, Ann C. 202
Britton, Bonnie M. 132,141
Brock, Robert G. 175.197,232
Brody, Michael James 229
mmm^.
Hoosier snow lands are fun, until some wise guy decides to throw instead of shovel.
Bromley, Robert W. 223
Brooks, Marjorie 220
Brosmer, Carroll J. 219,263
Brown, Barbara C. 213,263
Brown, Barbara E. 159
Brown, Cleve M. 223
Brown, Donald D. 61
Brown, Faye M. 72,73,128,
146,183,207
Brown, Nancy L. 151,183,201
Brown, Patricia A. 154,183,
201
Brown, Rosalie 220
Brown, Susan A. 153,213
^rubaker, Sharon J. 156
Bruner, Leslie L. 208
Bruington, Linda K. 148
Bruno, Carol J. 132,140,207,
256
Bryan, Patricia A. 263
Bryant, Beatrice H. 220
Buddenbaum, Donald E. 164,
263
Bunch, Rebecca L. 205
Bundy, Mark F. 226
Buren, Bruce D. 149
Burg, Kathryn Marie 220
Burger, Marilyn 141
Burgett, Mary L. 136,162,210
Burke, John J. 28,30,175,256
Burks, Michael P. 232
Burnet, Rebecca 220
Burst, Joseph F. 127,226
Burton, Martha W. 220
Bush, James R. 149,260
Buskirk, Jr. George A. 150
Busse, Nancy E. 27,208
Butler, Barbara D. 201
Butler, Nancy A. 147
Butler, Sheryl V. 160,161,
219,256
Butterfield, Timothy E. 263
Butters, Thomas J. 235
Buydos, James 160,224
Byrne, Kenneth D. 234,256
Cadmus, Mary E. 158,180,
181,213,245
Caito, Michael P. 226
Calabrese, Bruce C. 160,226,
256
Calandrello, Michael 241
Caldwell, Julia L 167
Callaghan, Kathleen A. 183
Callihan, James P. 228,229
Campbell, Jeffrey O. 223
Campbell, Sally S. 128,202
Campbell, William B. 256
Canfield, Alice L. 205
Canham, Steven W. 153,228,
229
Carlson, Christine N. 126,200,
201,278
Carpentieri, Steven R. 130,
241
Carr, Barbara J. 153
Carrico, Larry S. 168,263
Carrison, Susan L. 220
Carroll, Frances A. 208
Carroll, Steve L. 241
Carryer, Diane E. 54,55,122,
208,263,282
Carson, Andrew 175,234
Carter, Susan E. 152,210,245
Case, Wanda K. 152,207
Casey, Nancy K. 161,219
Casey, Ronald W. 241
Catanella, Kenneth G. 175
Celarek, Jr. Frank J. 160
Celarek, Kevin T. 175,234
Cervantes, Carolyn S. 141,264
Chance, Patricia K. 41,213
Chandler, Ricki G. 149
Chell, Cara L. 201
Chiesa, Charles L. 129,150,
226
Chizek, Paul J. 229
Chochos, Demetra 214
Chodora, Karen L. 220
Chouquette, Jean E. 217
Ciganovich, Peter E. 51,195,
284
Clamurro, Kenneth P. 168
Clark, Barry S. 224
Clark, Dennis W. 148,231
Clark, James D. 9,148,260
Clark, Toni T. 208
Clark, IV W. Leighton 236
Claxton, John W. 238
Clay, Carol S. 61,131,146,251
Cleaver, James A. 238
Cleveland, John Y. 150,168,
264
Clodfelter, Maryann 147,167,
205
Close, Stephen P. 153,226
Coachys, James K. 236
Cochran, Barbara A. 161,220
Coddington, Patricial 147,219,
245
Coe, Anne B. 169,207
Colbert, Alice L. 151,210
Colbath, Judith A. 151,202
Cole, Cammie E. 220
Collins, Dale H. 232
Collins, Ruth A. 219
Colpitts, Matella M. 142
Conley, Robert S. 226
Conlin, Edith 245
Connerly, Penny C. 215
Conner, Leaanne 151,165
Connolly, Christopher M. 142,
153,229
Consignly, Lynn A. 152
Cook, Jr. Benjamin R. 149
Cook, Linda C. 151,167,205
Coonrod, Ellen Sue 151,201
Cooprider, Jr. Robert E, 175
Coplen, Carolyn M. 158
Corbett, Catherine A. 151,
212,213
Corgan, Teresa L. 219
Corso, Anthony C. 149,260
Corson, III Russell C. 127,167
Corwith, Debra J. 210
Cotterill, James R. 129,226
Cotton, Cynthia J. 210
Coulson, Sarah L. 202
Courtice, Harold R. 224
Cowan, Susan M. 207
Education fills in chasm of ignorance
Cox, Candace L. 213
Cox, Susan K. 131,212,213
Craig, Carolyn 219,246
Craig, Kennetli W. 127,194,
197,228,229
Crane, Micliael P. 251
Cranfill, Nancy A. 128,210
Crapo, Jacque A. 202
Craver, James F. 175,194
Crawford, John D. 236
Crawford, Michael L. 236
Cripe, Sandra K. 123,144,
207,264
Cronk, Debra J. 156,158,182,
201,246
Cross, Warren W. 231
Crouch, Gary D. 175
Crull, Leroy E. 129,232
Crum, Linda K. 146
Cullison, Mary K. 220
Cumbee, Arnhein 241
Cummings, Steven R. 149
Cunningham, Debra G. 62
Curran, Kelli E. 210
Curry, Terry R. 193,234
Cutler, Candace B. 205
Dageforde, David A. 127
Dageforde, James R. 223
Dagenbach, Brian D. 76,155,
230,231
Dailey, Margaret T. 147,183,
251
Dailey, Roseanne 63
Dainton, Kenneth E. 236
Dale, Leslie E. 158,213
Daughaday, David C. 160,257
Davidson, Kathy 144
Davidson, Steven B. 148
Davis, Beverly D. 140,142,215
Davis, Deborah L. 151,208
Davis, Kenneth R. 224
Davis, Robert P. 127,223
Davis, Virginia E. 220
DeCoito, Dianne J. 141,160
Delia, Robert D. 223
Demos, Alan L 124,161,164,
167,264
Deneke, Patricia C. 60,146,
251
Dennis, Susan L. 131,152,
153,159,208
Densmore, Laurice A. 151,
213
Denton, Patricia A. 151,167,
205
Deremiah, Carol 72,73
Derx, Yvonne 140,215
Detroy, Sally A. 210
Devens, Jeffrey H. 153,155,
224
DeWitt, Gregory M. 151,153,
229
Dicello, Robert A. 61
Dickerson, Janet S. 128,131,
151,152,153,169,210
Dickinson, Diana J. 202,246
Dierolf, Richard N. 229
Dierolf, Linda R. 246
Dietz, Karen J. 208
Dietz, Larry E. 232
Di Matteo, Antimo J. 223
Dixon, Frazier T. 130
Doherty, Kathleen F. 123,150,
167,171,205,264
Donhauser, Richard D. 229
Doyle, Kathleen H. 169,216,
246
Dragovich, Joanne E. 154,201
Dralle, Susan G. 213
Drake, Deborah J. 246
Droegemueller, Betsy M. 220
Drumm, Mary F. 201
Dubois, Fritz 147,182
Dubois, Silvia J. 144
Duckwall, George P. 125,153,
160,257
Dukes, Judith A. 246
Dullaghan, Daniel J. 140,197,
226,284
Dumm, Karen A. 219
Duncan, Kathryn J. 260
Dunlap, Ann W. 146
Dunkle, Robert W. 142
Durr, Rebecca A. 167,219,264
Dux, Merilee A. 152,157,164,
202,283
Dyer, Rebecca A. 200,201
Eagan, James R. 151,153,229
Easley, Nancy K. 153,157,208
Eberle, Richard 236
Eckerle, Mark A. 175,223
Edgar, Kathleen A. 219
Edwards, Cynthia 128,144,
202
Edwards, Stephen L. 197,246
Ehrhart, Nancy J. 27,134,140,
153,208,264,296
Eisele, Christina 158,213,246
Elbreg, Sandra B. 251
Ellis, Joseph M. 223
Ellis, Richard C. 232
Ellison, Beth A. 210,284
EIrod, Thomas R. 155,232
Elstro, Paul J. 238
Epperson, Stanley R. 175,178,
226
Erney, Karen E. 169,264
Ervington, Elaine 128,138,207
Erwin, Stephen P. 124,139,
166,167,231,251
Estes, Linda K. 147,202
Estlick, Tyron K. 229
Ewing, Janette K. 128,131,
169,201
Fagan, Patrick R. 185
Falconer, William S. 234
Fantino, Bernadette M. 161
Farland, Cathleen H. 151,210,
246
Fatout, Marjorie E. 207
Felber, Dianne S. 141,162
Fenneman, Craig E. 129,161,
229
Fetgatter, Gary L. 223
Fields, William R. 148,260
Fields, Richard A. 241
Finley, Joanne 219
Fischer, Charles J. 236
Fishbaugh, Melinda A. 126,
137,152,170,201
Fitzsimmons, Philip J. 224
Flanagan, Mary H. 264
Flaningam, Carl D. 124,161,
165,170
Fleece, Paula 162,166,167,
219
Fleming, Karen A. 210
Flick, Marjorie L. 166,210
Flory, Pamela J. 144,145
Foeckler, Theodore R. 145,
147,252
Ford, Adrian R. 164
Fordeck, Kathryn M. 264
Forgey, Joe E. 226
Forrest, Carl F. 279
Fouke, Sandra J. 141
Fountain, Diane P. 153,208
Fowler, Penelope H. 219
Fox, Susan L. 247
Frampton, Elizabeth J. 213
Frank, Nan E. 220
Frederich, Maivs E. 131,166,
156,202
Frantz, David A. 257
Frechette, Peter W. 241
Frederick, Jerry W. 130
Frederich, Mavis E. 131,166,
219,265
Freese, Mary S. 43,159,215,
265
Friend, Sarah E. 220
Fritz, William A. 149
Froment, Carole A. 158,180,
201,247
Fromm, Barry H. 223
Fronczek, James L. 145
Fruchtnicht, Dale E. 231
Fruscella, Patricia B. 15,146,
217
Fugett, Diane L. 182,217
Fuller, Martha J. 205
Fulton, M. Jean 118,208
Fultz, Robert M. 236
Funk, James W. 150,265
Funk, William W. 224
Fyfe, David A. 145,147
Gage, Jennifer L. 219
Gardiner, Richard J. 232
Gardner, Larry E. 8,226
Garrison, Joanne 146,147,183
Garrott, Floyd H. 185
Gates, Donald W. 175
Gaudette, Mary E. 146
Gayuski, Don A. 224
Geesa, Orval R. 145
Gensch, Deborah J. 182
Gentry, Marianne 153,180,
207
Gentry, Rhea J. 220
Gerard, Linda R. 219
Gerding, Elane A. 202
Gertner, Susan P. 216
Gibbs, Jr. Marvin L 130,241
Gibson, Michael W. 238
Gifford, James W. 19,29,222
Gilbert, Larry 197
Giles, George D. 229
Giles, John E. 232
Gilman, Sara J. 201
Ginter, Cathleen D. 159,213
Goater, Constance 128,157,
207
Godby, Carolyn F. 159
Goetsch, Barbette S. 213
Goff, Barbara A. 151,153,159,
210,284
Goldberg, Martin I. 238
Goldsborough, Randall S. 62,
63
Golinvaux, Mary A. 219
Gollner, Thomas B, 236
Gooldy, Martha A. 208
Gordon, Mary Jo 220
Gorman, Marcia L. 257
Gowland, Thomas C. 223
Graham, Rebecca S. 158,180,
213
Graham, Sherry J. 207
Gray, Dale R. 175
Gray, Marilyn R. 219,265
Gray, Richard A. 178
Green, Cynthia S. 161,162,
205
Green, Susan E. 140,214,252
Greenberg, Harvey A. 232
Greer, Susan M. 33,169,201,
247
Greiff, Glory June 142,151,
217
Gribben, Lizann R. 153,164,
265
Grieves, Vicki J. 153,208
Griffith, Carol J. 217
Grigsby, Peter R. 153,229
Grimm, Steven A. 226
Grimsley, Sally L. 208,209
Groshong, Charles K. 142
Gross, Arthur E. 168
Grosvenor, Timothy L. 135
Gruca, Gretchenm 91,208,
209,247
Guard, Jana Lynn 220
Gucciardo, William A. 167
Gueutal, Sue A. 91,167,169,
208,247,276
Gumport, Robert A. 153,229
Gunn, Carol A. 151,201
Gunn, Carolyn 208
Gushwa, Mary E. 126
Gust, Lynda L. 202
Gustin, Kathleen S. 205
Guthrie, III John B. 226
Habig, Joan 213
Hager, Eugene L. 125,131,
161,170,257
Haglund, Mary L 72,73,162,
169,183,213
Hague, Patricia A. 147
Haida, Marsha S. 153,207
Haines, Timothy B. 181
Haisley, Terry D. 234
Haley, Pamela J. 219
Halkias, Louis M. 223
Halvorson, Daniel G. 226
Hamilton, Beverly D. 140,202,
219
Hamilton, Jane 205
Hamilton, Joan 215
Hamilton, Robert H. 145
Hamilton, Marylynn E. 219
Hammer, Linda L. 169,201
Hammersley, Michael L. 265
Hamp, James A. 125,155,
229,265
Hamp, Steven K. 155,229
Hankee, Donald R. 231
Hanna, Patrick J. 145,252
Hanner, Shirley A. 148,219
Hardin, Gregory A. 234
Hardin, Stephen L. 125,131,
185,193,234,265
Hargitt, Julie A. 210
Hargrove, John R. 124,155,
160,223,257
Harper, Clarence 185,187
Harrell, John L. 265
Harrington, Susan 219
Harrop, Alfred 229
Hart, Margaret L. 141,247
Hart, Ruth R. 219
Hartney, Linda C. 154,213,
247
Haskett, Jr. Charles B. 147
Hatter, Robert B. Jr. 224
Hauper, Mary K. 151,213
Hauss, Lynn A. 128,131,210
Hawkins, Doris J. 147,182
Hawkins, Melanie N. 14,208
Haycox, Kitzi L. 153,161,169,
202
Hayles, Suzanne K. 161,207
Haymond, Paula J. 205
Hays, III Clyde B. 265
Hazen, Wm. R. 142,238
Hearey, Christopher D. 229
Hearn, John M. 226
Heck, Stephen A. 61
Hedge, Jill E. 207
Heine-Geldern, Dahlen V. 10,
238
Heinen, Cheryn L. 123,161,
165,171,266
Hellberg, Thomas R. 181,229
Helms, Mark H. 223
Hendershot, Ellen L. 210
Hendershot, Rodger K. 229
Henderson, Mitsy L. 72,73,
107,126,159,180,213
Qtudent concern evident in subsequent
Henninger, John H. 193,247
Henry, Thomas M. 125,236,
266
Hensler, Deborah A. 158,210
Heppner, Nancy A. 212,213
Heppner, Sally A. 151,212,
213
Herbst, Jeannette E. 247
Herner, Dorothy J. 131,152,
170,217,266
Herron, Bonnie J. 167,214
Hess, Mary S. 219
Hickok, Katharine L. 214
Hicks, Harry R. 266
Hieber, Ardith M. 131
Higgins, Kathleen M. 122,
148,159
Higgins, Kathryn M. 131
Hileman, Karen A. 219
Hill, Kristie L. 208
Hill, Susan M. 215
Hirsch, David B. 232
Hitz, Mary P. 157,208,247
Hobbs, Steven M. 248
Hoch, Judith K. 126,220
Hodapp, Martin L. 145
Hoehn, William T. 145
Hoffman, Barbara J. 219
Hoffman, Mark A. 232
Hokenson, Deborah L. 62,205
Holder, Diane E. 207
Holmes, Kathleen M. 144
Holok, Alexander V. 175,177,
197,232
Holston, Lynda K. 220
Hommes, John W. 238,257
Honan, Linda L 126,151,153,
213
Hoogs, Heather H. 207
Hopkins, Susan J. 151,159,
162,205
Horner, Joyce E. 126,130,
152,166,171,202
Horwitz, Barbara G. 248
Housel, Lois E. 219
Housour, Catherine S. 220
Hoy, Julia L. 153,154,208
Hoy, Susannah R. 47,123,
138,140,153,169,208,266
Hoyt, Garry W. 185,189,196,
277
Hudec, Mary Ann P. 146,252
Huff, Harry E. 234,235,266
Huff, John R. 241
Hughes, Steven A. 14,151,
153,229
Hull, Meredith T. 130,241
Hume, Rex G. 147
Humphrey, Peter-Joseph 61
Hunt, Diana M. 167
Hunt, Jane A. 167
Hurrle, Kathleen 47,205
Hurwitz, Vicki 219
Igney, Robert A. 266
lllingworth, Ralph E. 260
Imbler, Toni W. 122,131,266
Imoberstag, Irving F. 155,229
Ingersoll, Cynthia L. 217
Ingersoll, Donna J. 146,214
Isaacs, Monica A. 252
Jackson, Carol E. 219,266
Jackson, Jill A 45,153,208
Jackson, John G. 150,168,
267
Jackson, Mary M. 131
Jacob, Judy 14,72,73,146,
208,236
James, Cathy 139,208
Jarrette, James C. 228,229
Jason, Paul M. 127,229
Jefferis, Judith L. 7,208
Jenkins, J. Stephen 12,252
Jensen, Susan D. 10,128,131,
135,151,169,235
Jerde, Karen L. 201,248
Johnson, Christine M. 36,213
Johnson, Deborah 158,210,
234
Johnson, Gracia E. 140,151,
161,164,167,208,267
Johnson, Paula J. 248
Johnson, Steven H. 124,160,
170,229,267
Johnson, Thomas H. 165
Johnson, Wayne R. 149
Johnston, Kristie A. 219
Jones, Christine A. 146,207
Jones, David E. 145
Jones, Deborah A. 76,128,208
Jones, Steven L. 145,147
Jones, William E. 191,248
Joseph, Deborah K. 207
Joyce, Leslie W. 151
Judd, Lawrence W. 149
Judd, Sara J. 128,163,210,
211
Judge, Cheryl D. 151
Junius, Kimberly C. 62,154,
208,252
Kaczmarek, Norman R. 125,
148,238
Kaczmarski, George L. 148
Kaemmerlen, Cathy J. 146,
217
Kaplan, Lloyd A. 238,241
Kaplan, Paul 226
Kaplan, Paul Stewart 127,238
Kariolich, Nora J. 220
Karn, Ronald R. 155
Kasler, Suzanne 155,208
Kaye, Richard L. 236
Kearney, Karen L. 144
Kearney, Dorothy C. 220,252
Keating, Patricia A. 202
Keeney, Maryann 205
Kelley, Jane B. 154,207
Kelley, Trueman E. 62
Kellinger, Eleanor M. 248
Kelly, Mary 213
Kennedy, Louise A. 148,214
Key, Barbara 202
Key, Michaele A. 213
Kilburn, Kathleen A. 213,283
Kilpatrick, Margaret F. 159,
202
Kimmerling, Jeffrey C. 150
Kimpel, Thomas J. 153,229
King, Carol M. 151,210
King, Edward D. 231
Kinley, Sarah L. 126,144,
170,220
Kinney, Jean M. 131,202
Kirn, Jr. Arthur W. 175,226
Kirschner, Arnold A. 175
Kirts, Susan C. 147,153,213,
267
Kisselman, Harry C. 229,257
Kleiman, Daniel J. 241
Kleinfeld, Frances N. 47,49,
63,72.73,214,252,291
Kleinschmidt, Christyne 20,
37,151,167,210,279
Klipsch, Raymond T. 238
Kloepfer, Janet Marie
Klompus, Nanci E. 19,146,
153,170,183,201,252
Kneese, Charles G. 116,148,
222,223
Knight, Ryan M. 151,155,226
Knisley, Enola E. 126,219
Knocke, Wayne A. 149
Kocher, John J. 226,257
Kocher, Kathleen M. 70,71,
151,210,284
Koehler, Andrew F. 226
Kolash, Susan J. 144
Kolb, Kathleen E. 154,169
Konkle, Steven W. 226
Koontz, Jan I. 252
Kopernak, James D. 224
Korben, Donald L. 130
Kouchnerkavich, Nancy C.
11,122,131,162,164,171,
267
Kourim, Diane M. 146
Kraus, Fredrick J. 127
Krauthamer, Caryl J. 219
Kress, Patrick R. 175,232
Krischan, Roger T. 234
Kruse, Heinz D. 153,229
Kruse, James A. 160
Kuc, Russell G, 232
Kuhns, Jayne L. 213
Kulesa, Christine M. 219
Kunz, Judith L 166
Kurth, Jr. Richard F. 197,234
Kusak, Terrie S. 144
Kutlik, Kenneth A. 125,148
Kwiek, Cynthia M. 146,202
Labe, Jr. Paul E. 145,147
Labarr, Ross 238
Lake, Jeffrey M. 231
Lamb, Sandra S. 158,248
Lambert, Mary M. 213
Lambuth, Charles B. 168
Lambrecht, Roberta J. 208,
209
Lampe, Karl 167
Landis, Emily B. 219
Lane, Richard K. 155,223,257
Lange, Kent J. 236
Lansden, Robert B. 223,267
Larsen, Linda S. 27,152,208
Lathrop, Janet E. 217
Latino, Phyllis A. 140
Latshaw, Kyle L. 144
Lawrence, Marcia A. 162,208
Lawson, II Randall C. 127,
130,151,160,241
Layton, Patricia A. 205
Le Beau, Kent D. 238
Lee, Richard B. 226
Leffel, Susan L. 144
Leffler, James R. 175
Legenzoff, Charliene A. 219
LeGrand, Wm. M. 232,280
Leinenbach, Stanley R. 267
Leininger, Sharon L. 140,150,
152,153,169,201
Leird, Staley A. 210
Lejonstein, Catherine A. 202
Lemper, Geneivieve M. 220
Leonard, Linda A. 219
Levin, Paul B. 238
Levine, Richard J. 142,238
Levys, Allan P. 238
Lewellyng, Janice C. 167,
210,267
Lewis, Lawrence A. 153,155,
236
Lewis, Richard L. 197
Li, Wendye L. 163,166
Lill, James P. 175,197
Lilly, Georgianna D. 216,278
Lindberg, Roger A. 142
Lindborg, Roxana 128
Lindner, Deborah E. 208
Lindstrom, Charles A. 149
Link, Jo A. 144
Lipken, Stephen E. 166
Liss, Thomas A. 232,277
Locke, Stephen P. 223,258
Logan, Gregory D. 175
Logsdon, Jess A. 152,205,248
Logue, Janet K. 213
Lombardo, Virginia E. 128,
131,151,169,201
Long, Barbara S. 219
Longmire, Charlotte D. 141
Lorch, Thomas D. 181,190,
223,258,276
Lorenzen, Beth A. 220
Lorton, Diana D. 248
Lorusso, Kathleen M. 219
Lowrie, Jr. Frederic B. 153,
229
Lowry, Craig E. 236
Lubchansky, David L. 149
Lucas, Gregory C. 140
Lucas, Jr. Robert J. 145,238
Luckey, Melinda P. 166,219
Luhmann, Janet R. 201
Luken, Ronald R. 148
Luken, Margaret S. 150,201
Lupoid, Lyn L. 215
Luzar, Louis F. 175
Lybrook, Mary E. 213
Lynch, Patricia L. 215
McBride, Deborah A. 141,268
McBride, Marilyn J. 144,147,
202
McCain, Jean A. 126,153,
164,167,209
McCarthy, Marian E. 202
McCarthy, Brian G. 236
McClain, Nancy S. 210
McConnell, Susan K. 201
McCracken, Janet A. 207,249
McCully, Marcia M. 151
McDonald, Jean L. 144,210
McDonald, James G. 226
McDonough, Gale A. 140,219,
268
McGlone, Janet S. 268
McGrew, Judith L. 107,123,
140,213,216
McGrew, Phyllis A. 10,128,
169,200,201
Mclntire, Deborah D. 107,208
McKaig, Christina A. 205
McKay, Barbara L. 146,207
McKinley, Philip R. 130
McKinney, Melvin S. 224,283
McKinstray, Sharon E. 208
McKittrick, John R. 153,155,
226,258
McKown, Janet E. 151
McLean, Susan F. 202
McMahon, James E. 235
frosh crop
McManama, Carol S. 106,
131,141,151,269
McManus, Gregg M. 161,240,
241,269
McNeese, Sherry A. 269
MacDonald, Marlene G. 47,
107,169,213,267
Macke, Mark A. 153,226
Mackey, Pamela M. 210
Magiera, Kathleen A. 126,146
Magley, Virginia S. 148,219
Mahler, Terrill W. 145,147
Mailers, Rebecca L. 220
Maloof, Mary M. 147,166,
217,253
Maloof, Pamela M. 219
Mandich, Robert M. 232
Mann, Kermit E. 145,147
Manson, Daniel E. 223
Manson, Sarah E. 126,152,
205
Mara, Bruce M. 223
March, Carl L. 193
Marcotte, Steven H. 234
Markoski, James B. 197,232,
258
Markoski, Thomas A. 232
Marling, Sue E. 207
Marquis, Lisa R. 219
Marrs, Richard G. 147
Marsh, John L 185
Martin, Deborah A. 248
Martin, Donna K. 213,153
Martin, Cherry L. 210
Martorana, John J. 226
Maschmeyer, Kathy E. 208
Mascoe, Barbara I. 132,140,
147,205
Mason, Honey A. 210
Mason, Melanie A. 216
Mason, Nancy S. 146,253
Massey, Janis T. 267
Massarelli, Marl L. 62,219
Mauck, William L 7
Maxwell, Cynthia A. 146,253
Mayhill, John T. 229
Maze, James W. 229
Mead, Jane E. 126,154,156,
167,158,202
Meals, Jennifer 151,162,205
Medicott, Barbara K. 144
Medve, Eleanora E. 201
Meistrich, Howard S. 236
Mertz, Susan E. 144,217
Meyer, Jane C. 126,208
Meyer, Jeffrey A. 168
Meyer, John M. 129,153,226
Middlesworth, Marjorie 201
Miles, Cynthia M. 267
Miller, Arlene 159
Miller, Carol M. 162,268
Miller, Carol N. 131
Miller, Craig W. 59,142,229,
253
Miller, Gary Raymond 155,
234
Miller, Linda K. 141
Millican, Linda D. 123,164,
170,207,268
Minis, Douglas E. 253
Minneman, Dianne L. 140,
202
Mishkin, Bruce C. 238
Mitchell, Jane C. 201,280
Mithoefer, Mary E. 214
Mitsos, William T. 153,226
The Butler coed is a beauty to behold.
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Mittelstadt, Linda J. 201
Mivec, Margaret J. 207
Mobley, Jon E. 149
Moeller, Robert L. 268
Moenning, Sandra S. 210,249
Molina, Richard C. 223
Monk, Helena R. 218
Monroe, Sherrill H. 214
Moore, Daniel P. 232
Moore, Gary R. 223
Moore, Nancy E. 169,207
Moore, Sandra A. 153,157,
208
Moore, William H. 175,229,
249
Moran, Elizabeth R. 219
Moranz, Thomas L. 236
Morgan. Judith L. 153,202
Morgan, Melissa C. 207
Morris, Darrell E. 147
Morrison, Bruce M. 153,229
Morrison, Cheryl A, 128,147
Morsette, Michele B. 202
Morton, Patricia A. 146,217
Morton, Susan R. 219
Mosel, Joanne R. 205
Moss, L. R. 232
Motley, Kenneth K. 268
Motsch, Marilyn J. 75,201
Muckerheide, Lynn A. 175,
234
Muffett, Lee A. 151,166
Muir, Karen L. 151,213
Muir, Fredric J. 155,224
Murray, Elizabeth A. 268
Myers, Gwynee G. 220
Myers, Jeffrey P. 268
Nagel, Richard A. 238
Nagy, Bruce A. 142
Nazzaro, John J. 238
Neat, Scott E. 184,185,186,
197,229,277
Neely, Jeffery A. 194,197
Neff, Gail J. 131,219,269
Neff, Joanne 140,151,161,
164,210
Nefouse, Paul S. 234
Neiheiser, Sheryl A. 183,213,
249
Nell, John D. 194
Nelson, Pamela J. 131,201
Nelson, Susan M. 219,276
Neumann, Nancy M. 32,182,
147,281
Newbold, Cornelia E. 86,139,
140,142,214
Newhart, George T.
Newman, Bonnie S. 205
Nichols, Carol L. 144,147,253
Nichols, Dennis P. 42,127,
223,276
Nicholson, Marilyn A. 144
Nicolazzi, Jr. Libero A. 241
Niemeyer, John C. 175,224
Nims, Judith A. 146
Nolan, Daniel K. 175,185
Noll, Marilyn S. 16,72,73,128,
150,180,210,233
Noll, Jacqueline J. 63
Nordmeyer, James H. 223
Norris, Patricia M. 47,169,
219,269
Norris, Stephen K. 17,185,
186,188,196,197,229,281
Norris, William D. 147,231
North, Deborah L. 220
Northern, Tina M. 130,131,
170,269
Norwalk, Keith 0. 127,229
Nyers, Frances A. 167,201
Oakley, Carol A. 98,171,202
O'Bryant, Patricia L. 151,213
O'Connell, Maryann 128,146,
154
Offutt, Ellen Jann 15
Oldham, Sandra L. 144
Olson, Barbara L. 162,220
Olson, Sarah J. 123,132,133,
140,152,170,207,258
Orphey, Stephen J. 175,194,
196,258
Orvis, Katherine A. 205
Osting, Patrick E. 223
Ostrander, Brinton L. 234
Ostrom, Cecelia M. 210
Oswald, Margaret L. 153,210,
211
Overman, Myra J. 201
Owen, Hugh T. 125,170,193,
269
Packard, Nina A. 122,146,
210,253
Page, Sandra L. 213
Panko, Joy 216
Parker, Maynard L. 226
Parker, Richard A. 269
Paton, Robert W. 147
Patterson, Judith A. 147,269
Patty, Dixie R. 166,220,253
Pearson, Joseph E. 185,194
Peck, Marilyn C. 219
Pehoski, Barry C. 236,269
Peiffer, Donna J. 205
Pellico, Gary G. 238
Pelton, Gary R. 226
Pennington, Mary J. 249
Perkins, Yvonne 160
Perry, Janice K. 144
Peters, Mitchell E. 153,229
Peterson, Michael A. 226
Petrosky, Brent A. 238,269
Petty, Steven J. 229
Pfrommer, David L. 224
Phares, Mary A. 28,47,132,
140,207,258
Phariss, Lu A. 150,201
Pharriss, Stanley K. 68,153,
229
Phelps, Thomas O. 270
Phifer, Deborah L. 153,183,
208
Pickell, Karen 0. 220
Pickering, Wayne E. 127,168,
234
Pickett, Barbara A. 63,151,
201
Pickman, Steven 148
Pietrusinski, Marilyn R. 205
Pirtle, Jan E. 232
Piatt, Patricia E. 169
Pleiss, Mary C. 219
Pluth, Gregory J. 223
Podolsky, Diane 122,131,164,
270
Poland, Todd L. 238
Poleschuk, Gail 216
Polyak, Charles E. 261
Poore, Candace A. 201
Popa, Thomas M. 175,226
Porter, Kit J. 154,160,197,
229,290
Porter, Linda L. 144
Porter, Thomas W. 270
Post, Jacqueline 214
Poteet, Catherine J. 141
Powell, Alan R. 149
Powell, Gregory B. 226
Powell, Susan P. 215
Powers, Susan D. 14,134,
180,208,294
Powis, Richard R. 241
Preefer, Roger L. 258
Prescott, Jerry C. 234
Price, Gordon M. 129,223
Price, Gloria J. 165
Price, Patricia L. 215
Priest, Melanie S. 140,169,
208
Pringle, Alexander D. 224
Pritchard, Ann C. 220
Pruitt, Mark D. 153,185,224
Putz, Leon S. 232
Qualey, Bruce L. 229
Quist, Donna L. 208
Raber, John R. 229
Rabinovitz, Myron J. 161,236
Rabins, Ann L. 217
Raby, Susan D. 220
Radecki, Lawrence A. 185
Class of 1 970 contract senioritis
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Ragozzino, Carl J. 238
Rains, Darrell A. 229
Rakestraw, Carol J. 136,218,
220
Ramey, Kenneth A. 149
Rammler, David T. 270
Ranson, John H. 63
Raskosky, Viola A. 202
Rasmussen, Alice M. 254
Record, William M. 226
Rector, Paul T. 130,148
Reed, Richard A. 175,185,196
Reese, John F. 193,224,225
Reilly, Joan L 132,140,258
Renbarger, Barbara L. 166,
201,249
Replogle, Pamela J. 152,170
Rhoads, Dennis D. 147
Rhodes, Elizabeth A. 151,210,
249
Rhodes, Paul J. 149
Rice, Jane A. 219
Richardson, Rebecca C. 219
Richardson, Ronald G. 153,
229
Richmond, Terrence W. 270
Richmond, Warren A. 175
Richters, Stephen P. 151,229
Ridpath, Mary Ann 201
Riegle, Charles H. 175,197
Riggs, Susan K. 210,249
Riley, Michael J. 127,229
Ringham, Paula A. 130
Ripple, Judith G. 258
Rissman, Marc 127,130,181,
236,281
Ritter, Janet M. 151,210
Ritziil, Charles W. 129,223
Rizk, Michael G. 142,254
Roach, Jim M. 249
Roberts, Jr. Robert R. 270
Roberts, Sharon A. 131,270
Roche, Gail P. 150,167
Rodriguez, Felicia L. 131,150,
162,167,215,270
Rogers, Douglas E. 224
Rogliano, Joan M. 207
Rosen, Nancy A. 202
Rosenberger, Lani J. 254
Rosner, Kent A. 236
Rowland, Michael 149
Rozow, Michael 254
Rubino, Michele J. 210
Rudolph, G. Keith 145,147
Rudolph, Reda R. 219
Rudolph, Steven R. 145,147
Rudzinski, Walter W. 192,197,
232
Rueffer, Karen A. 129,220
Ruehrschneck, David E. 147,
270
Ruff, Janice K. 202
Rumble, Mary C. 146,147,
183,254
Runge, Kathy L. 169,201
Ruppel, William J. 130,175
Russell, Donald R. 149
Ruttle, James A. 129,226
Ryan, Rebecca 213
Rykovich, Thomas G. 44,175,
232,280
Ryon, Naomi 169,207
Saalfrank, Diane R. 141
Sachs, Steven P. 160,259
Salbach, Shannon L. 207
Salk, Edward M. 145
Samuelson, Marylou T. 254
Sandstrom, Karen K. 152,
161,165
Sandy, Cindy 72,73
Sanford, David L. 165
Sargent, Gregg L. 130,167
Saunders, Susan E. 171,215
Savage, Linda D. 126,161,
167,170,201
Savin, Milan 145
Saxman, Mathias E. 151,153
Saylors, Jack V. 185,232
Schaal, Cynthia A. 207
Schaedel, Gordon T. 225
Schafer, Caria L. 220
Schaffner, Judith E. 214
Schatz, Randee S. 132,137,
152,153,202,203
Schaubel, Wendy G. 217
Scheldt, Cathy A. 219
Schenk, Barbara A. 151,205
Scherle, Daria K. 249
Scherle, Maria F. 249
Schilling, Edmund C. 167
Schilling, Ina C. 167
Schilling, Joel K. 147,223
Schloot, Carl L. 130
Schmidt, Mary J. 146,207
Schmitz, Harold J. 238
Schroeder, Robert E. 185,
194,226
Schull, Daniel S. 8,153,226,
271
Schulte, Jr. John J. 58,271
Schulte, Ronald L. 232
Schuiz, Julie A. 271
Schumaker, Teresa L. 207
Schweitzer, Roberta A. 144
Scott, Bradford E. Orde 142,
254
Scott, David R. 259
Seal, John E. 185,189,229,
277
Secrest, Steven W. 223
Seghetti, Joanne M. 162,220
Seghetti, Lynn E. 213,250
Seibert, Nancy J. 144
Serafin, John R. 151,167,224
Seskin, Ronald M. 236
Setzer, Charlene 159,213
Severin, Julie A, 207
Shackelford, Gordon E. 153,
229
Shanower, Wade A. 151,153,
229
Shapiro, Paul S. 238
Shepherd, II William L. 186
Sheridan, Patricia A. 208
Sheriff. Thomas H. 241
Short, Pamela J. 215,255
Shotton, Geoffrey M. 28,150,
259
Shrock, Thomas B. 238
Siebels, Kerry C. 210
Siegler, Nelson A. 224,271
Siemanowski, Robert J. 259
Silver, Howard M. 168,271
Silverman, Neil M. 236,259
Sim, Charles A. 241
Simmons, Jane E. 220
Simon, Jack L. 167
Simons, Barbara J. 146,219,
255
Simpson, Ellen C. 90,205,250
Simpson, Thomas H. 155,
236,271
Sims, Jesse H.
Sippel, Susan A. 47,151,154,
210,250,276
Sisson, Constance L. 157,
158,201
Skafte, Diane L. 220
Skelton, Mary M. 151,201
Slater, Gail A. 107,159,210,
271
Slaton, William T. 229
Slaughter, Charles J. 145,147
Slenn, Suzanne M. 220
Sloan, Elizabeth A. 144,255
Sloan, Steven M. 238
Small, Christopher M. 241
Smiley, Joanne T. 131,162,
167,271
Smith, Allyson K. 56,166,210
Smith, Bruce D. 194,250
Smith, Debe S. 144
Smith, Deborah L. 213
Smith, Franklin D. 155,226
Smith, Harold E. 241
Smith, Mary L. 213
Smith, Pamela K. 201
Smith, Timothy R. 223
Smithers, Dorothy D. 153,
156,158,210,250
Snellenberger, Mary B. 220
Snively, Fred Morris 234
Snyder, Katherine L. 219
Snyder, Rosanne F. 166,202,
203
Sodeman, Geraldine J. 250
Sokol, Sidney L. 271
Somerville, Carol A. 205
Sonnabend, Rebecca 216,271
Soucek, Sandra M. 208
Souder, Roberta A. 146,147,
183
Soukup, Richard A. 155,234
Spadorcia, Jonathane 124,
160,185,229,271,281
Spann, Catherine S. 41,162,
213
Sparks, James R. 271
Sparks, Marilyn 183,217
Spencer, Ruth E. 131,151,
152,162,166,167,210
Sperry, Abigail M. 150,153,
201
Spolyar, David E. 259
Sponcil, Robert S. 175,224,
278
Spooner, Frederick H. 151,
153,229
Squiller, Gil M. 149
Srader, Betsy A. 166,210
Stafford, Donald 149
Stafford, Linda B. 207
Stall, Barbara J. 255
Staller, James D. 226
Stanforth, William B. 223
Stanley, Ross A. 241
States, Alice T. 148
Stencel, Donna M. 202
Stewart, Carolyn A. 151,210
Stewart, Katherine A. 146,
210
Stewart, Kathryn S. 128,213
Stewart, Robert S. 153,229
Still, James W. 241
Stiner, Doreen 154
Stinnett, Lana K. 219
Stofer, Brenda L. 205,272
Stone, Rita M. 147
Stone, Susan G. 58,151,154,
205
Storey, Mary E. 167,208
Stout, Katherine 154
Stout, Richard M. 140
Strack, John K. 250
Straley, John W. 224
Strapulos, Michael C. 151,223
Strass, Alan R. 241
Stratton, Karen Y. 205
Stricklin, Barbara E. 201
Strom, John G. 223,255
Strykul, Kathy J. 210
Stults, Margo L. 91,151,213
Sturgeon, Alice J
Sturm, Christine A. 208,209
Sughrue, Thomas M. 165
Sugioka, James K. 272
Sullivan, Deborah J. 219
Sulteen, Deborah J. 146,218,
219
Summers, Stephen D. 226
Summers, Violette F. 89,214
Swanson, John T. 165,238
Swindler, Mary M. 207
Swope, Robert E. 255
Szyrwiel, Allen F. 226
Taber, James H. 238
Tally, Karen L. 72,73,144,
147,183,255
Tamulonis, Peter G. 165
Tawney, Marilyn D. 167,272
Taylor, Everett H. 149,261
Taylor, Nancy A. 210,250
Tegarden, Mary J. 151,208
Teipen, Janice L. 132,140,
220
Tenbarge, Carol J. 220
Ten Eyck, Leslie A. 151,213
Terry, Marilene R. 208
Terwilliger, John D. 232
Thatcher, Robert F. 229
Tokarski, Walter J. 155,236
Thiesfeld, F. Jeffrey 234
Thomas, Diane M. 213
Thomas, John M. 238,239
Thomas, Pamela A. 217
Thompson, Curtis C. 160,
194,238
Thompson, Jeffrey G. 272
Thompson, Sarah J. 152,201
Thrun, Paula J. 161,167,170
Thuot, Jeanne C. 129,202,
284
Thurston, Richard D. 151,229
Tilney, Jean W. 159,169,205
Timmermeister, Kay L. 205,
250
Tinder, Edward J. 175
Tobin, John T. 238
Todd, Allana 28,30,47,272
Tomamichel, Kathryn A. 147
Tomlinson, Donna P. 215
Toner, David J. 175
Toney, Richard W. 149
Tousley, David B. 272
Travis, John W. 223
Traylor, Sonya F. 214
Trefry, George D. 232
Tribbett, Donald J. 234
Tribbett, Robert D. 155,234,
272
Trissel, Lawrence A, 261
Troutman, Monte D. 226
Turley, Sandra J. 217
Twenty, John D. 127,191,234
Ulrich, Lawrence R. 148
Umsted, Linda K. 272
Utter, Judith A. 153,213
Vaccaro, Katherine L. 171
Vaillancourt, David A. 236
Valmore, Suzanne 131,162
Vance, Rebecca A. 46,128,
153,207
Van Maaren, Henry S. 181
Van Ness, Jon N. 229
Van Wagner, Jane C. 41,123,
159
Varga, Jay A. 129,137,153,
226
Vassallo, Donald J. 149
Vaughn, Susan L. 146,214
Vavul, Diane 164
Veeck, Alan C. 259
Ver Bryck, Marcia J. 57,126,
153,169,183,208
Vernon, Robert C. 232
Vest, Gail L. 220
Vieceli, John A. 149,261
Viktora, Elizabeth A. 219
Vitale, Richard 168
Vonderhaar, Richard L. 232
Voosaar, lime L. 141
Vorick, Jeffrey R. 224,225
Vosmeier, Amelia A. 219
Vryn, Nancy J. 220
Wade, Margery G. 207
Wadyka, David P. 231
Wagner, Edward F. 272
Wagner, Jr. Wayne R. 226
Waike, Richard D. 145,147
Walker, Brian K. 231
Walker, Katherine S. 60
Walker, Nancy 272
Walker, Pamela K. 152,157,
208
Wall, Judith A. 141,160,259
Wallenstein, Martin A. 165,
238
Walowy, Veronica M. 160,
215,259
Walsh, James E. 255
Walsman, Robert R. 149,175,
176
Walsman, Thomas P. 175
Walters, Stephanie A. 27,59,
157,208
Wampler, John R. 231
Wanner, William C. 272
Ward, Christine I. 157,202
Warder, Paul R. 124,153,160,
224,273
Warner, Walter 229
Warren, Charles III C. 168
Warren, James R. 238
Watson, Darlene K. 201
Webb, Terry R. 234,273
Weber, Ann B. 56,208
Webber, Brian R. 168.224
Weber, Louis J. 175,197,
230,231
Weber, Roy H. 145
Webster, Patricia A. 167,205
Weddell, Brenda L. 220
Weddle, Carol J. 207
Weeks, Ronald D. 238,239
Weimer, Andrew J. 238
Welch, Jodi L 217
Wesley, Jack A. 238
Westerfield, Mary L. 146,219
Westfall, Deborah E. 146,151,
201
Wheeler, Alfred P. 124,131,
160,238,239,273
Wheeler, Nancy A. 208
White, David L. 236
White, Gail L. 29,142,151,
202,222
White, Marilyn J. 207
White, Mary L. 167,250
Whitney, Candace I. 213
Wicoff, Raymond E. 155,231
Wilder, Georgia J. 219
Wilkinson, Lawrence A. 168
Wilkinson, Jane A. 107,159,
201,273
Wilkinson, Steve V. 138
Wilkinson, Susie 213
Willetts, Patricia A. 205,250
Williams, Donna E. 219
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SEARCHING . . . DISCOVERING LEARNING
1969 was a great year. The presses have stopped
and our office is closed. And so, I dedicate;
to you, the students of Butler University, for;
experiences this book could not have been.
... to Mr. Dick Kennard, our publisher,
patience and concern I would not have
to try.
... to the DRIFT staff, there is only one tht
express my feelings. This book is your re
endless hours spent in its completion.
Thanks fol
Nancy Ehij
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